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In Sec. 1.1 this thesis begins with a short description of emergent phenomena in strongly
correlated electron systems from which two of them: the Kondo effect and anti-ferromag-
netism are subject of this work. Then in Sec. 1.2 the concept of a spectral function is
presented which is the physical observable of interest in both of the subjects. Methods to
calculate spectral functions for strongly correlated electron systems are listed in Sec. 1.3.
The introduction closes with a short description of the two topics of this thesis.1
Emergent phenomena in strongly correlated
electron systems 1.1
"The behavior of large and complex aggregates of elementary particles, it turns out, is not to be understood
in terms of a simple extrapolation of the properties of a few particles. Instead, at each level of complexity
entirely new properties appear, and the understanding of the new behaviors requires research which I think
is as fundamental in its nature as any other."
(Article: "More is different", Anderson, 1972,[And72])
In his seminal paper from 1972 Anderson established the concept of emergence in
the physics community [And72, Col12]. One major goal of physics is to understand the
fundamental laws of nature, attempting to explain all the properties and interactions
between the elementary particles. However, regarding many particles new phenomena
can emerge that cannot be simply explained by extrapolations from the properties of
these single particles [And72]. In this regard physicists started to talk about different
behaviour on different scales which can be either, e.g. time, length, energy or number of
particles [Col12]. In particular in the field of condensed matter this turned out to be a
very successful concept. In classical statistical physics these phenomena emerge mainly at
large scales, however for quantum systems the situation can be much more interesting. A
very illustrative example is given by Coleman with the comparison of niobium and gold:
"While classical matter develops new forms of behaviour on large scales, the potential for quantum matter
to develop emergent properties is far more startling. For instance, similar atoms of niobium and gold,
when scaled up to the micron-scale, form crystals with dramatically different properties. Electrons roam
free across gold crystals, forming the conducting fluid that gives it lustrous metallic properties. Up to
about 30 nanometers, there is little to distinguish copper [sic!]2 and niobium, but beyond this scale, the
electrons in niobium pair up into “Cooper pairs” . By the time we reach the scale of a micron, these pairs
congregate by the billions into a pair condensate transforming the crystal into an entirely new metallic state:
a superconductor, which conducts without resistance, excludes magnetic fields and has the ability to levitate
magnets."
(Book: "Introduction to Many Body Physics", Coleman, 2012,[Col12])
1Any literature cited in this introduction should have an additional ’e.g.’ and the comment ’plus
references therein’.
2It is assumed that the author actually means gold here.
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A very interesting subclass of all materials that show emergent new phenomena are
the so-called strongly correlated electron systems. In these systems the strong Coulomb
interactions between the electrons have to be explicitly taken into account. The regime
is characterized by interaction energies that are larger than the kinetic energy of the
particles. Prominent examples for strongly correlated phenomena are:
• Unconventional superconductivity
Unconventional superconductivity as observed in the copper oxides [BM86, Leg06],
heavy fermion systems [Ste84, SS10] and iron pnictides [CEE08] is arguably the
most prominent phenomena of strongly correlated electrons and the driving force in
the field.
• Anti- and ferromagnetism
Though it is one of the oldest known phenomena, anti- and ferromagnetism denotes
still a challenge for theoretical physicists as its complete explanation has to include
strongly correlated electron effects [Blu01]. However, today the focus has shifted
towards the interplay between magnetism and superconductivity and the search for
new quantum phases, e.g. spin liquids [And73, Bal10, KHFP11].
• Kondo effect
The Kondo effect [Kon64, Hew93] - the increase of the resistance in diluted metals
with magnetic impurities - is one of the most studied phenomena due to its very
basic theoretical modelling of just one single interacting site. However, it provides a
basic understanding of strong correlations and gives an access to the understanding
of heavy fermion systems [Ste84].
• Mott transition
Most insulators can be explained by band structure calculations. However, for a
certain class of insulators, the transition from a metal to an insulator is explicitly
rooted in strong correlation effects [Mot49, IFT98].
In this work the focus is on two of these strongly correlated phenomena: The Kondo
effect and anti-ferromagnetism. In order to understand the underlying mechanisms, it is
advisable to understand at first which materials show strong electron correlations: For
most solid state systems the long-ranged Coulomb potential proportional to 1/r between
electrons does not have to be explicitly taken into account as the effect of charge screen-
ing leads to an effective short range potential for the electrons [KM96].3 For these sys-
tems band structure calculations via e.g. linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO),
Hartree-Fock or density functional theory (DFT) are sufficient [AM76]. Most of these
methods take the electron-electron interactions not at all or via an effective single particle
potential into account. However, if electrons are localized in a very small region, charge
screening is not effective and interaction energies dominate the physics [Mah00]. Thus,
physics of strong correlations are expected in systems where the electrons are highly lo-
calized. Generally two major forms of localization can be identified: Localization due to
molecular orbital theory and localization due to decreased dimensionality [Col12].
3In Thomas-Fermi theory this is the Yukawa potential e−αr/r.
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Figure 1.1: Figure adapted from
Ref. [Col12]. The Kmetko-Smith di-
agram is shown. The trend for in-
creasing localization with filling can
be seen within the transition metals
and lanthanides/actinides.
From molecular orbital theory it is known that electrons are strongest localized in the
d and f orbitals [MM03]. Furthermore, for magnetic interactions the d or f -shells have
to be just partially filled to provide a net magnetic moment due to Hund’s rules [AM76].
This is for example the case for the 3d transition metals, e.g. manganese (Mn), iron (Fe),
cobalt (Co) and nickel (Ni). These have the atomic configuration [Ar]3dx4s2, x = 5, 6, 7, 8
[MM03]. In Fig. 1.1 the Kmetko-Smith diagram is shown [SK83, Col12]. The transition
metals (lower three lines 3d, 4d, 5d) with single to fully filled d-shells and the lanthanoide
and actinoide (upper two lines 4f, 5f) with partially filled f -shells are displayed. The
color encodes the trend for increasing localization of the electrons in these shells, which
can lead to the described strong correlation phenomena. For example, it is known that
strong correlations within the narrow d-bands of iron lead to itinerant ferromagnetism
[Blu01].
Another possibility to have highly localized electrons are systems in low dimensions.
An example are the famous cuprate superconductors, e.g. Bi2Sr2Can−1CunO2n+4+x, that
consist of weakly coupled two-dimensional copper oxide planes [BM86, Leg06]. In this
reduced dimensionality localization is enhanced and plays an important role in the ob-
served unconventional superconductivity. Other compounds like the corner-sharing chain
cuprates Sr2CuO2 or SrCuO3 show even (quasi) one-dimensional behaviour. They are
realizations of one-dimensional Mott insulators and show the famous spin-charge separa-
tion [KMS+96, KHB+04, KKR+06, JFG+09, ST10]. Single magnetic impurities in metals
are often considered as zero-dimensional systems as the strongly localized d(f)-shell of
the impurity can be regarded as an effective interacting site in a bath of non-interacting
electrons. Another example for zero-dimensional systems are artificially produced quan-
tum dots [GGSM+98, Sha08]. Of course all of these system are still three dimensional,
however the relevant physics is confined in a subspace of lower dimension.
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Spectral functions 1.2
The listed phenomena are traceable by the measurement of physical observables. In par-
ticular, for metals conductivity measurements at different temperatures are standard, but
also other thermodynamic quantities like specific heat have been intensively measured.
Due to the invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope by Binning and Rohrer in
1987 [BR87] and developments in angle-resolved photo emission spectroscopy [Hüf03] as
well as neutron scattering [Shu95] spectral functions are today accessible in experiments
with high resolution.
Most of the described phenomena just occur below a critical temperature Tc and can
be best analysed without thermodynamic fluctuations close to T = 0. The system is
then in its ground state. Therefore in this work all spectral functions are calculated at
T = 0. Excitations from the ground state are a way to probe materials that show the
discussed phenomena. Let me introduce the concepts by discussing a specific example:
For electronic systems an excitation can for example be created by adding an electron at
a certain position x at time t = 0 and removing it at the same position at a later time
t′ > 0. This kind of excitation is usually not an eigenstate of the system, but can be
expressed by a superposition of many eigenstates |En〉 with energy En:4




The excitation will evolve in time, whereby the modes are given by the eigenenergies of
the system:




−iEnt′ |En〉 . (1.2)
The (spectral) decomposition of the excitation into the eigenenergies (modes) of the sys-
tem is given by the spectral function. Precisely, the spectral function is a function of the
energy with peaks at the eigenenergies of the system weighted with the decomposition
coefficients cn of the excitation:5
ρ(ω > 0) =
∑
n
|cn|2δ(ω −E ′n) . (1.3)
Thus, the special feature of the spectral function is that it does not only provide in-
formation about the excited state of the system, but it provides information about the
eigenenergies of the system. Therefore by a single measurement of the spectral function
much more information about the system can be gathered. However, its theoretical cal-
culation is also usually much more involved than the calculation of e.g. static quantities
that just provide information about a single state.
4This vivid explanation is just valid for a special kind of spectral function. The spectral function is
generally introduced in Sec. 2.3.2.
5Precisely, the eigenergies are given via the difference to the ground state energy E′n = En − E0. For
a continuous system the spectral function will also be continuous.
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Methods 1.3
The calculation of spectral functions for strongly correlated electron systems is difficult
due to the many information provided by this quantity. The strong correlations eventually
forbid a treatment via standard band structure calculation tools, e.g. density-functional
theory (DFT) [JG89] or Green’s function methods [AM76]. The exact full solution of
the many-particle Schrödinger equation, that describes the full condensed matter system
involving all electrons with all interactions, will be forever impossible due to the huge
number of particles of the order of 1023 atoms. Thus effective models that just concen-
trate on the essential physics with a much smaller number of degrees of freedom provide
an access to these phenomena. Albeit the use of effective Hamiltonians that dramatically
decrease the number of involved particles and interactions, analytical tools are in most
cases limited to one dimension or to specific sets of parameters. Therefore, in most cases,
one has to resort to numerical techniques. However, the exponential scaling of the Hilbert
space makes a complete solution via numerical exact diagonalization, e.g. the Householder
or Lanczos algorithm [BDD+00, GvL96], in the most cases impossible. Nevertheless, re-
sults for just a few particles and finite-size scaling can give hints for the behaviour of
larger systems.
Arguably, the most successful theory for interacting systems is Landau’s Fermi liq-
uid theory [Lan58] which can describe metals even with large interactions between the
particles in the normal state i.e. in the absence of any symmetry breaking. There, a
one-to-one correspondence between the energy levels of some non-interacting system and
the interacting system under consideration exists and all thermodynamic and spectral
quantities are therefore given by the non-interacting ones with suitable rescaled effective
parameters [Sch95]. Even after a phase transition to a symmetry broken phase systems
can sometimes still be described by Fermi liquid theory below the critical temperature
TC . However, in some of the mentioned interesting phenomena the systems change to a
non-Fermi liquid phase. This is the case for, e.g. the Mott-transition [IFT98]. In the
studied Kondo effect the system changes from a Fermi liquid regime to a local moment
regime and then to the so-called strongly coupling regime which can again be described
by a Fermi liquid.6 In the characterization of these phases and phase transitions usually
many scales (temperature, energy,...) are involved, which turns out to be a major chal-
lenge for analytical and numerical methods.
In the last 60 years many different algorithm and methods have been developed to
calculate and approximate physical observable from effective Hamiltonians. The renor-
malization group (RG) [Wil83, Gol92] turned out to be a big breakthrough in order to
calculate physical properties on different scales. In particular, it allows to investigate
the different phases and phase transitions. The main idea is to provide a mapping be-
tween Hamiltonians which iteratively applied (in the language of the RG: "under the RG
flow") can end up in a fixed-point. A further breakthrough was Wilson’s numerical renor-
malization group (NRG) [Wil75, BCP08] that explicitly allows to solve numerically the
6In the Kondo effect these transitions are no phase transitions as no symmetry breaking is involved.
Therefore these transitions are named cross-overs and the name regime is used instead of phase.
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Hamiltonian for quantum impurity models at every iteration of the RG flow. In the NRG
every iteration can be related to a temperature and therefore the system can be solved
on a large temperature respectively energy scale. Closely related to the renormalization
group is the idea of universality and universality classes [Gol92, Col12]. The origin of this
latter concept is that terms in the Hamiltonian may vanish under the RG transforma-
tion. Therefore one can construct a class of Hamiltonians which have the same fixed-point
structure under the RG flow and thus show the same physics - they show universal be-
haviour and lie in the same universality class. This proof of universality in the end also
justifies a particular choice of effective models in the beginning. In this work the NRG is
applied for the calculation of spectral functions that show the Kondo effect.
Inspired by the success of the renormalization group Steve White formulated a real
space renormalization group called density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [Whi92,
Whi93, Sch11] which turned out to be very successful for one-dimensional systems. Later
it was shown that the DMRG is actually a variational wavefunction method and not a
renormalization group in the original sense. The (ground) state of the one-dimensional
quantum system is given via a variational wavefunction called matrix product states
(MPS) [FNW92, OlR95]. This ansatz is very precise even for systems of a few hundred
sites so that emergent phenomena, like the famous spin-charge separation in models of one-
dimensional interacting fermions, are observable [KSZ05]. For higher dimensional systems
variational states have been formulated in a similar way called tensor network states. The
most popular ones are projected entangled pair states (PEPS) [VC04, MVC07] and the
multiscale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [Vid07, Vid08]. However their
full potential is still unexamined. In this work an extension for the DMRG/MPS is de-
veloped to calculate spectral functions for one-dimensional anti-ferromagnetic spin chains.
Up to now also many other variations of the renormalization group idea have been
developed in order to calculate fermionic systems. For example flow equations for Hamil-
tonians based on infinitesimal unitary transformations have been developed by Wegner
[Weg94] and used by Kehrein [Keh06] mainly for quantum impurity models. Functional
renormalization group was another development to tackle fermionic systems up to two-
dimensional systems, see Ref. [MSH+12] for an overview. Quantum Monte Carlo methods
give a non-deterministic access to quantum many-body problems [LB05]. There are vari-
ous successful algorithms for fermionic and bosonic systems, however most of them work
at finite temperatures. For fermionic models they further have the (in)famous ’sign prob-
lem’. The development of the dynamic mean field theory (DMFT) [KV04] denotes another
route to the solution of (translationally invariant) many-body problem. Here the lattice is
mapped iteratively to an impurity problem which is solved self-consistently for the Green’s
function. The DMFT is actually just one algorithm in the class of self-energy functional
theory [Pot12], which further includes, e.g. the variational cluster approximation.
To summarize, in the last 60 years many different algorithms to tackle the quantum
many-body problem have been developed from which just the most important ones - in
the author’s view - could be listed. However, no single algorithm has been dominating
the field. For every problem one has to find the optimal algorithm or one has to apply
several algorithms to find the solution from different directions. The final two sections
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of the introduction give a short description of the two subjects of this thesis and give a
reasoning for the chosen methods.
Long range Kondo signatures 1.4
In 1908 H. K. Onnes developed the liquefaction of helium that made it possible to cool
down systems to a few Kelvin. Three years later this technique helped him to be the first
to discover superconductivity by studying the resistivity of mercury [Onn11], that van-
ishes below a critical temperature TC . Ordinary metals like copper in comparison show
a monotonous decrease of the resistance with temperature proportional to T 5 - Bloch T 5
law - through phononic contributions at low temperatures to a finite resistance at T = 0,
see Ref. [AM76] for an introduction. In a simple picture the conduction electrons are
only hindered in their motion by lattice vibrations that freeze out when the temperature
is lowered. At T = 0 only defects in the crystal and impurity scattering will contribute
to a finite resistivity. In the 1930s Hildebrand et al. [Hil37] discovered an increase in
the resistivity with decreasing temperature for metals with added single magnetic atoms
- impurities with unoccupied d- or f -shells. This leads to a minimum in the resistivity
around a specific temperature for these materials - later on called the Kondo effect.













superconductor Figure 1.2: The schematic behaviour of the
resistance at low temperatures for an ordinary
metal (blue), a dilute magnetic alloy showing
the Kondo effect with resistance minimum at
T ∗ (green) and a superconducting metal with
critical temperature TC (red).
puzzle for a long time. A phenomenological theory for conventional superconductivity was
found by Landau and Ginzburg [GL50] in the beginning of the 1950s and it took only seven
more years until Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer found a complete microscopic theory for
conventional superconductivity in 1957 [BCS57a, BCS57b]. In 1964 Jun Kondo found a
first explanation for the increase of the resistivity for metals with additional magnetic
impurities - therefore it was named after him [Kon64]. A full comprehensive solution was
given later on by Wilson with the development of the numerical renormalization group
[Wil75].
The Kondo effect is characterized by the formation of a strongly correlated many body
state between the electrons of the partially filled d-orbitals of the magnetic impurities and
the conduction band electrons of the host metal [Hew93]. This state emerges below a crit-
ical temperature called Kondo temperature Tk. Macroscopically it will give raise to the
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mentioned increase in the resistivity below a temperature T ∗ = f(n, TK) which is a func-
tion of the density of the impurities n and the Kondo temperature. After many years
of theoretical and experimental work the interaction between a single magnetic impurity
and the surrounding conduction band electrons is mainly understood [Hew93]. However,
the experimental verification of the correlations between impurity and conduction band
electrons in real space is still an open issue [KG01, Aff09]. More precisely, the spatial ex-
tend of the conduction band electrons correlated with the impurity - the so-called Kondo
cloud - has not been measured so far.
"After many years of theoretical and theoretical investigations, the Kondo screening cloud, as predicted by
the basic Kondo model, remains undetected experimentally. This is likely due to a combination of experi-
mental difficulties, and limitations of the basic Kondo model. It is to be hoped that further experimental
and theoretical progress will eventually bring this long search to a happy conclusion."
(Review article: "The Kondo screening cloud: what it is and how to observe it", Affleck, 2009, [Aff09])
In this work simulations have been performed for scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
(STS) measurements of a Kondo system consisting of Fe and Co impurities buried in Cu.
The STS measurements provide the local density of states (LDOS) at the surface of the
copper crystal. The local density of states is a spectral function that provides informa-
tion about the decomposition of a local excitation of the system. This local excitation is
created by adding an electron at the surface at position x to the system. In the measured
LDOS clear signatures of the buried impurities can be observed. Information about their
depth in mono-layers from the surface can be extracted. Therefore this measurement is
a candidate for the experimental verification for the measurement of a long range Kondo
signature.
The simulation of the system was done with a combination of band structure calcu-
lations via LCAO and the NRG. The applied effective Hamiltonian, the single impurity
Anderson model (SIAM), was proposed by Anderson already in 1961 [And61]. From ear-
lier work it is known that the correlated state, characterizing the Kondo effect, is visible
as a sharp resonance at the Fermi energy ǫF in the spectral function of the impurity
[Hew93]. The NRG is known to provide spectral functions with high resolution for this
model [BCP08]. In particular, the Kondo resonance at the Fermi energy is given with high
precision and therefore the NRG is the method of choice. The special focus in this project
is set on the comparison of the calculated LDOS to the experimental data to underline
the existence of a long range Kondo signature. Therefore, one important aspect is how
the famous resonance in the spectral function of the impurity transforms into the LDOS
at the surface of the sample.
The simulation and experimental data show very good agreement and hence do support
the measurement of a long range Kondo signature.
Dynamical spin structure factor 1.5
The second phenomena studied in this work, anti-ferromagnetism in a one-dimensional
spin chain, was experimentally verified, e.g. in compound systems of the copper oxides.
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In those systems local moments are formed by the Cu2+ sites. One prominent exam-
ple is e.g. azurite Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 [JOK+11]. However, these systems are in most
cases not strictly one-dimensional and additional terms have to be added to the Hamil-
tonian. Nevertheless, a first explanation for their magnetic properties can be given with
the one-dimensional spin-1
2
-Heisenberg model. In this effective model the electrons are
assumed to be very localized forming effective local moments (spins) which are aligned in
a one-dimensional chain. The spins interact with the neighbouring spins via an exchange
coupling J which can be either ferromagnetic (favouring parallel aligned spins) or anti-
ferromagnetic (favouring anti-parallel aligned spins).
The spectral function of interest for these systems is the dynamic spin structure factor
which can be measured with neutron scattering. The related excitation of this spectral
function is a local spin flip at a certain site. The one-dimensional Heisenberg model can
be solved analytically with the Bethe ansatz [Bet31, KMB+97, KM98, KHM98]. The
solution provides all excitation energies, however the calculation of the complete dynamic
spin structure factor is non-trivial. The eigenvectors for the anti-ferromagnetic chain are
called n-spinon excitations, whereby n denotes the number of flipped spins of the super-
posed states in the eigenstate. From the analytic solution with the Bethe ansatz it is
known that the spin structure factor is dominated by the 2-spinon excitations and just
a small fraction comes from the 4-spinon excitations [KMB+97, CH06]. Higher spinon
excitations provide just a negligible contribution.
The DMRG/MPS turned out to be the most successful numerical method for one-
dimensional systems [Whi92, Whi93, Sch11]. A lot of effort has already been put into the
calculation of spectral functions with various extensions to the original DMRG/MPS, but
all show certain limitations. Therefore, in this work a new method for the DMRG/MPS is
developed to calculate spectral functions for generic one-dimensional systems, even those
that are not solvable with the Bethe ansatz. The newly developed method implements
the Lanczos algorithm directly in MPS - the class of variational states. As a test case, it
is applied to the calculation of the dynamic spin structure factor of the anti-ferromagnetic
spin-1
2
-Heisenberg chain. It is shown that this new algorithm can provide the 2-spinon
excitations relevant for the dynamic spin structure factor with very good precision for
chains up to ≈ 70 sites. With an applied rescaling scheme for the 2-spinon excitations
even a very good agreement with results from the Bethe ansatz in the thermodynamic
limit can be obtained.
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Outline
Chapter 2: Many-body quantum physics
A short description of many-body quantum physics is presented with a special
focus on the definition of spectral functions.
Chapter 3: Computational tools
The applied computational tools for the calculation of spectral functions are
introduced. Three different methods are presented: (i) Exact diagonalization
tools including the Lanczos algorithm for dynamic correlation functions, (ii) the
renormalization group with a focus on Wilson’s NRG and (iii) the DMRG in
the formulation of matrix product states. The newly developed MPS Lanczos
method for the calculation of spectral functions is explained in detail.
Chapter 4: Long range Kondo signatures
The theoretical description of the Kondo effect and the related single impurity
Anderson model is presented. The current status of the experimental observa-
tion of the Kondo cloud and the new experimental measurements are briefly
explained. The main emphasis of this chapter is on the simulation of the data by
a combination of band structure and NRG calculations. In the end the results
are critically reviewed and the effective model is discussed.
Chapter 5: Dynamic spin structure factor of the one-dimensional Heisenberg
model
The newly developed MPS Lanczos method is applied to the dynamic spin
structure factor of the spin-1
2
-Heisenberg chain. The performance of the new
method is critically reviewed and compared to other methods.
Chapter 6: Conclusion
The final conclusion is drawn separately for the two topics of this thesis.
Prospectives for new research paths in these topics are given.
Many-body quantum physics 2
"It would indeed be remarkable if nature fortified herself against further advances in knowledge behind the
analytical difficulties of the many-body problem."
(Max Born, 1960)
From the formulation in the beginning of the last century up to now, quantum mechan-
ics turned out to be one of the most successful theories in physics. In 1926 Schrödinger
[Sch26a, Sch26b] formulated the non-relativistic quantum many-body problem for N par-
ticles interacting pairwise by two-body interaction terms that vanish at infinite distance.
The calculation of dynamic correlation functions for these systems is the central part
of this thesis. This chapter is not a full comprehensive lecture on many-body quantum
physics, but it is more an attempt to introduce the main concepts that are necessary for
the further understanding of this thesis. A special focus is on the definition of dynamic
correlation functions. For further details the reader is referred to the standard textbooks,
e.g. Refs. [Mah00, Bru04, Nol05].
In Sec. 2.1 the relevant Hilbert space is defined and its problematic exponential scaling
is discussed. Static correlation functions and expectation values are introduced in the
following Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3 a definition for dynamic correlation functions is given and
their basic properties are discussed. At this point the special focus is on Green’s functions
and the relation to spectral functions.
Physical states and Hilbert space 2.1
In quantum mechanics a physical state is described by a vector |Ψ〉 that is an element of a
Hilbert space H. In this thesis, it will always be assumed that the Hilbert space is of finite
dimension. This allows to avoid all the difficulties that arise with infinite dimensions, e.g.
orthogonality problems and normalization. Actually, all the systems that are examined
in this work can (in the end) be described by degrees of freedom that live on vertices
(sites) of a finite lattice. This lattice is a discrete finite subset N ⊂ RN where the sites
are labelled with index l ∈ N . Here, N denotes the space dimension of the real space.
Let Hl be the local Hilbert space at one site l ∈ N . Good examples are spin chains




l = span {| ↑〉, | ↓〉} or electrons on a lattice with maximum double occupancy
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per site, e.g. Hel = span {|0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉, | ↑, ↓〉}. The total Hilbert space of the lattice is
then given by
HN = ⊗l∈NHl. (2.1)
Let d denote the dimension of the local Hilbert space d = dim(Hl), then the dimension of
the total Hilbert space results to be
dim(HN ) = dN . (2.2)
This exponential scaling of the many-particle Hilbert space with the number of lattice
sites N is the major challenge for computational simulations.
Expectation values
and static correlation functions 2.2
From an experimental point of view the fundamental interest is not in the states of the
Hilbert space, but in the measurement of physical observables A. Due to the probabilistic
nature of the theory, the result of a measurement is given by an expectation value. The
physical observable is described by a corresponding self-adjoint linear operator A ∈ L(H)
and the expectation value can then be calculated by
〈A〉 = 〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 . (2.3)
The extension to static correlation functions is straight-forward:
CAB = 〈AB〉 = 〈Ψ|AB|Ψ〉 . (2.4)
In order to represent a physical observable the product of A and B has to be a self-
adjoint linear operator AB ∈ L(H). However, in the following these functions are also
called correlation functions if the product is not a self-adjoint linear operator. A more
general description, that also allows mixed states, is expressed by the density matrix
ρ. For a pure state |Ψ〉 ∈ H the density matrix is given by ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| ∈ L(H). The
density matrix for a mixed state is given by a superposition of density matrices of pure
states |Ψi〉 with a probability pi. The density matrix is then defined by the linear operator
ρ̂ =
∑
i pi|Ψi〉〈Ψi| ∈ L(H). With the density matrix the expectation value of any operator
at T = 0 can be expressed as
〈A〉 = Tr(ρA) pure state−−−−−→ 〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 . (2.5)
For finite temperatures the expectation value in a canonical ensemble is given via the
partition function Z = Tre−βH:




The physical system is described by the corresponding Hamiltonian H ∈ L(H). The
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At this point the expectation value is normalized to provide comparable energies. At zero
temperature the system is in the ground state |Ψ0〉 = |E0〉 – the state with minimal energy
E0. Therefore, at zero temperature all expectation values and correlation functions are
calculated with respect to this state.1 The focus of this work is not on the ground state,
but on spectral functions. For these in particular the whole spectrum of the Hamiltonian
has to be calculated (see Sec. 2.3). That means, one is interested in all the eigenvectors and
eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian, i.e. the complete solution of the Schrödinger equation
H|Ei〉 = Ei|Ei〉 . (2.8)
The exponential scaling of the Hilbert space with system size usually makes a complete
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian impossible. Therefore, methods to get approximations
for the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian are discussed in chapter 3.
Dynamic correlation functions 2.3
Definition and Green’s function 2.3.1
The main focus of this work is on dynamic quantities at T = 0. Therefore one has to
extend the definition of static correlation functions, see Eqn. (2.4), to dynamic correlation
functions CAB(t′, t) of the type
CAB(t
′, t) = 〈A(t′)B(t)〉Θ(t′ − t) = 〈E0|A(t′)B(t)|E0〉Θ(t′ − t) , (2.9)
where |E0〉 denotes the ground state and t′ ≥ t for causality. In this work only time-
independent Hamiltonians H are considered. Thus, it is more convenient to transform to
frequency space by a Laplace transform





′−t)d(t′ − t) , (2.10)
where η is an infinitesimal positive number introduced for convergence. The retarded
Green’s function is a sum of two correlation functions that is defined via the commutator
(s = −1) for bosonic systems and the anti-commutator for fermionic systems (s = 1):2
GA,B(t
′, t) =≪ A(t′), B(t) ≫t
= −iΘ(t′ − t) 〈[A(t′), B(t)]s〉 . (2.11)
A physical interpretation of this Green’s function can be given e.g. for the example men-
tioned in the introduction, see Sec. 1.2. There the operators A and B are the annihilation
and creation operators ci , c
†
j for electrons (fermions) acting on site i, j of a lattice. The
Green’s function is then related to the probability of removing an electron at time t′ at
1Here it is assumed that the system has no ground state degeneracy.
2Precisely, s = −1 has to be used, if at least one operator is bosonic. If both operators are odd in
fermionic creation and annihilation operators s = 1 has to be used.
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site i under the constraint that it was added at time t at site j. The Green’s function can
be written as a sum of correlation functions:
G>AB(t
′, t) = −iΘ(t′ − t) 〈A(t′)B(t)〉 = −iCAB(t′, t)
G<AB(t
′, t) = −iΘ(t′ − t) 〈B(t)A(t′)〉 = −iCBA(t, t′)
GAB(t
′, t) = G>AB(t
′, t) + sG<AB(t
′, t) = −i(CAB(t′, t) + sCBA(t, t′)) . (2.12)
The correlation functions are often also named as lesser G<AB and greater G
>
AB Green’s
functions. For this work the emphasis is on the representation of the Green’s function in







=≪ A(t′), B(t) ≫ω
= 〈E0|A
1
ω + iη − (H −E0)
B|E0〉+ s〈E0|B
1
ω + iη + (H − E0)
A|E0〉
= G>AB(ω) + sG
<
AB(ω) .
In the last line the Green’s function is written in the resolvent expression. Useful identities
to relate different Green’s function can be obtained from the equation of motion:
ω ≪ A,B ≫ω= 〈[A,B]s〉+ ≪ [A,H ]s, B ≫ω . (2.13)
Spectral functions 2.3.2
In a broader sense a spectral function is defined as the difference between advanced and
retarded Green’s function, i.e. the jump across the frequency axis. In a narrower sense the





Using the Dirac identity
1
ω − ǫ(k) + iη → limη→0P
1
ω − ǫ(k) + iη − iπδ(ω − ǫ(k)) (2.15)
one can derive the Lehmann representation for the spectral function. For B = A† it is
given by:











|〈En|A†|E0〉|2δ(ω − (En − E0))
ρAA†(ω < 0) = s
∑
n
|〈En|A|E0〉|2δ(ω + (En −E0)) .
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The generalization for finite temperatures is given by inserting the Boltzmann weights










δ(ω + En − En′) . (2.17)
One focus of this thesis is on the spectral function related to the imaginary part of the








Im ≪ ca, c†b ≫ω . (2.18)
A non-interacting Hamiltonian is diagonalized by the set of eigenvectors |Ek〉.3 Thus, the
Green’s function with operators ck, ck′ is also diagonal and the related spectral function
is given by:
ρk(ω > 0) = −
1
π
ImGk(ω > 0) =
∑
k′
|〈Ek′|c†k|E0〉|2δ(ω − (Ek′ −E0)) = δ (ω − ǫ(k)) .
(2.19)
The density of states (DOS) is the trace over all spectral functions:




The DOS is independent of the actual representation. For the spectral function of the




δ (ω − ǫ(k)) . (2.21)
It is a sum of δ-peaks at the eigenenergies of the system and thus bears the name ’density
of states’. The local density of states (LDOS) is actually a spectral function defined via
the one-particle Green’s function in real space:




For a non-interacting Hamiltonian a transformation of the (momentum) Green’s function








ω − ǫ(k) + iη . (2.23)









k(x)δ(ω − ǫ(k)) . (2.24)
3The dispersion ǫ(k) is given by the eigenenergies Ek.
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Thus, for a non-interacting Hamiltonians the LDOS can be interpreted as the density of
states at a certain position x while the DOS gives an average of it (the trace over all
positions). However, in general the LDOS is a spectral function for the related Green’s
function with real space creation and annihilation operators. For an interacting system
the LDOS can be calculated via Eqn. (2.16).
ρx(ω > 0) =
∑
n
|〈En|c†x|E0〉|2δ(ω − (En − E0)) , (2.25)
where the interpretation as density of states at a certain position x is subtle. Thus,
for interacting systems the direct interpretation as spectral decomposition of the state
c†x|E0〉 into the eigenstates of the system is preferred in this work, see discussion in the
introduction – Sec. 1.2. In the context of spectral functions the eigenenergies are called
spectral poles ωn and the weighting factors Ωn = |〈En|c†x|E0〉|2 are called spectral weights.
Computational tools 3
"Typically the way physics has done is as follows: (1) formulate a theoretical model; (2) (approximately)
solve the model to make a prediction; then (3) experimentally test the prediction. If the experiment confirms
the prediction then declare success. If not, then go back to the drawing board. Each of these three steps
typically requires considerable ingenuity, insight, and resourcefulness to carry out. However, of these three
steps, the second has a somewhat algorithmic flavour: if one only threw enough computational resources
at the model then surely it could be solved? This echoes Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem: perhaps for
any physical model, when sufficiently clearly formulated, there exists a procedural algorithm to extract
predictions, at least up to some acceptable error margin? The analogy with the Entscheidungsproblem here
has been specifically chosen to foreshadow the answer: no, there is no such general efficient method."
(Article: "Hamiltonian Complexity", Osborne, 2012,[Osb12])
The complete solution to the non-relativistic quantum many-body problem is equiv-
alent to finding all the solutions Ψi(x1, ..xN ) of the Schrödinger equation. Due to the
exponential scaling of the Hilbert space this problem is for most interacting systems an
NP-hard problem. This eventually means that direct (exact) computational simulations
are constrained to only a very few particles. Even simpler questions, e.g. what is the
state with the lowest energy of a one-dimensional (gapped) system, is in the worst case
still a NP-hard problem1 [Eis06]. Nevertheless, in the last 50 years many successful com-
putational algorithms have been developed to tackle these problems and to find approxi-
mate solutions. In this work, dynamic correlation functions are calculated with the NRG
for zero-dimensional systems (one interacting state coupled to a bath of non-interacting
states) and with the DMRG/MPS for one-dimensional systems.
In Sec. 3.1 exact diagonalization techniques are presented with a focus on the limita-
tions of these methods. Then in Sec. 3.2 the renormalization group is described. It starts
with a note on the history of the RG in Sec. 3.2.1, followed by a mathematical definition
of the RG transformation in Sec. 3.2.2. In the next Sec. 3.2.3 Wilson’s NRG is explained
in detail. In Sec. 3.3 an introduction to MPS is given starting with the general formalism
in Sec. 3.3.1 to Sec. 3.3.5, closing with some notes on the differences between DMRG and
MPS in Sec. 3.3.6. A special focus is on the calculation of spectral functions in Sec. 3.3.7
with the two newly developed Lanczos methods.
The content of parts of Sec. 3.3.7 is published as a Rapid Communication in Physical
Review B [DHP+11] and as a regular article in Physical Review B [DWH+12]. The first
work was a collaboration with Andreas Honecker, Robert Peters, Reinhard Noack and
Thomas Pruschke. The second work was a collaboration with Andreas Honecker, Anton
Wöllert, Ian P. McCulloch, Ulrich Schollwöck and Thomas Pruschke. It may be that
1"NP" stands for non-deterministic polynomial time" in computational complexity theory and de-
scribes roughly speaking problems that cannot be solved by any algorithm in polynomial time (time that
scales polynomial in system size, length, ...).
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some parts of the following chapter resemble the manuscript of Refs. [DHP+11, DWH+12].
The MPS code was provided by Ian P. McCulloch and the basis of the DMRG code was
provided by Robert Peters.
Exact diagonalization techniques 3.1
In this work the focus is on approximative algorithms that can handle systems far beyond
the ones that are accessible with exact diagonalization techniques or the Lanczos algo-
rithm. However, in Sec. 3.3.7 the Lanczos algorithm is implemented in MPS and therefore
the classical Lanczos algorithm is introduced in this section. There exists a vast amount
of literature on these two topics, however this introduction is mainly based on the books
by Bai et al. [BDD+00] and Golub and van Loan [GvL96].
Exact diagonalization 3.1.1
The discrete finite dimensional Hilbert space of quantum lattice models allows to express
the Hamiltonian as a matrix. In order to obtain the full set of eigenvectors and eigenen-
ergies as needed for dynamic correlation functions, see Eqn. (2.16), an exact diagonal-
ization of the matrix must be performed. Various different diagonalization algorithms
can be found in the literature of numerical mathematics, see e.g. Ref. [GvL96] for an
overview. One prominent and frequently used diagonalization algorithm is the House-
holder algorithm that is based on an orthogonal matrix transformations. It scales with
m3 independently on the number of empty entries, where m is the matrix dimension.
This scaling denotes the lower limit for exact diagonalization routines and by exploiting
computational resources the full diagonalization of electronic systems are usually limited
to ≈ 10 sites and of spin systems to ≈ 20 spins [GvL96].2
Lanczos algorithm 3.1.2
The Lanczos algorithm belongs to the class of iterative eigensolvers, see Ref. [BDD+00]
for an overview. Sometimes, it is also categorized under the term of exact diagonalization
algorithms, as extremal eigenvectors like ground states can be obtained close to machine
precision. However, the Lanczos algorithm does not provide the complete spectrum, but
only a limited number of eigenvectors. Nonetheless, it has been successfully employed in
the context of calculations of Green’s functions [HHK72, GB87].
2The exact system sizes are dependent on the dimension, implemented symmetries, computational
ressources, ...
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Formalism
Within the Lanczos algorithm one recursively generates an orthogonal basis of the Krylov




|x〉, H|x〉, H2|x〉, H3|x〉, H4|x〉...
}
. (3.1)
The orthogonality of the vectors is reached essentially by a Gram-Schmidt routine [PTVF92],
which can be formulated by a recursion formula3 that generates the so-called Lanczos vec-
tors:
|fn+1〉 = H|fn〉 − an|fn〉 − b2n|fn−1〉, |f0〉 = |x〉
an = 〈fn|H|fn〉/〈fn|fn〉,
b2n = 〈fn|fn〉/〈fn−1|fn−1〉, b0 = 0 . (3.2)












a0 b1 0 . . . 0
b1 a1 b2
. . . ...
0 b2
. . . . . . 0
... . . . . . . . . . bn−1











Due to the tridiagonal form, this effective Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized. Addi-
tionally, it can be shown that the extremal eigenvalues are good approximations [BDD+00]
to the extremal eigenvalues of the original system. This procedure, originally developed
for finding the extremal eigenvalues of large sparse matrices, can be adapted to the cal-
culation of dynamic correlation functions [GB87]. For such functions, see Eqn. (2.16),
actually not the full set of eigenvectors is of interest, but only those vectors which have
non-zero overlap with the vector A†|E0〉.
Thus, one starts the Lanczos algorithm with the vector |f0〉 = A†|E0〉/
√
〈E0|AA†|E0〉,
so that those eigenvectors and eigenenergies are generated that give a non-zero contri-
bution to the dynamic correlation function. If one diagonalizes Heff – obtained in this
way – its eigenvectors and eigenvalues give direct access to the (lowest) poles and spectral
weights of Eqn. (2.16). The Lanczos method was applied to the anti-ferromagnetic spin-1
2
Heisenberg chain (with periodic boundary conditions) by Fledderjohann et al. [FKMW95]
and later by Karbach et al. [KMB+97] to obtain spectral weights and poles for chains up
to 28 sites.
Ghost problem
The Lanczos method is obviously limited by system size, as all “exact diagonalization”
methods are. However, there are more subtle issues: The Lanczos algorithm will give the
3Within the application of the method to Green’s functions the recursion formula is sometimes called
Lanczos-Haydock recursion formula. See Refs. [HHK72, Hay80] for further details.
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best convergence for the extremal eigenvalues, which are contained in the starting vector.
The interior eigenvalues will only converge after a large number of Lanczos iterations. In
most cases, this turns out to be impossible as numerical errors will destroy the orthogo-
nality of the Lanczos vectors. This is the well-known “ghost problem” [BDD+00, CW85]
which leads to spurious (double) eigenvalues. There are many approaches to resolve the
loss of orthogonality. The two most popular ones are total or partial re-orthogonalization
and restarting procedures [BDD+00]. In a partial or total reorthogonalization procedure
one tries to recover orthogonality of the current Lanczos state by removing the overlap to
the previous ones explicitly after several steps or after each step:









〈ψ̃n|ψ̃n〉 accounts for the proper normalization. However, even with renor-
malization methods, “ghosts” stay a problem in the Lanczos algorithm.
Stopping criteria
Two obvious questions are, when to stop the Lanczos iteration and how to distinguish
real excitation energies from ghosts. The usual criterion for the quality of an approximate
pole position (eigenenergy) ωk is the residual. The residual vector is defined via
|rk〉 = H|Ek〉 − ωk|Ek〉 (3.5)
and the residual by
rk = 〈rk|rk〉 = 〈Ek|(H − ωk)2|Ek〉 . (3.6)
The residual gives a measure, how well the pole ωk and (normalized) vector |Ek〉 approxi-
mate an eigenvalue and an eigenvector of H . In this thesis, the exact position and weight
of the spectral poles are of interest and therefore a recipe to extract these quantities with
the help of the residuals was developed:
1. Remove all poles with a spectral weight below Ωcut and a residual which is larger
than rcut, because they are very likely ghosts.
2. Follow the convergence of each of the remaining poles and take those with the
smallest residual.
Thermodynamic limit and finite-size scaling
In the interesting thermodynamic limit dynamic correlation functions become continuous
functions. Thus methods which turn the discrete finite-size data into a continuous form
(approximating the data in the thermodynamic limit) are of special interest. Continued
fraction expansion and the direct broadening of spectral poles are two such methods to
get a continuous version of the discrete dynamic correlation functions. Using the direct
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broadening of the spectral poles, the delta peaks in the dynamic correlation function, see
Eqn. (2.16), can be broadened by e.g. a Lorentzian with broadening parameter η:







(ω − (En − E0))2 + η2
, ω > 0 . (3.7)
Equivalently, one can also calculate directly a “smooth” spectral function by using the














with z = E0 + ω + iη. Both methods to obtain a “smooth” spectral function are equiva-
lent, if one neglects special details about the termination of the continued fraction and if
a Lorentzian is used for the direct broadening. For large systems and large broadenings
this gives a decent approximation of the broadened correlation function in the thermo-
dynamic limit. With the Lanczos method the manageable system sizes are rather small
and therefore a finite-size scaling L → ∞ with fixed broadening η of the data has to
be performed first. Extracting the η → 0 limit a posteriori by removing the broadening
by a deconvolution is well-known to be a numerically ill-defined problem. There is no
unique solution and the best solution can only be given by probability arguments, see
Ref. [RU05, Dar09] for details. Without a finite-size scaling one would essentially try to
“deconvolute back” to a finite number of delta peaks. In summary the extrapolation to
the interesting thermodynamic limit (i) L → ∞, (ii) η → 0, from broadened data is far
from trivial, especially as the two limits are not to be interchanged.
Finite-size scaling of single spectral weights
However, knowing the explicit positions of the spectral poles for several finite system
is advantageous, because it allows, among other things, to perform proper finite-size
scaling for low-energy excitations and to clearly identify possible gaps in the spectrum.
Furthermore, Holzner et al. [HWM+11] suggested recently to use a systematic rescaling of
the spectral weights of chains with different length to approximate the dynamic correlation
function in the thermodynamic limit. The idea of this rescaling is to directly translate the
definition of the spectral function reading “spectral weight per unit frequency interval” into
a mathematical formula [HWM+11]. Each of the weights Ωn = |〈En|A|E0〉|2 is rescaled
by the width of the energy interval
∆n = (ǫn+1 − ǫn−1)/2 (3.9)
where the pole is located in. For the lower bound ω1 of the spectral function this definition
has to be replaced by ∆1 = (ǫ2 + ǫ1)/2 − ω1. Using this rescaling scheme, all spectral
weights will now lie on the spectral function calculated in the thermodynamic limit. Com-
bining the spectral weights/poles of chains with different lengths, one can then generate
a high resolution approximation to the spectral function in the thermodynamic limit and
consequently obtain a controlled approach to the problematic limit η → 0, L→ ∞.
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Renormalization group 3.2
"The "renormalization-group" approach is a strategy for dealing with problems involving many length scales.
The strategy is to tackle the problem in steps, one step for each length scale. In the case of critical phenomena,
the problem, technically, is to carry out statistical averages over thermal fluctuations on all size scales. The
renormalization-group approach is to integrate out the fluctuations in sequence, starting with fluctuations
on an atomic scale and then moving to successively larger scales until fluctuations on all scales have been
averaged out."
(Nobel lecture: "The renormalization group and critical phenomena", Wilson, 1983, [Wil83])
Introduction 3.2.1
This introduction gives an overview of the main ideas and historic development of the
renormalization group (RG) and is mainly based on the seminal papers by Wilson, see
Refs. [Wil75, Wil83]. The purpose is to explain the problems and approaches that led to
the development of the NRG.
One of the most difficult tasks in theoretical physics is the correct description of the
statistical continuum limit [Wil75]. A very prominent example are lattice models with
fixed lattice spacing and local interactions. In the continuum limit one does not expect
the lattice structure to be visible any more and one is mainly interested in the emer-
gence of global properties. Critical phenomena, like phase transitions, in these systems
are accompanied by long wavelength fluctuations [Wil75]. The maximum of these long
wavelength fluctuations is given by the correlation length ξ, which diverges exactly at the
critical temperature.
In the classical continuum limit one changes to the hydrodynamic picture and de-
scribes the system by a fluid with a dominant fixed wavelength with no reference to
the atomic structure and this allows to introduce continuum forms for e.g. density and
pressure [Wil75]. An attempt to describe the fluctuations in a critical system in a hy-
drodynamic picture unfortunately completely fails. The long wavelength fluctuations are
not the dominant fluctuations, the fluctuations over all energy scales are crucial for the
critical phenomena. The statistical continuum limit is therefore indicated by the absence
of a dominant scale – neither the correlation length nor the atomic spacing are dominant.
Physicists first encountered this problem in quantum electrodynamics and particle
physics. There usually an integration over short wavelength fluctuations leads to the
(in)famous divergences in calculating e.g. scattering amplitudes. Calculating the Lamb
shift in 1947 Bethe [Bet47] was the first to calculate a physical property from the difference
of two diverging quantities [Hae11]. Based on Bethe’s idea Tomonaga [Tom46], Schwinger
[Sch48b, Sch48a, Sch49], Feynman [Fey49a, Fey49b, Fey50] and Dyson [Dys49a, Dys49b]
developed a mathematical scheme to calculate finite values up to every order in pertur-
bation theory [Wil75, Hae11].4 Further main developments of these quantum field theo-
retical methods – introducing the name renormalization group – are due to Stückelberg
4If the theory is ’renormalizable’ – which is true if roughly speaking the number of diverging diagrams
is finite.
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[SP53] and independently to Gell-Mann and Low [GML54] as well as Callan [Cal70] and
Symanzik [Sym71]. However, these developments still remained mainly computational
tools applicable to Feynman diagrams [Wil75, Hae11].
It was Wilson [Wil75] who realized that the summation of the fluctuations in the pre-
vious so-called perturbative renormalization groups are treated in the same way on all
energy scales. However, this only works if the expansion parameter is small leading to a
small coupling of the fluctuations at different scales. It was his physical insight to realize
that the "many length or energy scales are locally coupled" [Wil75]. The fluctuations
on one energy scale are mainly influenced by the neighbouring energy scales – a cascade
picture that should also be realized in the summation. His main idea was "to divide the
full range of wavelengths into subranges of manageable proportions and consider each
subrange in sequence" [Wil75].
Shortly before Wilson’s breakthrough, Kadanoff [Kad66] applied a real space renor-
malization group method to the two-dimensional Ising model [Wil75]. Kadanoff grouped
iteratively a number of spins and mapped them to a single new spin. He approximated the
Hamiltonian under this transformation again by the same Hamiltonian but with renor-
malized coupling constants. This approach was not successful to explain the behaviour of
all critical exponents, but it gave Wilson the essential idea to interpret the RG as a flow
in the space of all possible Hamiltonians, that will be explained in the next section.
Renormalization group transformation 3.2.2
This quantitative introduction to the RG is based on the formulation of Hewson [Hew93].
The purpose is to explain the renormalization flow in a more general framework that also
appears in the NRG in the form of the energy flow.
The basic ingredient of the RG is the mapping R of a Hamiltonian H(K) with a given
set of coupling constants K = (K1, ..Kn) to a Hamiltonian H(K′) of the same form with
a new set of coupling constants K’ = (K ′1, ..K
′
n):
R(H(K)) = H(K′) ⇐⇒ R(K) = K′ . (3.10)
The renormalization transformation is usually specified by a continuous parameter α with:
Rα(K) = K
′ Rα′(Rα(K)) = Rα+α′(K) . (3.11)
In the last line the group character of the transformation becomes apparent.5 The most
important part of the RG is the appearance of fixed points:
Rα(K
∗) = K∗ . (3.12)
If it can be shown that the flow of a Hamiltonian (respectively the coupling constants)
under the RG transformation ends in a fixed point, the physics of the system described by
5Usually the transformation does not provide an inverse, so that it usually constitutes a semi-group.
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Figure 3.1: The RG flow close to fixed points. The left hand side shows a stable fixed point,
the right hand side an unstable fixed point, see also Ref. [Hew93].
the Hamiltonian can be deduced from this fixed point [Gol92, Hew93]. Critical fixed points
describe the singular critical behaviour – the behaviour at phase transitions – whereas
trivial fixed points describe the bulk phases of the system. Therefore, the location and
nature of the fixed points provide the phase diagram while the behaviour close to a critical
fixed point will give critical exponents of the phase transitions. For the analysis of the
RG flow close to a fixed point, one usually linearises the transformation.
Rα(K
∗ + δK) = K∗ + L∗αδK +O(δK
2) . (3.13)
The eigenvalues λ∗n of the linear transformation L
∗
α are called relevant if λ
∗
n > 1, marginal
if λ∗n = 1 and irrelevant if λ
∗
n < 1. Stable fixed points have only irrelevant eigenvalues,
so all neighbouring trajectories end in the fixed point. Unstable fixed points have one
or more relevant eigenvalues and neighbouring trajectories are eventually leading away
from the fixed point. Marginal fixed points have at least one marginal eigenvalue and
no relevant eigenvalues at all. For these fixed points one needs further investigations to
understand the behaviour of the RG flow close to that fixed point.
Numerical renormalization group 3.2.3
In this work the focus of the RG methods is on Wilson’s numerical renormalization group
(NRG) which is one special implementation of the RG. The following short description
of the NRG is based on the review article of Bulla, Costi and Pruschke [BCP08]. In this
work two different implementations of the NRG are used: One was provided by Robert
Peters and Thomas Pruschke, the other one was provided by Rok Žitko.6
A special characteristics of the NRG is its non-perturbative nature. However, it has
the drawback that the RG transformations cannot be computed analytically, but have to
6The "NRG Ljubljana" by Rok Žitko is published under GPL and can be downloaded from http://
nrgljubljana.ijs.si. In the caption of the figures the used implementation of the NRG is denoted by
the abbreviations (zi) for Žitko and (pe) for Peters.
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be performed with a computer. The NRG is limited to systems consisting of an impurity
which is coupled to a bath of non-interacting conduction electrons via a hybridization
term:
H = Himp +Hbath +Hhyb . (3.14)
The impurity can consist of several energy levels and intra-impurity interactions, but
for convenience the following description of the NRG is demonstrated using the single























+ Und↑nd↓ . (3.15)
c†kσ and ckσ are the usual creation and annihilation operators with spin σ and momentum
k and ǫ(k) is the dispersion relation. Vk denotes the hybridization of the impurity to the
conduction band and U is the interaction on the impurity level with energy ǫd. A physical
motivation for this model is given in Sec. 4.2. The NRG has essentially three main steps:
At first the Hamiltonian is mapped onto a semi-infinite chain with exponentially decreas-
ing hopping constants which is achieved by a logarithmic discretization of the bath. In
a second step a special RG Transformation is defined for this semi-infinite chain, that
has to be performed numerically including a special truncation (approximation) scheme.
Finally, all interesting physical quantities are calculated.
Mapping and logarithmic discretization
The aim of this section is to map the SIAM given by Eqn. (3.15) to a semi-infinite chain
model with exponentially decreasing hopping constants tn. For a single impurity coupled





V 2k δ(ω − ǫk) . (3.16)
The geometry and characteristics of the bath like dimensionality, boundaries, surface
effects are fully hidden in this function. In the following the hybridization function is
assumed to be non-zero only in a finite interval [−D,D] (bandwidth), which is taken to
be D = 1 for simplicity. Then the Hamiltonian can be reformulated in a form:

















At this point, new band operators a†ǫσ, aǫσ are introduced that fulfil the standard fermionic
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This relation offers some freedom to divide ∆(ω) into the functions g(ǫ) and h(ǫ). In a
next step the bath is discretized again. Here the choice for a logarithmic discretization
ensures the exponentially decreasing hopping parameters. Precisely that means that one
divides the energy support of the bath into sections whose width wn grows exponentially
with energy. Therefore discretization points xn are introduced that fullfil:
xn = ±Λ−n, n = 0, 1, 2, ... and wn = Λ−n(1− Λ−1) . (3.19)
This logarithmic discretization incorporates Wilson’s idea of a cascading picture as ex-
plained in Sec. 3.2.1. In a next step for each of these intervals a complete set of or-
thonormal functions is introduced: ψ±np(ǫ), where p ∈ Z denotes the (quasi)-momentum.
The conduction operators are then expanded in this basis. To end up with a semi-infinite
chain, all terms with p 6= 0 are dropped. This approximation is justified as all p 6= 0 terms
couple only indirectly to the impurity. This step is followed by a Gram-Schmidt orthogo-
nalization onto the bonding combination, for details see Ref. [BCP08]. The Hamiltonian



















































Figure 3.2: Different steps of the NRG
a) The density of states of the conduction
band electrons – here assumed to be constant
with a bandwidth [−1, 1] – that couples via
the hybridization Vk to the impurity is di-
vided into logarithmically decreasing energy
sections. b) The bath of the conduction elec-
trons is mapped on a semi-infinite chain where
the first site is given by the impurity with on-
site interaction U . Due to the logarithmic dis-
cretization the hopping constants ti fall off ex-
ponentially.
Renormalization group transformations
Wilson’s NRG is not a classical RG in the sense that one starts with the physical Hamil-
tonian of interest, does the RG transformations and ends up in a fixed point Hamiltonian
whose physics are known or easier to calculate and give the physics of the original Hamil-
tonian. In the NRG the procedure is essentially inverted. One starts with an exactly
solvable Hamiltonian defined on a small Hilbert space and constructs RG Transforma-
tions that will end in the Hamiltonian which is the one of interest. The interesting RG
flow is not in the Hamiltonians themselves, but in the flow of energies. In the energy
flow the energy spectrum of the starting Hamiltonian describes the physics at high tem-
peratures and under the RG flow the subsequent Hamiltonians describe the system at a
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reduced temperature. More precisely, one starts just with the impurity and hybridization











































At this state, the above described subtle distinction has to be done: The last line has
not to be understood as the fixed point of the RG Transformation. Within the NRG
the relevant RG flow is the energy flow: the transformation of the (low-lying) energy-
spectrum under the RG transformation. In order to calculate the energy-spectrum one





Here, |m〉 denote the eigenvectors and E(m) the corresponding eigenenergies of the Hamil-
tonian. In the following step the Hamiltonian is set up in the product basis of the previous
eigenbasis |mN〉 and a new basis for the added site |s〉:
〈m̃N+1|HN+1|m̃′N+1〉 with |m̃N+1〉 = |mN 〉 ⊗ |s〉 . (3.25)
Then, again, this Hamiltonian is diagonalized, a new eigenbasis |mN+1〉 is set up and
the next Hamiltonian is constructed. Of course, due to the exponential scaling of the
Hilbert space, this iterative diagonalization cannot be done exactly after a few iterations.
Therefore, the number of eigenvectors from the previous Hamiltonian, that is used to
construct the basis for the next Hamiltonian, is limited to certain number Ns. One
selects only the Ns eigenvectors with the lowest eigenenergies. This truncation has to be
justified:
"First of all, there is no guarantee that this scheme will work in practical applications, and its quality
should be checked for each individual application. An important criterion for the validity of this approach is
whether the neglect of high-energy states spoils the low-energy spectrum in subsequent iterations—this can
be easily seen numerically by varying Ns. The influence of the high-energy on the low-energy states turns
out to be small since the addition of a new site to the chain can be viewed as a perturbation of relative
strength Λ−1/2. This perturbation is small for large values of Λ,but for Λ → 1 it is obvious that one has to
keep more an more states to get reliable results."
(Review article: "Numerical renormalization group method for quantum impurity systems", Bulla et al. ,
2008, [BCP08])
7Actually due to even/odd effects of the finite-size spectra, the RG transformation is correctly given
by HN+2 = R2(HN ), leading to two different flows for odd and even iterations.
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Thus, the success of the truncation scheme is closely related to the exponentially de-
creasing hopping constants tn ∝ Λ−n/2 in the semi-infinite chain.
It turns out that for every iteration N the energy spectrum of the effective Hamiltonian
HN is a very good approximation for the spectrum of the original Hamiltonian in an
energy window around a certain energy EN . In other words, the low energy spectrum
of every effective Hamiltonian HN gives only a good approximation of a certain energy
window of the spectrum of the original Hamiltonian. The energy window around EN
can be related to a temperature TN . As thermodynamic quantities at temperature TN
are mainly influenced by energies around EN , they can be directly calculated from the
spectrum of HN for a temperature TN (see also next Section). Thus, the RG flow has to be
understood effectively as reducing the temperature with every step in the iteration. Fixed
points in the energy flow appear like plateaus in the spectrum plotted over iterations N .
The low-energy spectrum, close to a fixed point, is not changing significantly any more
with subsequent iterations. This also transfers to thermodynamic quantities like entropy
or specific heat that show the same behaviour in that fixed point. The energy flow and
the appearance of fixed points of the SIAM is further discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.
Calculation of static observables
The focus of this work as mentioned before is on spectral functions and therefore the
calculation of static thermodynamic properties is just shortly presented. The exponen-
tially decreasing hopping parameters tn ∝ Λ−n/2 allow to relate a certain chain length
N to a temperature (energy). The temperature depends on the exact definition of the





The parameter β̄ is usually chosen between 0.4 − 1.0. Standard static quantities do not
mix information from different energy scales (unlike dynamic quantities) and therefore
it is sufficient to use the truncated Hamiltonian HN at the temperature scale TN . Stan-
dard thermodynamic quantities can then be calculated by evaluating the thermodynamic
expectation values (see Eqn. (2.6)) with H = HN and β = βN . Some definitions for
interesting thermodynamic quantities are given in Tab. 3.1, see also Ref. [Ž07].
Spectral functions
The calculation of dynamic correlation functions is more complicated than static quan-
tities in the NRG. Using the Lehmann representation for the spectral function (see
Eqn. (2.17)) a sum over all eigenstates of the Hamiltonian has to be performed. Due
to the truncation of the approximate eigenstates after the last iteration, the remaining
eigenstates are all in a very small energy regime around ω = 0 – no information about
other frequencies is left. Using the eigenstates from previous iterations that lie around TN
will lead to a double-counting of eigenstates. There are some regularization approaches
[SSK89, BCV01], but a more elegant way is to set up a complete basis set. Convert-
ing ideas from real-time evolution within the NRG [AS05, AS06], Peters et al. [PPA06]
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Phys. Property Expression




(〈S2z 〉 − 〈S2z 〉0)




(〈I2z 〉 − 〈I2z 〉0)
specific Heat C(T ) = ∂E
∂T
= kBβ
2 (〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2)
specific Heat (impurity contribution) C imp(T ) = C(T )− C0(T )
entropy S(T ) = kB (βE + lnZ)
entropy (impurity contribution) S imp(T ) = S(T )− S0(T )
Table 3.1: Definition of the used thermodynamic quantities in the way that they can be
evaluated within the NRG. 〈..〉0 denotes the expectation of the semi-infinite chain without the
impurity that can also be evaluated within the NRG to account for the same discretization errors
as in the interacting calculation, see also Ref. [Ž07].
and independently Weichselbaum et al. [WvD07] implemented these ideas for equilibrium
Green’s functions. The setup of the complete basis set can be achieved by introducing the
reduced density matrix ρredij =
∑
l〈m, i, l|ρ|m, j, l〉. Here m denotes the iteration index,
i, j the eigenstate at this iteration and l is an index for a basis state of the rest of the







〈m, i|A|m, j〉ρredjk 〈m, k|B|m, i〉+ 〈m, i|A|m, k〉ρredji 〈m, k|B|m, j〉
)
· 1
(ω + iη + Ei − Ek)
. (3.27)
The sum over i, j, k has to include at least one truncated state, |m, i〉 or |m, k〉. The
calculation of the Green’s function with the reduced density matrix method is performed
in two steps: At first a (standard) iterative diagonalization of the chain is carried out,
then in a second step the iterations are done backwards. One sets up the reduced density
matrix at each step and calculates Eqn. (3.27) for that step. In the end all the delta func-
tions in the corresponding spectral function are collected into the final result, where they
are broadened to give a continuous spectral function. Here the choice for a non-symmetric
Gaussian broadening function whose width increases with frequency turned out to be the
best choice.
It turns out that the impurity Green’s function Gdd(ω) can be better calculated by
using the ’self-energy trick’. Using the equation of motion (Eqn. (2.13)) the self energy
can be expressed by [BHP98]
Σσ,d(ω) = U
≪ cdσc†d−σ, cd−σc†dσ ≫ω
≪ cdσ, c†dσ ≫ω
. (3.28)
The Green’s function can then be calculated from the self energy by [vP09]:
Gσd,σd(ω) =
1
ω − ǫd − Σσ,d(ω) + ∆(ω))
. (3.29)
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This improvement has been used in all calculations in this work.
A further extension to increase the quality of spectral functions is the interleaved
method (also known as “z-averaging"). In this method several NRG calculations for
different logarithmic discretizations meshes controlled by a parameter z are performed.
Afterwards the final spectral function is calculated by averaging over all spectral functions
with different z-values. This method is very successful in removing discretization artefacts
and oscillatory behaviour at T = 0. For further details see Ref. [vP09]. This improvement
has been used in some calculations in this work. (The number of z-values is given, where
it is used.)
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Matrix product states and density matrix
renormalization group 3.3
"Since its invention in 1992 by White [Whi92, Whi93], the density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
has firmly established itself as the currently most powerful numerical method in the study of one-dimensional
quantum lattices."
(Review Article: "The density-matrix renormalization group in the age of matrix product states",
Schollwöck, 2011, [Sch11])
The following introduction to the DMRG is formulated in the modern formulation
of MPS and is based on the review articles [Sch05b, VMC08, Sch11]. An interactive
implementation of the MPS programmed by Thomas Köhler [Kö11] with my support can
be found online: http://www.theorie.physik.uni-goettingen.de/~thomas.koehler.
Introduction 3.3.1
The DMRG has its origin in attempts to transfer ideas from the NRG, see Sec. 3.2.3, to
real space. As in the NRG, one tried to group a number of sites into a block and set up
a truncation scheme that just keeps a basis consisting of the eigenvectors with the lowest
energies. Afterwards one used the truncated basis to set up a Hamiltonian for a larger
block that consists of two old blocks. For a single-particle Hamiltonian White and Noack
[WN92] could then conclusively show that this approach will generically fail.
"When applied to quantum lattice problems in a real-space blocking form, the approach is flawed in its
treatment of the boundaries of a block [WN92]. The boundary errors make quantitatively accurate results
impossible for most problems."
(Article: "Density matrix formulation for quantum renormalization groups", White, 1992, [Whi92])
It was then mainly White’s idea to come up with a new truncation scheme that
uses eigenstates of the reduced density matrix with the highest weight as a new basis
[Whi92, Whi93]:
"... the eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues of the density matrix of AA are the optimal states to keep,
in the sense that they most accurately reproduce the state of the lattice."
(Article: "Density matrix formulation for quantum renormalization groups", White, 1992, [Whi92])
The DMRG provides ground state energies, expectation values and (short-ranged)
correlation functions for one-dimensional systems with a few hundred sites up to machine
precision and therefore made the DMRG to the most accurate numerical algorithm for
one-dimensional systems. After this success many extensions to the DMRG were devel-
oped to calculate dynamic correlation functions in real and frequency space at zero and
finite temperatures, see Ref. [Sch11] for an overview. Furthermore it was tried to apply
the DMRG to two-dimensional systems. In most of these extensions it is necessary at
some point to represent quantum states with high entanglement, which do not fulfil any
area-law, see Sec. 3.3.5. Therefore all of these extension are limited in either reachable
times, frequency resolution, temperature or size (for 2d-systems). Nevertheless, they have
provided a lot of physical insight into models simply by using available computational
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resources and finite-size (time, temperature) scaling.
Matrix product states are a very powerful variational ansatz class to approximate
one-dimensional - or more generally low-entangled – quantum many-body states. The
variational state is hereby expressed via a product of matrices which coefficients are the
variational parameters. Though there exist some classical (higher dimensional) predeces-
sors of the MPS by Baxter [Bax68] and even before by Kramer and Wannier [KW41], the
MPS have mainly there origin in the work by Fannes, Nachtergaele and Werner [FNW92].
This development was in application to the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki-model (AKLT-
model) [AKLT87] were they used a translationally invariant version of MPS so called
finitely correlated states. In 1995 Östlund and Rommer [OlR95] showed that the DMRG
algorithm essentially is a variational ground state search algorithm for states encoded as
MPS. This insight turned out to be very fruitful for further developments. From then on
one could use the very flexible and easy implementable formulation of MPS together with
a very fast variational ground state search algorithm and the complete toolbox of devel-
oped methods and extensions to the DMRG. The following presentation of the formalism
of MPS is based on Refs. [VMC08, Sch11, Kö11].
Formalism of matrix product states 3.3.2
Definition of matrix product states
A general quantum state on a lattice with L sites and a local Hilbert space Hl = span {|σ〉}




cσ1...σL|σ1, . . . , σL〉 . (3.30)
As already stated in Sec. 2.1 the number of coefficients will increase exponentially dL
with the length L of the chain. In a MPS every coefficient is given by a matrix product
cσ1...σL = Mσ1 · . . . · MσL , whereby each matrix belongs locally to a site (and physical




Mσ1 · . . . ·MσL |σ1, . . . , σL〉 . (3.31)
Every quantum state can be expressed exactly by a MPS, but the matrix dimension will in
general increase exponentially with L. The exact transformation of a given quantum state
into MPS form is described in Appendix A.1.1. In order to work with MPS the matrix
dimension is usually limited to a certain maximum dimension m. This can be understood
as an approximation scheme for a given quantum state: The coefficients of the matrices
are searched that give the best approximation of a given quantum state. In a different
perspective MPS with a limited matrix dimension can represent only a (small) subset
of states in the Hilbert space. It turned out that this subspace consists of (spatially)
8This is just the case for open boundary conditions, for periodic boundary conditions the trace of the
matrix product is taken.
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low-entangled states. This can be seen immediately as for a matrix dimension of m = 1
only (spatial) product states can be represented exactly. By increasing the matrix dimen-
sion entanglement between different lattice sites can be introduced to the MPS. Ground
states of (gapped) one-dimensional quantum systems only show low-entanglement and
can therefore be nicely represented (and approximated) with MPS. Further discussion is
postponed to Sec. 3.3.5.
The MPS representation of a state is not unique as one can always insert an iden-
tity between to matrices in a MPS: Mσi1Mσi+1 = MσiXX−1Mσi+1 = M ′σiM ′σi+1 . This








BσlBσl† = 1. A mixed-normalized state is given by
|ψ〉 = ∑σ Aσ1 · · ·Aσl−1MσlBσl+1 · · ·BσL |σ〉.9 In the following introduction open bound-
ary conditions (obc) are always assumed. Computations for periodic boundary conditions
(pbc) are a little bit more subtle as the computational costs are usually higher. This is
due to the fact that contractions for obc can be done usually in a more efficient way.10
Furthermore, efficient implementations of MPS have to include the usage of symmetries,
see Refs. [MG02, SZV10, Sch11] for further details.
Scalar product









M̃σ1∗ · · · M̃σL∗Mσ1 · · ·MσL . (3.32)
The evaluation of this expression is computationally very inefficient as one has to perform
dL · (dL − 1) matrix-multiplications. That means, that the complexity will increase ex-
ponentially with chain length. But the expression can be reformulated, so that only dL






















Therefore calculating scalar products between MPS is usually only of minor computational
effort.
9In this work left-normalized matrices are denoted by the letter A, right-normalized matrices by the
letter B and non-normalized matrices by the letter M .
10For pbc the matrices cannot all be right or left-normalized which is the main problem to perform
efficient contractions.
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Matrix product operators
Analogously to quantum states, the operators can also be expressed as matrix product










1 . . .W σLσ
′
L |σ〉〈σ′| . (3.34)
The W -matrices are similar to theM-matrices of MPS, but they have two physical indices.
The construction of the W -matrices is straight-forward for local operators. Even for short-
ranged Hamiltonians there is a very efficient way to construct the Hamiltonians with a very
low matrix dimension for the W -matrices. The explicit construction of the Hamiltonian























1 · · ·Mσ′L)|σ〉 =
∑
σ
M̃σ1 · · · M̃σL |σ〉 = |ψ̃〉 . (3.35)












The new MPS |ψ̃〉 has an increased matrix dimension (the matrix dimensions multiply).
An expectation value of an operator can be calculated by:
〈ψ|Ô|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|ψ̃〉 . (3.37)
The computational costs of the calculation of a expectation value are of the order Nd2m3
for open boundary conditions. For periodic boundary conditions the computational costs
are of the order Nd2m5.
Summation of matrix product states
Implementing the Lanczos algorithm in MPS, one is confronted with the summation of
several MPS. The summation of two MPS |Ψ〉 and |Φ〉 will lead to a new MPS |χ〉:
|χ〉 = |Ψ〉+ |Φ〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL
Mσ1 · . . . ·MσL |σ1, . . . , σL〉+
∑
σ1,...,σL




M̃σ1 · . . . · M̃σL |σ1, . . . , σL〉 . (3.38)
The new matrices are given by a direct sum M̃σi = Mσi
⊕
Nσi . Just the first and last
matrix, that are actually vectors for obc are given in a special manner by a row vector
[MN ] and column vector [MN ]†, see Ref. [Sch11] for details. It should be emphasized
that the dimension of the matrices under the summation add. Therefore MPS with a
fixed matrix dimension do not form a vectorspace.
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Ground state search 3.3.3
"An attractive feature of tensor network states is that they are largely unbiased variational ansätze, in the
sense that they are capable of representing many different types of ground states through a proper choice of
variational parameters, as clearly witnessed by two decades of MPS explorations with DMRG."
(Article: "Tensor network states and geometry", Evenbly and Vidal, 2011, [EV11])
Up to now just the states and the operators in matrix product form and their basic
operations have been defined. One of the major milestones in the last years was to
realize that the DMRG algorithm gives the (approximate) ground state of one-dimensional
systems as a MPS [OlR95, DMDNS98, VPC04].11 This insight led to the understanding
that the DMRG is actually using the time-independent variational principle12 to search
for the state with the lowest energy in the manifold of the variational states spanned by
MPS. One distinct feature of the DMRG is the local optimization routine, that allows to
handle even large matrix dimensions with low computational effort.
Time-independent variational principle
As introduced in Sec. 2.2, the energy of a physical system in state |Ψ〉 ∈ H is given by




This definition of the energy allows for the direct application of the time-independent
variational principle. The idea is to define a manifold of variational states by V =
span
{
|ΨV(y)〉, ∀y = (y1, y2, ...), yi ∈ C, ∀i
}
. These states are parametrized by a finite or
infinite set of complex number yi.13 The energy of the state(s) with the lowest energy in
this manifold will set an upper bound for the exact ground state energy of the system in
the total Hilbertspace:






This minimalization problem can be solved in the standard way: Setting the derivatives
with respect to the parameters y to zero and solving these equations for the optimal
parameters y0. Choosing the trial wavefunction to be an expansion in an orthonormal
basis set with coefficients yi, this is called the Rayleigh-Ritz [Ray70, Rit08] variational
method.
11Actually just the one-site DMRG algorithm [Whi05] gives a MPS – see Ref. [Sch11] for further details.
12The explizit notion of the "time-independent" variational principle is done as in a very recent work
[HCO+11] the time-dependent variational principle has been used to calculate dispersion relations.
13For a fixed MPS dimension this set will be finite.
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Expanding the manifold of variational states by increasing the number of parameters
one actually has to prove the convergence, but one can also keep it in the spirit of Ritz:
"Nach dem vorliegenden Beispiel [...die Berechnung der Schwingungszahl des Fundamentaltons einer Seite...]
dürfte der Physiker bei der Anwendung des neuen Rechnungsverfahrens auch in Fällen, wo der theoretische
Konvergenzbeweis zunächst noch fehlt, sich durch diesen Mangel nicht allzusehr beunruhigt fühlen."14
(Article: "Über eine neue Methode zur Lösung gewisser Variationsprobleme der mathematischen Physik",
Ritz, 1908,[Rit08])
Furthermore one has to keep in mind, that one can find a state with an energy that is
very close to the real ground state energy, but that can give different behaviour for the
expectation values of other variables, e.g. magnetization, than the true ground state.
DMRG ground state search
The DMRG algorithm can be interpreted as the application of the time-independent vari-
ational principle to the MPS as variational states. Therefore the minimalization problem
as stated in Eqn. (3.40) has to be solved with MPS. This problem can be computed using
the Lagrange-formalism. This leads to the problem of minimizing 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 under the
constraint that the norm 〈ψ|ψ〉 is constant. Introducing the ground state energy λ = E0
as the Lagrange-multiplier, one gets the Lagrange function:
L = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 −E0 (〈ψ|ψ〉 − 1) . (3.41)
The usual way to continue is to differentiate the Lagrange function for all p parameters
of the trial wavefunction and set the derivatives to zero. This will lead to p + 1 cou-
pled equations that have to be solved consistently. Within MPS there are d · L matrices
with m2 coefficients. This makes p = d · L · m2 parameters in total and therefore the
global optimization will just work for very small matrix dimensions m. The DMRG algo-
rithm now works as follows: Just optimize one matrix of the MPS at a time and sweep
through the system optimizing the matrices one after each other. In numerical math-
ematics this form of the optimization is known as alternating least-squares (ALS), see
Refs. [VMC08, PTVF92].
In Appendix A.1.3 local forms for the expectation value of H and the norm with
respect to a single matrix Mσl at site l are derived. Using the variational principle the
Lagrange function has to be differentiated with respect to all coefficients Mσlal−1,al and then

















































Here the L and R matrices are basically matrix products of the matrices on the left and
right side of the regarded M-matrix. The W -matrix is the local MPO matrix of the
14(Free) English translation:"With the present example [... the calculation of the wave number of a
fundamental mode ... ] the physicist may also not to be too much concerned with the application of the
new calculation method also in those cases where the theoretical proof of convergence is still missing."
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Hamiltonian (see Appendix A.1.3 for further details). This last line allows to introduce














and νσlal−1al = M
σl
al−1,al
. Finally, the local optimization of a matrix is transformed to a
local eigenvalue problem that has to be solved:
HEffν − λν = 0 . (3.44)
This eigenvalue problem can be solved exactly (or approximately by a Lanczos) and the
smallest eigenvalue gives the optimized value for the overall ground state energy. The
related eigenvector ν0 gives the new optimized matrix: MσL . In order to optimize a given
random starting state |ψ〉 iteratively to represent the ground state, one sweeps trough
the chain optimizing one matrix after the other. The technical details are explained in
Appendix A.1.3.
Local optimization routines are usually considered to be very problematic as they
are known to get stuck in local minima [PTVF92]. This is also the case for the DMRG
optimization for certain Hamiltonians especially with long-range interactions or disordered
systems. The original two-site version of the DMRG optimized two sites at the same
time and by this is more robust towards these problems. Within MPS there are several
workarounds to cope with these problems, see Ref. [Sch11]. Different approaches to obtain
the ground state were also developed. One idea is to use multi-grid algorithms [DBTR12]
and by this give up the local optimizations. Another idea is to use imaginary time
evolution of a random initial state that converges nicely towards the ground state if
the Hamiltonian has a sufficiently large gap.15 For the systems considered in this work
convergence to the ground state was not a problem.
Compression of matrix product states 3.3.4
As denoted beforehand the addition of several MPS and the application of a MPO to a
MPS increases the matrix dimension of the new MPS. Repetitive applications of these
operations – like in the Lanczos recursion formula – will therefore lead to MPS with a
huge matrix dimension that cannot be handled any more. A compression of the increased
matrix dimension is mandatory. There are two existing algorithms for compressing a
MPS:
• SVD compression
Within the SVD compression each matrix is iteratively decomposed by a singular
value decomposition (SVD). The new matrices of the SVD are reshaped to the new
matrix dimension d′ by truncating the diagonal matrix to the d′ largest singular
values. In a left sweep this is shown for a matrix Mσk as an example:









15The time needed is longer than the inverse gap [VMC08].
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The orthogonal V -matrix of the SVD is reshaped into the new (right-orthogonalized)
Bσk -Matrix and the product of US is multiplied to the next Mσk−1-matrix that will
be decomposed in the next step. Within SVD compression a few compression sweeps
are necessary, but the SVD compression may also get stucked in a local minimum.
• Variational compression
In variational compression one tries to minimize the distance between the exact
state |Ψ〉 and the approximate state |Ψ′〉 with smaller matrix dimension d′:
‖|Ψ〉 − |Ψ′〉‖2 = 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ′|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Ψ′〉+ 〈Ψ′|Ψ′〉 . (3.46)
This minimization problem can again be solved by a local optimization scheme in
the spirit of the DMRG. While sweeping through the system one optimizes always
a single matrix M ′σk of the state |Ψ′〉. At every step the derivatives with respect
to all the entries of the M ′σk have to be computed and set to zero. This will lead
to a big linear equation system that has to be solved and gives a new matrix M̃ ′σk .
With variational compression also a few compression sweeps are needed.
For more details on these approaches please see Ref. [Sch11]. In this work the variational
compression has been used.
Entanglement entropy 3.3.5
"... In contrast to [classical] thermal states this entropy [in quantum mechanical systems] does not originate
from a lack of knowledge about the microstate of the system. Even at zero temperature we encounter a non-
zero entropy. This entropy arises because of a fundamental property of quantum mechanics: entanglement.
This quite intriguing trait of quantum mechanics gives rise to correlations even in situations where the
randomness cannot be traced back to a mere lack of knowledge."
(Review Article: "Colloquium: Area laws for the entanglement entropy", Eisert et al. , 2010, [ECP10])
The success of the DMRG and MPS could be mainly explained by developments not
from the condensed matter area, but from the field of quantum information: The study
of the entanglement entropy. The amount of entanglement between a region A of a lattice
and the rest B of the lattice is given by the entanglement entropy:
S(A) = −tr (ρAlog2ρA) . (3.47)
Here ρA denotes the reduced density matrix of the ground state |E0〉 which can be
calculated by tracing out the degrees of freedom of the rest of the lattice B:
ρA = trB|E0〉〈E0| . (3.48)
Analyses of the entanglement entropy scaling of general lattice Hamiltonians found re-
markable universal properties that are summarized with the term ’area laws’, see for
example Refs. [Sre93, VLRK03, PEDC05, BHV06, EO06, EV11], a comprehensive review
is given by Ref. [ECP10]. The main results of these studies are that the entanglement
entropy of ground states of Hamiltonians with local interactions is scaling with the surface
(area) of the region A – and not with the volume. For one-dimensional systems this means
that the entanglement entropy stays constant with increasing system size. In Fig. 3.3 the
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Figure 3.3: The entanglement entropy for
non-critical ground states scales with the sur-
face area of the considered region A (here
marked in red). The scaling of the surface is
dependent on the dimensionality: a) 2d square
lattice: Increasing the region A = L · L to
A = (L+ 1) · (L+ 1), the surface S = 4L− 4
scales linearly: 4(L + 1) − 4. b) 1d: Increas-
ing the region A = L, the surface S = 2 stays
constant.
surface scaling for a one and two-dimensional system is visualized.
However, it must be distinguished between critical and non-critical systems.16 For
critical systems there are logarithmic corrections with the system size. The results of the
analyses of the entanglement entropy scaling are summarized in Tab. 3.2. In order to
represent ground states with variational states like MPS the central question is whether
they can incorporate the discussed entanglement scaling. It could be shown that the
entanglement entropy of an MPS stays constant if the system size is increased (and m
kept constant) and therefore they fulfil the area law [Has07a, Has07b] for one-dimensional
systems. That means that for a non-critical Hamiltonian by increasing the system size
the number of local parameters m can be held constant to keep the same precision in
the ground state properties, which is meant by the statement "Matrix product states
represent ground states faithfully" [VC06]. The behaviour of a critical one-dimensional
system can (in principle) not be captured by MPS. However, all these statements have
to be interpreted with care as they are usually derived for general lattice Hamiltonians
in the thermodynamic limit. Usually the constant entropy scaling is not seen for small
finite systems, especially in the neighbourhood of criticality and on the other hand even
ground states of critical systems can usually be well represented:
"Thus, while the MPS can accurately approximate short-range properties of a critical ground state, it
necessarily fails to capture its properties at asymptotically large distances. [In practice, however, the cost
of MPS-based approaches scales only as O(3) with the bond dimension D. This means that one can use a
very large value of D, which often allows the critical behavior of a system to be accurately captured up to
some very large length scale.]"
(Review article: "Matrix product states, projected entangled pair states, and variational renormalization
group methods for quantum spin systems", Verstraete et al. , 2008, [VMC08])
There have been developments of classes of variational ansatz states that incorpo-
rate the entanglement entropy scaling as given in Tab. 3.2 also for higher dimensions
and at criticality. For critical systems (especially in one dimension) the multiscale en-
tanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [Vid07, Vid08] turned out to give the right
long-distance behaviour of static correlation functions. Projected entangled pair states
(PEPS) [VC04, MVC07] is the natural extension of MPS for non-critical two dimensional
systems. However, MERA and PEPS suffer from a high computational complexity and
their full potential is still unexplored.
16Critical systems are at or close to a continuous phase transition.
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Fermi surface
gapped Γ = 0 Γ = 1 Γ = 2
Space dimension d=1 const log2 L - -
d=2 L L L log2 L -
d=3 L2 L2 L2 L2 log2 L
Table 3.2: (Simplified) Scaling of the entanglement entropy of ground states of local Hamilto-
nians with the area size L for different spatial dimensions d with respect to the criticality of the
system expressed by the dimension Γ of the Fermi surface. See Ref. [EV11] for further details.
The focus in this work is on spectral functions. For these also excited states have
to be represented by MPS. For excited states general statements of the scaling of the
entanglement entropy have not been explored in detail so far [ECP10]. There are some
hints that the area laws as derived for the ground states should also hold for the low-lying
excited states [Req06, AFC09]. Within the implementation of the Lanczos algorithm in
MPS the excited states are not directly represented by a single MPS, but by a sum of
Lanczos vectors represented by MPS. Therefore the success of the Lanczos algorithm in
MPS is linked to the ability of MPS to represent Lanczos states, which is directly related
to the amount of entanglement of the Lanczos states. The further discussion is postponed
to Sec. 5.2.1.
Subtle differences 3.3.6
In the previous section the DMRG in the formulation of MPS was introduced. It was em-
phasized that the (single-site) original DMRG is in principle equivalent to the variational
ground state search with MPS. However, there are two differences that are important
when implementing the Lanczos recursion formula given by Eqn. (3.2) for the calculation
of spectral functions. In the Lanczos algorithm several (three) Lanczos states have to be
calculated simultaneously. In the original DMRG, the problem of an acceptable approx-
imation for several states at one time is solved by the procedure of multi-targeting: the
reduced density operator that governs the choice of reduced bases in DMRG is set up





The weights αi are usually chosen to be the same for all states. This implies that none
of the states will be represented with the accuracy the method could have achieved for it
alone:
"This can of course only be done at a certain loss of accuracy for given numerical resources and for a few
states only. At the price of calculating the contractions anew for each state, in the MPO/MPS formulation,
the state bases are only tied up at the level of the exact full basis. MPO/MPS formulations therefore acquire
their full potential versus conventional DMRG language once multiple states get involved."
(Review Article: "The density-matrix renormalization group in the age of matrix product states",
Schollwöck, 2011, [Sch11])
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In the MPS formulation, each state carries its own implicit (optimal) choice of reduced
basis, hence is approximated more precisely; moreover, the formalism automatically deals
with the fact that each state has been approximated differently.
The second advantage is due to the introduction of MPOs. With MPOs the Hamil-
tonian can be expressed exactly whereas in DMRG it is expressed in the reduced basis
chosen by DMRG to represent the state(s) of interest. Due to the frequent application of
the Hamiltonian in the recursion equation (see Eqn. (3.2)) this has significant impact.
"Another instance where the MPO/MPS formulation is superior, albeit at elevated numerical cost, is the
calculation of the expression 〈Ψi|H2|Ψi〉, which is interesting e.g. in the context of estimating how accurately
a ground state has been obtained. In the MPO formalism, it can be done exactly up to the inherent
approximations to |Ψi〉."
(Review Article: "The density-matrix renormalization group in the age of matrix product states",
Schollwöck, 2011, [Sch11])
Spectral functions 3.3.7
Calculating dynamic correlation functions with the DMRG/MPS has a long tradition that
dates back to the first approach by Hallberg in 1995 [Hal95]. In the next section different
approaches to dynamic correlation functions with MPS/DMRG are presented, whereby
the Lanczos algorithm with adaptive DMRG and the Lanczos algorithm with MPS have
been developed within this work and published in Refs. [DHP+11, DWH+12].
Lanczos algorithm with standard DMRG
The idea to use the Lanczos algorithm within standard DMRG was first put forward by
Hallberg [Hal95] following the procedure outlined in Sec. 3.1.2, with |E0〉 provided by
a ground state DMRG calculation. The operations H|ψ〉 are provided in DMRG such
that the Lanczos algorithm can be implemented easily. Even if one assumes that |E0〉
is available at precision close to exact diagonalization, which is true to a very good ap-
proximation, an additional approximation of this approach is that in the calculation of
the Lanczos vectors (essentially Hn|f0〉) H is available only approximately and usually
optimized for the operation H|E0〉, see Sec. 3.3.6. DMRG, if applied naively, will there-
fore introduce increasingly severe and systematic errors for the higher Lanczos vectors. A
partial remedy is provided by the multi-targeting procedure, by which one finds a good
approximate representation of several Lanczos vectors (which changes also the approxi-
mations made in the representation of H). The quandary of this approach is that if one
targets few Lanczos vectors, those are represented quite accurately, but all others quite
badly; if one targets many Lanczos vectors, all are represented at similar, but quite low
accuracy. Loss of orthogonality occurs as in every Lanczos procedure, but can be mended
by reorthogonalization of the Lanczos vectors; as DMRG keeps them in a common basis
representation, this can be done easily, but the price is the low accuracy of each individual
Lanczos vector due to multiple targeting, see Sec. 3.3.6.
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Mostly the spectral function is presented as a smooth curve with an artificial broad-
ening, but not as the set of poles and weights naturally following from the Lanczos rep-
resentation. This makes sense as the accuracy of individual pole positions and spectral
weights is not so high in view of the systematic errors. Therefore it has found numerous
successful applications e.g. in Refs. [Nis99, ZJW99, YH00, OAAY01, GHR04].
Lanczos algorithm with adaptive DMRG
To overcome the multi-target approach in the standard DMRG framework an adaptive
algorithm was newly developed [DHP+11]. The Lanczos vectors are still calculated in a
multi-targeting approach, but the Lanczos vectors to be targeted are restricted to the last
three ones which occur in the recursion. This implies a continuous change of basis as the
algorithm evolves. As the basis in the standard DMRG framework always changes one
has to use the so-called wavefunction updates [Whi96]. In Fig. 3.4 a comparison between















Figure 3.4: (Published in
[DHP+11].) Broadened spectral func-
tion for spinless fermions (L = 40, η =
0.05, 200 Lanczos vectors) calculated
with the new adaptive implementa-
tion (ALM), the original implementa-
tion (OLM) and compared to the ex-
act solution given via Eqn. (3.51). The
DMRG truncation number is given by
m.








c†i and ci are the usual creation and annihilation operators of spinless fermions with
hopping parameter t. The (broadened) LDOS measured in the middle of a chain (x =
L/2) of non-interacting spinless fermions is compared to the exact solution, which can
be obtained from the Green’s function in the single-particle picture, see Ref. [Dar09] for
details:
ρ(ω + iη, x) = −1
π




ω + iη, if i = j
−t, if i = j + 1 or i = j − 1
0, else
(3.51)
One can clearly see that the new adaptive method better reproduces the exact solution
than the old Lanczos method. It must be stated however, that this approach is potentially
vulnerable to the ever-present problem of Lanczos “ghosts”, the appearance of spurious
eigenvalues due to loss of orthonormality between Lanczos vectors. The adaptive basis
changes make reorthogonalization schemes very difficult if not effectively impossible.
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Lanczos algorithm with MPS
As already stated in Ref. [DHP+11] the adaptive Lanczos method can be further im-
proved by working directly with MPS. Every Lanczos state is represented by one MPS
and the only approximation comes from the compression of the state. Choosing the MPS
formulation of the DMRG in the Lanczos method will completely eliminate the need for
multiple targeting, giving additional accuracy. Furthermore an exact representation of H
is achieved due to the MPO representation and the possibility of a reorthogonalization
scheme, lost in the adaptive Lanczos method, is regained.
The algorithm proceeds exactly as before, but the ground state |E0〉 is written in MPS
representation and H is written as a MPO. Considering the recursion relation, one has
to keep in mind that both the application of H to a state and the addition of two MPS
(as occurs in the Lanczos procedure) lead, if carried out exactly, to a new MPS, but with
a dimension that is larger than that of the original MPS: under summation, dimensions
add; under application of an MPO to an MPS, the dimensions multiply, see Sec. 3.3.2.
This is to be seen in contrast to the same operations in the conventional DMRG frame-
work, where these operations do not increase the numbers of DMRG states to be kept
(i.e. the MPS matrix dimension), at the price of an approximate representation of the
Hamiltonian H which is adapted only to specific Lanczos states and introduces quite se-
vere inaccuracies for Lanczos states where H has been applied often. It is at this point
that MPS based Lanczos dynamics has to introduce its only approximation, namely the
compression of the large-dimension MPS back to the original dimension at some loss of
accuracy. This compression is carried out iteratively until the compressed state has be-
come stable, see Sec. 3.3.4. This approximation avoids the systematic errors due to an
approximate Hamiltonian and is in practice less severe. Multiple targeting is eliminated.
However, the approximation due to the compression of the Lanczos states still leads
to the ghost problem. In the MPS approach, this problem is not as bad as in the adap-
tive DMRG approach, but it is still exacerbated in comparison to the standard DMRG
Lanczos method. The advantage is that this problem can be cured in comparison to the
inexact Hamiltonian representation. Attempts with partial and total re-orthogonalization
were not successful due to the rather large overlap 〈fk|fn〉 of the different Lanczos vectors.
The current Lanczos vector is changed significantly by this procedure, which results in
an even worse representation of the Hamiltonian. Alternatively speaking, the fact that
reorthogonalization involves sums implies again compression, which will make minor new
approximations only if the reorthogonalization is mild. However an ex-post reorthogo-
nalization scheme which does not change the Lanczos vectors explicitly turned out to be
quite successful.
In the standard Lanczos the matrix elements between Lanczos vectors 〈fi|H|fj〉 are
zero for i > j +1 and i < j− 1 leading to the tridiagonal effective matrix, see Eqn. (3.3).
Introducing numerical errors the Lanczos vectors are not (perfectly) orthogonal any more
and therefore also the matrix is not (perfect) tridiagonal anymore. In the usual Lanczos
algorithm this is either ignored or the vectors are reorthogonalized and by this the tridi-
agonality is restored. In this new approach the loss of orthogonality is not ignored but
taken into account. So all the matrix elements and all overlap elements are calculated.
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This does not lead to a triangular effective Hamiltonian, but to a generalized eigenvalue
problem:
Heff|Eeffi 〉 = Eeffi W |Eeffi 〉 (3.52)
with Heffij = 〈fi|H|fj〉
Wij = 〈fi|fj〉 .
The price to pay is that all overlap matrix elements Wij and matrix elements Heffij have
to be calculated,17 i.e., all Lanczos vectors generated during the calculation have to be
stored. In the standard Lanczos without MPS this is usually the bottleneck as memory
is the main constraint and therefore such an algorithm is not useful there. With Lanczos
vectors represented by MPS the required memory to store one vector is much smaller and
therefore this approach to get rid off the ’ghosts’ is manageable. The full solution of the
generalized eigenvalue problem is not computationally expensive at all as the dimension
of the effective Hamiltonian only scales with the number of iterations.18
Correction vector
Shortly after Hallberg’s original proposal, Ramasesha et al. [RPK+96] and later Kühner
and White [KW99] introduced the correction vector method. The basic idea is to calculate
the vector
|Ψcorr(ω, η, A†)〉 =
1
ω − (H − E0) + iη
A†|E0〉 . (3.53)
The spectral function can then be calculated by computing the scalar product, see Eqn. (2.16):




Im〈E0|A |Ψcorr(ω, η, A†)〉 . (3.54)
Within the MPS formulation Weichselbaum et al. [WVS+09] noted that the correction
vector can be calculated variationally by minimizing the norm:
‖|Ψcorr(ω, η, A†)〉 −
1
ω − (H − E0) + iη
A†|E0〉‖ . (3.55)
However, the minimization becomes ill-conditioned as η → 0, with conditioning deterio-
rating quadratically in η [WVS+09]. Therefore they suggested a better way to calculate
the correction vector. Again a local optimization scheme for the Mσk matrix in the spirit








17The calculation of the overlap elements and the matrix elements can be done in parallel. It should
be remarked that with the adaptive DMRG method one cannot calculate these overlap elements as not
all the Lanczos vectors are in the same basis.
18The number of iterations is usually between 100− 300.
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using a non-hermitian equation solver, e.g. some conjugate gradient variant at each step.
This leads to better conditioning deteriorating only linearly. In the original DMRG the
correction vector can be calculated most efficiently by an extension to the DMRG called
Dynamic DMRG proposed by Jeckelmann [Jec02]. There at every step in the DMRG
algorithm a functional has to be solved with a conjugate gradient method in a similar
way as shown above for the MPS.
The advantages of the correction vector method is that it achieves good precision at
every frequency point. However, the broadening is inherent and for every different broad-
ening a new calculation has to be done. The calculation of the correction vector due to
the need of solving a non-linear equation set is usually limited to small matrix dimensions
for the correction vector. For decreasing broadening the calculations become more and
more difficult. The overall computational costs for a high resolution spectral function are
very high as for every frequency point a new correction vector has to be calculated. Due
to the needed large broadening the issue of finite-size scaling as already mentioned in the
classical Lanczos method, see Sec. 3.1.2, is a non-trivial problem.
However, the correction vector method has established itself as the standard method
for calculating spectral functions in the frequency domain and has been applied to many
model systems, see e.g. Refs. [PRSB99, KWM00, Jec02, Jec03, BGJ04, NJ04, RUA04,
RU05, FKMS07, BJ07, SSMS09, WVS+09, Pet11, GSR+11].
Fourier transform of time-dependent DMRG data
Fourier-transforming time-dependent DMRG data offers another approach to dynamic
spectral functions. The time evolution of the state |Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHtA†|E0〉 is usually
calculated via a Trotter decomposition of the time evolution operator e−iHt [Vid03,
Vid04, WF04, VGRC04, Sch05a]. It has found many successful implementations, see
e.g. Refs. [WF04, SK05, GR06, PSC+06, PLAH08, PWA09, BSW09, BKL+11, KBM12].
However, accessing long time scales, to obtain good frequency resolution, is limited by
a rapid increase of entanglement and the resulting increasing demand of computational
resources. The problematic η-broadening is also a feature of spectral functions obtained
from time-dependent DMRG where the finite time-range of simulations is damped out by
an artificial damping factor e−ηt which leads to Lorentzian broadening in frequency space.
An attempt to extrapolate the results to longer times to get a higher resolution in
the frequency domain was suggested by Pereira et al. [PWA08, PWA09] under the name
’linear prediction’. In a recent work Wang et al. [WZDX10] calculate spectral functions
for the SIAM by this approach. They extrapolated the finite time data to infinity and by
this could get high resolution frequency spectral functions. However, the extrapolation
introduces an additional (uncontrolled) error and has to be handled carefully.
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Chebyshev polynomials
Very recently, dynamic spectral functions were also calculated using an expansion of the
spectral functions in terms of Chebyshev polynomials [HWM+11]. Like in the Lanczos
approach vectors from the Krylov space are recursively created:
|t0〉 = A†|E0〉, |t1〉 = H|t0〉, |tn〉 = 2H|tn−1〉 − |tn−2〉 . (3.57)
The expansion parameters (moments) of the Chebyshev expansion are then given by scalar
products of these vectors:
µn+n′ = 2〈tn|tn′〉 − µn−n′ . (3.58)
This approach will generate a continuous spectral function, however damping, while tak-
ing a slightly different form, is also inevitable. In a review article on Green’s function
techniques Weisse and Fehske [WWAF06] compared the expansion in Chebyshev polyno-
mials to the Lanczos algorithm. The Lanczos algorithm will always give a high resolution
close to the extremal eigenvalues, the Chebyshev polynomials in comparison have the
same precision in the whole frequency range. As the Chebyshev polynomials are a priori
non-orthogonal, ’ghost’ problems like in the Lanczos algorithm are not an issue. Further-
more they state that for (non-MPS) systems the Chebyshev expansion is numerical more
stable. A further discussion is postponed to Sec. 5.3.
Numerical renormalization group vs. matrix product states 3.3.8
After the developments of DMRG/MPS it was obvious to analyse whether the variational
optimization (of ground states) leads also to higher accuracy for the semi-infinite chain
model used in the NRG. Remember, in the NRG the SIAM is mapped on a semi-infinite
chain model with exponentially decreasing hopping parameters. In particular, the rather
simple truncation scheme of the NRG should be inferior to the more elaborate one of the
DMRG/MPS. Weichselbaum et al. [SWvD08, WVS+09, Wei11] could show that indeed a
higher ground state precision can be achieved by the variational optimization of the semi-
infinite chain model. However, the overall improvements – also for spectral functions –
were rather disappointing:
"For logarithmic discretization, energy scale separation is big enough that this effect is minor and for a simple
single impurity problem with a focus on the Abrikosov-Kondo-Suhl resonance the ultimate improvement is
very limited, as NRG is geared to describe this feature optimally. The essential point is that energy scale
separation can now be abandoned altogether due to feedback, hence also logarithmic discretization, and we
may choose a more fine-grained resolution of the energy band wherever it is physically suitable. This could
find a variety of applications."
(Review Article: "The density-matrix renormalization group in the age of matrix product states",
Schollwöck, 2011, [Sch11])
Abandoning the logarithmic discretization with MPS as described by Schollwöck is
also a very subtle issue. If one works directly with the SIAM and constant hopping
parameters19 the non-interacting chain has to be truncated at some point. So finite-size
effects are introduced to the system that are rather large. This must be contributed to
19Constant hopping parameters will lead to a semi-circular DOS of the bath for an infinite chain.
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the very long-range correlations between impurity spin and the spins of the conduction
electrons in the Kondo regime (see Sec. 4.2.2 and Ref. [HMS+09]). In particular, spectral
functions suffer from the finite-size gap and therefore are not able to resolve the Kondo
resonance at ω = 0, see Sec. 4.2.2 and Ref. [Dar09], with the high quality as encountered
with logarithmic discretization. Therefore working directly in the thermodynamic limit
with the logarithmic discretization is an advantage. Discretization errors can be cured
with extension like the suggested "z-averaging" by Zitko [vP09]. Therefore in this work the
NRG has been used for the spectral functions of impurity systems and the DMRG/MPS
has been used for real one-dimensional systems where the NRG completely fails. However,
the MPS based approach might give an advantage for more complex impurity models, see
Refs. [HWvD10, Pet11].
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Long range Kondo signatures 4
"WHY would anyone still want to study a physical phenomenon that was discovered in the 1930s, explained
in the 1960s and has been the subject of numerous reviews since the 1970s?"
(Review article: "The revival of the Kondo effect", Kouwenhoven and Glazman, 2001, [KG01])
The Kondo effect is one of the oldest and most prominent example for a quantum
many body effect due to strong correlations. Traditionally it describes an increase in the
resistivity with decreasing temperature in metals with a dilute concentration of single
magnetic atoms. This leads to a minimum around a specific temperature, which con-
tradicts Matthiessen’s rule of a monotonous decrease for ordinary metals [AM76]. This
minimum was a long standing puzzle and a first explanation using many-body perturba-
tion theory to third order was given by Jun Kondo in the sixties [Kon64]. Later on a
complete solution was given by Wilson with the renormalization group approach and the
problem was considered to be solved [Wil75].
Since 1998, due to advances in nanophysics and scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
(STS), the Kondo effect for single magnetic impurities is again in the focus of modern
research [KG01]. In particular, the spatial correlations between impurity spin and the
spins of the surrounding host electrons is under debate. This work focuses on the sim-
ulation of experimental STS data of Fe and Co atoms buried under a Cu(100) surface.
The simulation uses a combination of band structure and NRG calculations. The excel-
lent agreement of simulation and experiment allows to conclude for a hitherto unobserved
long range Kondo signature.
In Sec. 4.1 the historic discovery of the Kondo effect and its theoretical explanation
is described. Then in Sec. 4.2 the effective Hamiltonian, the single impurity Anderson
model and the Kondo model, are introduced and the main properties including spectral
properties are briefly summarized. In the following Sec. 4.3 the current status of the
experiments on single Kondo impurities is recapitulated with special focus on STS exper-
iments on ad-atoms and the new experiments on buried impurities are introduced. The
simulation of the experimental data is described in Sec. 4.4 and the comparison to the
experiment is presented in Sec. 4.5. The chapter closes with an analysis of the data with
respect to the observation of a long range Kondo signature in Sec. 4.6.
The content of this chapter is published as a letter in Nature Physics [PWD+11]. The
presented work is a collaboration with Henning Prüser, Martin Wenderoth, Alexander
Weismann, Robert Peters, Thomas Pruschke and Rainer G. Ulbrich.
It may be that some parts of the following chapter resemble the manuscript of reference
[PWD+11]. Martin Wenderoth, Alexander Weismann and Rainer G. Ulbrich planned the
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experiments. Henning Prüser and Alexander Weismann carried out the experiments and
the raw data analysis. On the theoretical side the simulation and effective modelling was
designed by me. I did the NRG calculations, the equation of motion and the LDOS calcu-
lations. The NRG code was provided by Robert Peters and Thomas Pruschke. Alexander
Weismann calculated the band-structure (LCAO) and the free Green’s functions. The
manuscript was written mainly by me and Henning Prüser. All authors discussed the
results and commented on the manuscript.
The Kondo effect 4.1
"In the Kondo effect, electrons of all wavelengths, from atomic wavelengths up to very much larger scales,
all in the conduction band of a metal, interact with the magnetic moment of each impurity in the metal
(see, for example, Anderson, 1970). Theorists have difficulties with these problems because they involve
very many coupled degrees of freedom."
(Nobel lecture: "The renormalization group and critical phenomena", Wilson, 1983, [Wil83])
The investigations on the Kondo effect range from its discovery in the 1930s up to the
present time. This section tries to give an overview of the major milestones achieved in
the theoretical understanding of the effect, but due to this very long time period cannot
be completely comprehensive. It is mainly based on the book of Hewson "The Kondo
problem to heavy Fermions" [Hew93] and Refs. [Wil83, Ž07, Dar09].
Resistivity minimum and Kondo’s explanation
The Kondo effect occurs in non-magnetic metallic systems like copper with a small number
of additional magnetic impurities. Macroscopically an increase in the resistivity below a
temperature T ∗ can be observed, see Sec. 1.4. In 1963 Kondo [Kon64] presented a first
explanation via perturbation theory. Due to the universality of this effect (by then it was
discovered in Cu, Ag, Au, Mg, Zn with Cr, Mn, Fe, Mo, Re, Os impurities) he modelled
the interaction of the magnetic impurities with the conduction electrons via an effective
Hamiltonian that was previously proposed by Zener [Zen51], Kasuya [Kas56] and Yosida






kσckσ + JSs(0) . (4.1)
In this Hamiltonian the impurity is modelled by a single localized spin S originated in
the incomplete d- or f -shell of the magnetic impurity. The formation of the local moment
is not explained within the Kondo model. However an explanation is given by the more
general Anderson model, see Sec. 4.2.1. Using perturbation theory Kondo showed that in
the second order Born approximation an additional logarithmic term in the temperature
has to be added to the resistivity.
"... we have ρspin = cρm(1 + (3zJ/ǫF ) log T ). As we have expected, this contains a singular term involving
log T which increases towards low temperatures, if J is negative."
(Article: "Resistance Minimum in Dilute Magnetic Alloys", Kondo, 1964, [Kon64])
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This term therefore leads to a resistivity minimum at a certain temperature, but also
to a (non-physical) divergence at T = 0 - the so-called Kondo problem. It was Nagaoka
[Nag65] shortly afterwards who used a self-consistent approach to the problem and could
show that perturbation theory breaks down below a certain temperature – called the
Kondo temperature TK , explaining the failure of perturbation theory. Furthermore he
could show that at this temperature a correlated many-body state at the Fermi energy
appears, that is responsible for the minimum.
"The situation seems to be quite similar to the case of superconductivity, in which the perturbational
treatment breaks down at the transition temperature. From the similarity between the two cases it is
reasonable to expect that, in the case of dilute alloys, there appears some correlated state, or a kind of
bound state, between localized spin and conduction-electron spin at low temperatures corresponding to the
Cooper pair."
(Article: "Self-Consistent Treatment of Kondo’s Effect in Dilute Alloys", Nagaoka, 1965, [Nag65])
Similar results were obtained by Abrikosov [Abr65] and Suhl [Suh65]. Furthermore
they could show that below TK due to the formation of this correlated state the local
moment of the impurity is screened by the conduction band electrons. The resonance
related to this many-body state that appears in the spectral function at the Fermi-energy
below TK is named after them. However, a solution within the full energy (temperature)
range was up to this time not found.
Scaling ansatz and Wilson’s renormalization group
In 1970 Anderson [And70] proposed a scaling ansatz for the Kondo model that incorpo-
rates first renormalization group ideas that were later further developed by Wilson. His
idea was to subsequently reduce the bandwidth D of the conduction electrons by tracing
out the degrees of freedom starting at the band edges. With perturbation theory he could
show that the new system with bandwidth D can be described by the same Hamiltonian
but with different (renormalized) coupling constants J (D). In first order with a constant
density of states ρ he obtained the (simplified) scaling equation
dJ (D)
d lnD = −2ρJ
2 . (4.2)
Here J (D) denotes the renormalized coupling constant depending on the chosen new
bandwidth D. For the original (bare) bandwidth D one should get the bare coupling
constants J (D) = J . By integrating the scaling equation from D to D and from J to J
one can finally derive a relation between old and new coupling constants





The scaling equation can also be understood in the way that the physics on the energy
(or temperature) scale D are given by the renormalized parameter J (D) and not by the
bare parameter J . But more important Anderson concluded:
"This is why we call the procedure ’scaling laws’, because what we have done is to show that a problem with
one set of parameters is entirely equivalent to that with another set. This leaves us with the hope, usually
fulfilled, that by following the scaling procedure out repeatedly we can eventually reach a region where a
solution by some other method may be found."
(Article: "A poor man’s derivation of scaling laws for the Kondo problem", Anderson, 1970,[And70])
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Furthermore, starting from the scaling equation one can show that a scale invariant
relation exists between the bare and renormalized parameters: the Kondo temperature.
In first order it is given by:
De−
1
2Jρ = De− 12J ρ = kBT (1)k . (4.4)
This insight shows that all thermodynamic quantities only depend on the single energy
scale kBTk. They can be written as a function that just depends on the temperature and
Tk e.g. the impurity susceptibility is given by χimp = 1T F (
T
Tk
). Nevertheless, due to the
use of perturbation theory, Anderson’s derivation is just valid in the regime ρJ ≪ 1. This
can also be seen as for D = kbTk = De−
1
2Jρ the renormalized coupling J diverges, showing
the breakdown of this ansatz at the same energy as for Nagaoka and Suhl beforehand.
Taking higher orders into account gives a better estimate of the Kondo temperature
dJ ρ
d lnD = −2(ρJ )





It was then Wilson’s success with his numerical renormalization group to suggest a non-
perturbative renormalization ansatz that is valid on all energy scales [Wil75]. The details
of this approach have been already explained in Sec. 3.2.3. Wilson’s NRG gives the correct
values for thermodynamic properties on all energy respectively temperature scales. For
low temperatures he could validate that the impurity spin for all non-zero interactions is
screened by the conduction electrons and that the system can be described by an effective
non-interacting Hamiltonian. Furthermore the concept of universality is strongly linked
to the renormalization group:
"Renormalization is built on the idea that the low energy physics of a system only depend on certain gross
features of the high energy physics. The family of systems with the same low energy excitation spectrum
constitute a “universality class” of models. We need the concept of universality, for without we would be
lost, for we could not hope to capture the physics of real-world systems with our simplified Hamiltonian
models. The Anderson model, is itself a renormalized Hamiltonian, notionally derived from the elimination
of high energy excitations from “the” microscopic Hamiltonian."
(Book: "Introduction to Many Body Physics", Coleman, 2012,[Col12])
This insight is usually described with the term "Universality of the Kondo effect": The
physics of Kondo systems are not strongly dependent on the band structure of the bath
or the explicit form of the hybridization or crystal structure. Even for many extensions of
the model as will be discussed in Sec. 4.6.1, this universality holds and physical quantities
are only dependent on the single parameter Tk and show the same low-energy physics.
With Wilson’s work it became now possible to calculate properties from this effective
(universal) Hamiltonian with Fermi liquid theory.
Fermi liquid theory and the exact Bethe ansatz solution
The main idea of Landau’s Fermi Liquid theory [Lan58] is that the low-lying excitations of
an interacting system are in one-to-one correspondence with some non-interacting Fermi
gas. These excitations are then named quasi-particles. Due to Wilson’s solution the low-
temperature physics of the Kondo system can be understood as a local Fermi liquid with
all Fermi liquid parameters accessible through a microscopic theory. This allowed Noz-
ières [Noz74] in 1974 to calculate specific heat, spin susceptibility and resistivity for small
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temperatures. It turns out that the effective mass of the quasiparticles and their effective
interactions are proportional to the Kondo temperature. Shortly afterwards, the results
of Nozières were validated by a series of papers by Yosida and Yamada with their so-
called microscopic Fermi liquid theory [YY70, Yam75a, Yam75b, YY75]. They could also
show that a resonance in the spectral density at the Fermi energy appears in fourth order
perturbation at T = 0.1 It is exactly the Kondo or Abrikosov-Suhl resonance mentioned
earlier that is represented by the quasiparticle that build the many-body quantum state
screening the impurity at low temperatures. Horvatić et al. [HSZ85, HSZ87] extended
this ansatz to finite temperatures showing that the resonance vanishes with increasing
temperature. The appearance of the Kondo resonance at the Fermi energy was later also
verified by other methods e.g. extensions to the NRG by Frota and Oliveira [FO86], Sakai
et al. [SSK89] and Costi and Hewson [CH90], the variational wavefunction method by
Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [Sch76, GS85, GS83b, GS83a], the non-crossing approxi-
mation (NCA) [PG89] and Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [SGSJ90].
On a different route Andrei and Wiegmann extended the Bethe ansatz [Bet31] in the
beginning of the 1980s to give an analytical solution for the Kondo model [And80, Wie81,
WT83, TW83]. Nevertheless it still remains a challenge to calculate correlation functions
and dynamic quantities from the exact solution. These last theoretical investigations
pretty much stated the end of the Kondo problem that from then on was considered as
solved. Theoreticians from then on focused on more advanced topics like multi impurity
problems [JKmW81, JV87, JV89] and multi-orbital impurities [SSK90, IFT98]. Due to
new experimental techniques – especially scanning tunnelling spectroscopy – that allows
to probe single impurities, interest in single impurity systems grew again starting in 1999.
This so-called "Revival of the Kondo effect" [KG01] will be addressed in Sec. 4.3.
The single impurity Anderson model
and the Kondo model 4.2
"While the schematic character of the model should not be ignored, we feel that nonetheless it contains the
essential physics of the phenomena for such solutions as Mn, Fe, or other iron group elements in Cu, Ag,
and Au."
(Article: "Localized Magnetic States in Metals", Anderson, 1961,[And61])
In order to include the strong local Coulomb interactions originating from the incom-
plete d- and f -shells of the magnetic atoms (impurities) in the system, one uses effective
Hamiltonians that just concentrate on the essential physics. In this work the single im-
purity Anderson model (SIAM) [And61, And66] is used and described in detail.
Definition 4.2.1
At first the conduction electrons that interact with the single impurity of the host metal
are modelled. In this work the host material is copper. Copper is a transition metal
1This perturbation theory gives just qualitative correct results as for strong interactions the form of
the resonance is not exact.
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with a filled 3d-shell with electron configuration [Ar]3d104s1. For pure crystals of this
element the 4s and 3d bands overlap and the Fermi energy lies within this hybridized
band [AM76]. In order to build an effective model for the physics around the Fermi





c†kσ and ckσ are the usual creation and annihilation operators with spin σ, momentum k
and ǫ(k) is the dispersion relation. In this work the dispersion relation has to be calcu-
lated for the hybridized s-d band of copper.
The next step is to model the impurity. In this work Fe and Co magnetic impurities
are used which are 3d transition metals with an electron configuration [Ar]3d64s2 resp.
[Ar]3d74s2 [MM03]. Hence, there are just 6 respectively 7 electrons from the 10 possible
electrons in the five 3d-orbitals. For isolated Fe and Co atoms the 3d orbitals would
be filled according to Hund’s rules [MM03]. Neglecting spin-orbit coupling this would
lead to a net magnetic moment of SFe = 2 and SCo = 3/2. However, in the copper
crystal due to crystal field splitting the degeneracy of the five 3d-orbitals of Co and Fe
is lifted [AM76, MM03]. For the case of Co and Fe in Cu one usually gets threefold-
degenerate t3g orbitals with lower energy and twofold-degenerate eg orbitals with higher
energy [AM76, MM03].2 For very small energy splitting Hund’s rule are still valid and
a net magnetic moment of ShighFe = 2 and S
high
Co = 3/2 will develop – called "high-spin
complex" [MM03]. For very large energy splitting the t3g orbitals will be occupied at
first leading to a net magnetic moment of S lowFe = 0 and S
low
Co = 1/2 – called "low-spin
complex" [MM03]. However, the energy of the (highly localized) lower t3g orbitals will
be shifted upwards due to the double occupancy. Therefore, the electron occupation of
the orbitals is highly dependent on the ratio between energy splitting and the energy
increase due to double occupancy. Therefore intermediate occupancies are also likely to
occur [MM03]. In order to setup a generic model Anderson suggested to model the five
3d-orbitals by a single level with energy ǫd which can be just doubly occupied [And61].
For single occupancy this leads to a spin S = 1/2. Therefore roughly speaking, this choice
is in the spirit of the formation of a "low-spin complex". Due to the strong localization
double occupancy is penalized by a local Coulomb interaction U . For further discussions






dσcdσ + Und↑nd↓ . (4.7)
c†dσ and cdσ are the creation and annihilation operators of an electron in the effective d
state. In a final step the scattering processes between conduction band electrons in the
host metal and the impurity is included. There is a finite probability for the conduction
band electrons to occupy a state of the d-orbital of the magnetic impurity modelled by














2The Jahn-Teller effect will give a further energy splitting in the t3g orbitals and eg orbitals leading
to a complete loss of the degeneracy [AM76, MM03].
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The total effective Hamiltonian is called the full interacting SIAM:























+ Und↑nd↓ . (4.10)
The model and the validity of the approximation are further discussed in Sec. 4.6.1. In the
following sections the calculations are restricted to the symmetric case. This implies half-
filling and a conduction band, given by ǫk, that is symmetric around the Fermi energy. In
a special interaction regime |ǫd + U |, |ǫd| ≫ Γπ|V |2ρ0(EF ), the Kondo regime, the SIAM






















kσckσ + JSs(0) . (4.12)
In the Kondo model the Pauli exclusion principle and the Coulomb interaction are ex-
pressed by the interaction of the conduction electrons (ck, ck′) with a localized spin
(Sz, S+, S− spin-1/2-operators) and the coupling is given by the Jkk′. In the second
line the interaction is transformed to real space3 and s(0) gives the electron spin-density
at the impurity position. This model was used by J. Kondo to calculate in third-order
perturbation theory the experimentally observed resistivity minimum as mentioned in
Sec. 4.1.
Properties 4.2.2









Figure 4.1: The schematic phase
diagram of the symmetric SIAM on
base of Ref. [Col12]. Three differ-
ent regimes can be identified: FO:
Free orbital regime, LM: Local mo-
ment regime and SC: Strong cou-
pling regime.
3This mapping requires an isotropic coupling Jkk′ .



























Figure 4.2: An energy flow for the symmetric SIAM with U = 0.01,Γ = 0.0002,Λ = 2.0
is shown as an example. The upper panel shows the even iterations and the lower panel the
odd iterations. The three energy regimes: the free orbital (FO) fixed point, local-moment (LM)
fixed point and the strong-coupling (SC) fixed point are clearly recognizable. The vertical lines
separating them are just a guide to the eye. See also Ref. [vP09]. (zi)
In Fig. 4.1 the phase diagram of the symmetric SIAM is shown, see also Ref. [Col12].4
For high temperatures the system is in the so-called free orbital regime (FO). The elec-
trons in the d-state are decoupled and the conduction band electrons can be described
by a Fermi liquid. The system is dominated by thermal fluctuations. Lowering the tem-
perature the electron in the effective d-orbital may become localized and a local moment
develops. The occurrence of this local moment (LM) phase is related to the hybridization
or more precisely to the ration of U/∆. For small temperatures the system will always
end up in the strong coupling regime (SC), where the local moment of the impurity is
screened by the conduction band electrons. However as no symmetry breaking occurs in
the system, the different regimes are not separated by phase transitions, but by cross-overs.
The different energy regimes can be observed very nicely in the energy flow of the
SIAM under the NRG transformation. An extensive analysis by Krishnamurthy et al.
[KmWW80b, KmWW80a] showed that the energy flow for small iterations is close to a
first fixed point which is named accordingly the free orbital (FO) fixed point (U, V = 0)
4In the caption of the figures the used implementation of the NRG is denoted by the abbreviations
(zi) for Žitko and (pe) for Peters.

















































Figure 4.3: Thermodynamic static quantities for the symmetric SIAM with U = 0.01,Γ =
0.0002,Λ = 2.0. The red line denotes the Kondo temperature as defined in Eqn. (4.14). See also
Ref. [vP09]. (zi)
[BCP08]. This fixed point is unstable and for intermediate iterations there is a rapid
crossover to the local-moment (LM) fixed point. This fixed point is still unstable describ-
ing a just weakly coupled impurity spin to the conduction electrons. For larger iterations
a cross-over to the strong-coupling (SC) fixed point occurs. This fixed point is stable
and reached for all values of U 6= 0. Further RG analysis, in the spirit of Sec. 3.2.2,
showed that there is a relevant perturbation that drives the system away from the FO
fixed point. The LM fixed point just has a marginal perturbation which slowly drives the
system away from it. The strong coupling fixed point has only irrelevant perturbations
explaining its stability. In Fig. 4.2 an energy flow of the NRG is shown as an example
which nicely demonstrates the different energy regimes. See also Ref. [vP09]. For a better
understanding of the physics in these three regimes the analysis of thermodynamic quan-
tities is very helpful. In Fig. 4.3 some thermodynamic quantities are shown which were
defined in Sec. 3.2.3. This analysis is based on Ref. [vP09]:
• Free orbital (FO) regime:
This is the high temperature regime. All four impurities states |0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉 and | ↑↓〉
have equal probability. Therefore the impurity entropy is S imp = ln 4. Strong charge
and spin fluctuations are still dominant, which can be seen in the corresponding
susceptibilities. The system can be described by a Fermi liquid.
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• Local moment (LM) regime:
In this regime the impurity can be effectively modelled by a local moment (spin).
The charge degrees of freedom are essentially frozen out and the impurity is only
in the two states | ↑〉, | ↓〉. This can be directly seen in the impurity entropy that
reduces to S imp = ln2. Another hint is given by the charge fluctuations (see charge
susceptibility) which drops to zero and the increase of the spin fluctuations (see spin
susceptibility). The system behaves like the Kondo model for these temperatures
and below.
• Strong coupling (SC) regime:
Below the Kondo temperature TK the impurity spin is completely screened by
the conduction electrons. A many-body singlet state between impurity spin and
conduction electron spins is formed. Therefore the impurity entropy drops to
S imp = ln1 = 0 and no spin fluctuations are possible anymore. The system again
can be described as a Fermi liquid. However, the quasiparticles are not the original
bandstates anymore. Moreover, in comparison to the Fermi liquid phase in the FO
regime the number of quasiparticles has increased by one ("Large Fermi surface").
The Kondo temperature TK can be calculated from the SIAM parameters: interaction U,
the on-site energy ǫd, bandwidth D and the Anderson width ∆ in the limit |ǫd+U |, |ǫd| ≫




|ǫd||ǫd + U |
exp
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Using Eqn. (4.14), the red vertical line in Fig. 4.3 is positioned at the Kondo temperature
– directly at the cross-over between LM and SC regime.
Kondo resonance
Applying microscopic Fermi Liquid theory [Lan58, YY70, Yam75a, Yam75b, YY75] to
the SIAM, one can conclude that the quasi-particle density of states has a resonance at
the Fermi level. If the single impurity level ǫd is well below the Fermi level one can see
that the resonance is very distinct and a true many-body effect. It is referred to as the
Kondo resonance or Abrikosov-Suhl resonance. In temperature dependent spectral func-
tions this resonance will just evolve below a temperature of Tk [HSZ85, HSZ87] – showing
its relation to the many-body singlet state. NRG calculations [FO86, SSK89, CH90] could
verify this prediction from the Fermi Liquid theory as one can see a sharp resonance at
the Fermi energy in the spectral densities of the one electron Green’s function Gdd(ω).
5Here the parameter Γ = π∆(ǫF )ρ0(ǫF ) is used that is given by the Anderson width ∆(ω) (See
Eqn. (3.18)).
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Figure 4.4: The spectral func-
tion of the SIAM for different val-
ues of the interaction U at T = 0.
The emergence of the Kondo reso-
nance from the Lorentzian is nicely
recognizable. For the calculation 8
z-values were used with Λ = 4. (zi)
In Fig. 4.4 Kondo resonances in the spectral function A(ω) = − 1
π
Gdd(ω) for different
values of the interaction are shown. For U = 0 the resonance is a Lorentzian. With
increasing interaction U the resonance gets narrower, but due to the Friedel sum rule
[Hew93] it is pinned to the value of 1
πΓ
. For large U most of the spectral weight is
shifted into the Hubbard peaks that emerge at higher frequencies. In Fig. 4.5 the spectral
function is shown for different values of U/Γ, but with an energy scale in terms of the
Kondo temperature. One can clearly see that for values U/Γ & 3 all the curves collapse
on a universal curve showing the expected universality of the Kondo effect. This energy
regime at T = 0 for U/Γ & 3 is sometimes called the Kondo regime. For experimentalists
the Kondo resonance offers a way to extract the Kondo temperature. This is usually
done via the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) ∆K . In the crudest approximation
the Kondo resonance is modelled via a Lorentzian ρL(ω) ∝ ΓLΓ2L+ω2 . This is only a valid
approximation in the asymptotic ω → 0 region [vP09, BGLP00] or as denoted for U = 0.
The HWHM is then directly given via ∆K = ΓL. A better line shape for U 6= 0 gives a





















Figure 4.5: The spectral function
of the SIAM for different values of
the interaction U at T = 0 with
an energy scale divided by 3.7 Tk.
One can nicely see the collapse of
the curves to an universal curve for
U/Γ & 3. The HWHM is denoted by
the black lines. For the calculation 8
z-values were used with Λ = 4. (zi)
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A comparison between the phenomenological function found by Frota, the conventionally
used Lorentzian and the resonance calculated with the NRG are shown in Fig. 4.6. One
can clearly see the better modelling of the resonance by the Frota form. The HWHM of
this form is given by ∆F = 2.542 · ΓF . Therefore setting this form on the same value at
the HWHM as the Kondo resonance gives ΓF = 0.393 · ∆K . Following Ref. [vP09] the
HWHM is proportional to the Kondo temperature – the universal energyscale:
∆ZitkoK ≈ 3.7 · TK . (4.16)
Therefore in this work the relation ΓF = 1.455kBTK is used for the Frota form. In Fig. 4.5
the HWHM is denoted by the black lines underlining the validity of the proportionality
constant in the Kondo regime. Using this proportionality constant, one has to remember
that it is only valid in the wide band limit for a constant band in the Kondo regime for
a symmetric model. For the experimental system there will of course be deviations from
these idealistic assumptions. Nevertheless, one can argue with the universality of the
Kondo effect. But the values for the Kondo temperatures from the mean values of the
resonance widths are to be interpreted with care.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the
Kondo resonance calculated with the
NRG in the strong Kondo regime,
the phenomenological Frota form
and a Lorentzian. The energy is
rescaled to the Kondo temperature.
One can clearly recognize the bet-
ter agreement between NRG and the
Frota form. (zi)


















From the universality of the Kondo effect it is natural to introduce a corresponding length
scale ξK related to the single quantity TK :
ξK = ~vF/(kBTK) . (4.17)
One might expect all spatial physical observables only to be dependent on ξK or respec-
tively ξK/r, where r denotes the distance to the impurity. Simplified this length scale gives
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Figure 4.7: A conceptional sketch of the
Kondo cloud with no lattice structure. In
the strong coupling regime charge fluctuations
are absent and the ground state is given by a
many-particle singlet state between the impu-
rity spin (red) and the conduction band elec-
tron spins (green-blue). The colour coding
of the conduction band spins symbolizes the
strength of the spin-spin-correlations between
the impurity spin and the conduction band
electron spin (green - strong, blue - weak). The
range of these correlations is given by the uni-
versal length scale ξK .
the spatial extension of the conduction electrons that are needed to screen the impurity
spin [BA96, BA98, Aff09, MBB11]. There are some physical observables that are known
to show this spatial dependence of the parameter ξK , see Ref. [Aff09] for a overview. The
most discussed ones are the knight shift – the magnetic polarization of the electrons as a
function of distance from the impurity [SA96], the charge density [GHS87, ABS08, Ber08],
the current trough a quantum dot [AS01, SA03, SA05], and static spin-spin correlation
functions [GHS87, CGTR06, HKM06, Bor07, HMS+09]. Nevertheless, as of now in none
of the observables one could experimentally measure the Kondo cloud [Aff09]. In Sec. 4.6.3
the simulation and experimental data are discussed if they provide an access via the charge
density to the Kondo cloud.
Experiments 4.3
The existence of the Kondo resonance has been experimentally confirmed for dense sys-
tems with high resolution photoemission electron spectroscopy and inverse photoemis-
sion [PDSB85, EHR+07]. Due to their limited spatial resolution these measurements
always probe a very large ensemble of magnetic atoms. With its capability to study lo-
cal electronic properties with high spatial and energetic resolution, scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy (STS) gives an unique access to individual impurities [LSBD98, MCJ+98].
Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy 4.3.1
In a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) [BR87] a sharp metal tip is put in close
proximity to a sample surface. This close distance between tip and sample leads to an
overlap between tip and sample wavefunction and thus to a non-zero probability of the
transmission of electrons. A further applied voltage V results in a current I that is very
sensitive to the tip-sample distance h. The constant current mode allows to record a
topography h(x) at every single point x of the surface. Therefore the current is held
constant by adjusting the tip distance h(x). The term scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
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(STS) is used if one records an I(V, x) curve at a certain position x on the surface. Tersoff
and Harmann [TH83, TH85] could show that with some approximations the dI(V,x)
dV
-curve
is proportional to the LDOS(x, ω):
dI(V, x)
dV
∝ LDOS(x, ω) . (4.18)
See Refs. [BR87, Wie94, BR99] for further details on the experimental aspects and the
theoretical data analysis.
Figure 4.8: (Figure taken from
Ref. [Wei08]) The schematic setup of an
STM for the analysed experiments in this
work. The STM tip consists only of a few
atoms, which is positioned in very close
proximity to the sample.
Kondo signatures from ad-atoms 4.3.2
The main focus of modern experimental studies of single impurity Kondo systems is on
the extend (range) and analysis of spatial correlations. A theoretical prediction for the
local density of states (LDOS) was first provided by Újsághy et al [UKSZ00]. According
to their calculations the Kondo resonance induces strong spectroscopic signatures at the
Fermi energy whose line shape is oscillatory with distance to the impurity – see Sec. 4.4.3
for further details.
Since the first STS studies in 1998 [LSBD98, MCJ+98] a lot of experiments on magnetic
atoms and molecules on metal surfaces were performed, all revealing Kondo fingerprints
[MLE00, KSD+02, QWW+04, WDS+04, ZLC+05, IDH06, NKL+07, NKB+08]. But quan-
titative analysis of the surface Kondo effect is difficult due to the ongoing discussion of
the influence of surface states [KSD+02, LB04, HM07]. However, it is worth noting that
all previous STS experiments have reported that the Kondo signature rapidly vanishes
and no variation of the line shape occurs when the tip is moved away laterally from the
impurity atom, for a review see Ref. [THS09].
The most spectacular experiment is given by a quantum mirage Kondo resonance in
the second focus of an elliptical corral on Cu(111), where only the first focus is occupied
by a Co adatom [MLE00]. By this elliptical resonator structure the electron’s amplitude
is amplified in the second focus and thus showing an artificial long range Kondo signature
in the second focus. However, no line shape variations with distance were reported.
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Kondo signatures from buried magnetic impurities 4.3.3
The missing success of observing long range signatures of the Kondo effect for surface
magnetic atoms motivated a study of single isolated magnetic impurities buried below
the surface of a copper crystal. It has been recently shown that the anisotropy of the
copper Fermi surface leads to a strong directional propagation of quasiparticles scattered
from an impurity, which is called electron focusing [WWL+09], see Sec. 4.4.1. This effect
gives access to individual bulk impurities in a metal that were previously assumed to be
"invisible" due to charge screening.
Experimental setup and data processing
The dilute magnetic alloys were prepared on a clean Cu(100) single crystal by adding a
small amount (0.02%) of either Co or Fe to the topmost monolayers. The impurities are
located in different depths below the surface and were investigated with a low temperature
STM operating at 6 K.
In order to obtain the LDOS (x, ω) STS spectroscopic data was acquired by recording
an I(U) curve at every scanning point with interrupted feedback loop. Further data pro-
cessing included averaging and numerical differentiation. This provides a complete map
of the differential conductance dI/dV as a function of lateral tip position and bias voltage
on the Cu(100) surface. Since the tip is stabilized in constant current mode, the STS data
is affected by different tip-sample distances. This artefact can be successfully removed by
normalizing the STS data to a constant sample tip distance [GWS+04]. To extract the
LDOS change, the differential conductance of the free surface dI/dV is subtracted. This
quantity is proportional to the change in the LDOS [WDSK08] at the lateral tip position.
For further details on these experiments please see Refs. [Wei08, Pru08, PWWU12].
Experimental observation
Fig. 4.9 shows constant current topographies of Co impurities buried below a Cu(100)
surface. The ring-like standing wave pattern can be explained by the focussing effect (see
Sec. 4.4.1). At first the depth dn of each impurity in monolayer (ML) below the surface
can be determined by analysing the topographies:
"... the observed standing wave patterns are ordered by the lateral size. The size of the standing wave pattern
increases monotonically with depth of the impurity. As a verification of the obtained impurity position we
use atomically resolved topographies. Since the Cu(100) has an fcc crystal structure and impurity atoms are
located on lattice sites, the impurity contrast follows a certain pattern with respect to the host lattice. We
label the surface layer as 1st monolayer. The standing wave pattern of an odd layer impurity is centred on
a corrugation maximum of the surface. If the impurity is positioned in an even layer the centre is located
between the corrugation maxima."
(Article: "Mapping Itinerant Electrons around Kondo Impurities", Prüser et al. , 2012, [PWWU12])
The observed LDOS modulation amplitudes are in a range of 6% (7 monolayer) - 13%
(3 monolayer).
Fig. 4.10 a) shows again STM topographies, but of a fifth layer Fe impurity for dif-
ferent bias voltages at −50 mV and 50 mV . The local minimum of the LDOS present
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Figure 4.9: (Figure taken from Ref. [PWWU12]) a) Constant current topographies (2nm x
2nm,V = 10mV, I = 2nA) of single Co atoms buried below a Cu(100) surface. (b) Corresponding
cross sections (shifted vertically for clarity) of each layer along the x = [010] direction, marked
by the arrows in (a)
in the centre of interference pattern for V < 0 develops into a plateau like maximum for
V > 0. In a second step the LDOS modulations are analysed. In Fig. 4.10 b) the differ-
ential conductance as a function of bias voltage and one spatial coordinate y across the
impurity pattern is shown. The crossover observed in the topographies occurs very close
to zero bias. In Fig. 4.10 c) four spectra for different positions A-D are shown, illustrating
very clearly that a single Kondo atom buried below the surface of copper induces long
range spectral signatures that depend on the (lateral) distance to the impurity. A second
possibility to investigate the LDOS modulations versus distance is to look at impurities
situated in different depth d below the surface. This and further detailed analysis of the
LDOS modulations will be postponed to Sec. 4.5.
Simulation 4.4
The theoretical modelling of the measured signatures consists of two steps. At first the
free electron propagation in the copper crystal is analysed. In particular, as it is known
from standard electronic theory, e.g. Thomas-Fermi theory, that the buried atoms should
be screened by the surrounding conduction electrons and therefore invisible. However,
the anisotropic Fermi surface of copper leads to a focussing effect that was discovered by
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Figure 4.10: (Published in [PWD+11].) Variation of the LDOS with the lateral distance of
the tip. a) STM constant current topography (1.8nm x 1.8nm, 2nA) of a 5th layer Fe impurity
for different bias voltages. For negative bias voltage the LDOS directly above the impurity is
reduced. By increasing the voltage the central ring contracts to a plateau like maximum and
the lateral extension of the focusing pattern decreases. b) Section of the differential-conductance
∆dI/dV = dI/dV − dI0/dV along the [010] direction. An energy dependent phase shift of the
interference pattern can be observed. The vertical black line would resemble the phase front for
a energy independent scattering phase and indicates that the overall phase shift caused by the
resonance is less than π (See Sec. 4.5). Single spectra (purple curve) for four different lateral
distances (marked in b by black arrows) are depicted in c). To illustrate the relative amplitude of
the Kondo signal, the data is normalized to the differential-conductance of the free surface (blue
scale on the right side). The black curves are obtained by fitting the differential-conductance to
a phenomenological expression (see Sec. 4.4.3).
Weismann in 2008 [Wei08, WWL+09] and explains the visibility of the buried atoms at
the surface.
In a second step the interaction effects – modelled by the SIAM have to be included.
This is accomplished by using the Dyson equation that combines the free Green’s functions
of the copper crystal that show the focusing effect with the interacting Green’s function
of the impurity. This interacting system is then calculated with the NRG. In the end
the full Green’s function at the surface can be evaluated with the Dyson equation. The
roadmap of the simulation is given in Fig. 4.11. The section closes with the derivation
of a a phenomenological formula for the full Green’s function at the surface in order to
compare the theory quantitatively with the experiment
Free Green’s function of copper and the focussing effect 4.4.1
The following short summary of the focussing effect is based on Refs. [Wei08, WWL+09].
In order to explain the signatures of the impurities in the LDOS one has to regard the
electron propagation in the host metal. A description by a one-particle Hamiltonian
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Figure 4.11: (Published in [PWD+11].) Roadmap of the theoretical model: a) band structure
of copper calculated using LCAO and b) the related free propagator. c) Unperturbed LDOS as
function of depth including effects of the surface. d) The Kondo resonance for impurities located
at different positions (pe).
is sufficient as the long range Coulomb interaction between the conduction electrons is





c†kσ and ckσ are the usual creation and annihilation operators with spin σ and momentum
k and ǫ(k) is the dispersion relation of the host metal.
Using Bloch wavefunctions of the conduction electrons Ψk(x) = u(k) exp (ikx) the









ω − ǫ(k) + iη (4.20)
and the corresponding free LDOS is given by :







k(x)δ(ω − ǫ(k)) . (4.21)
Therefore the sum can be constrained to the momenta that fulfil ǫ(k) = ω – that belong





u(k)u∗(k) exp (ik(x− x′)) . (4.22)
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Figure 4.12: Visualization of different propagators for
different Fermi surfaces in two dimensions. One can see
that anisotropic Fermi surfaces can lead to electron fo-
cusing with non-decaying amplitude. One should recog-
nize that only small deviations from a perfect anisotropic
Fermi surface are sufficient to lead to electron focus-
ing. Figure taken from the PhD. thesis of A. Weismann
[Wei08] .
Thus the shape of the iso-energy surfaces are of great importance for the propagation
of electrons.6 Concentrating on the low-energy physics that means energies around the
Fermi-energy, the shape of the Fermi surface (FS) has great influence in the LDOS. In
Fig. 4.12 different Fermi surfaces in two dimensions for isotropic and anisotropic sys-
tems are shown. For a complete spherical surface the corresponding Green’s function for
(ω = ǫF ) is a spherical wave decaying with |x−x′|
1
2 in amplitude. But for anisotropic sur-
faces the wave functions (see Eqn. (4.22)) can interfere constructively in some beam-like
regions and especially the amplitude does not decay strongly in those beams.7 Weismann
concluded that
"... this implies that electrons emitted from point-like sources or scattered at point-like defects do not
propagate in a spherical wave like in free space, but are in general focused in preferential directions and are
detectable in much larger distances from the source than in the case of an isotropic band structure."
(PhD thesis: "Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy of Subsurface Magnetic Atoms in Copper, Electron
Focusing and Kondo Effect", p. 25, Weismann, 2008, [Wei08])
Furthermore one can show that also away from the Fermi energy the electron propa-
gation is beam-like with non(weak)-decaying amplitude. As a conclusion Thomas-Fermi
theory of screening cannot be applied for samples with anisotropic Fermi surfaces. The
electron propagation is focused on narrow beams weakly-decaying in amplitude.
The Fermi surface of the host metal in this work, copper, is spherical with eight neck-
like band gaps in the L-directions (See Fig. 4.13). These small deviations already lead to
electron focusing (See Fig. 4.14).
For the quantitative calculation of the free Propagator G0x,x′(ω) for this work the linear
combination of atomic orbitals technique (LCAO) was used. In particular, the surface
6Assuming that the main characteristics of the Green’s function can be derived by concentrating on
the imaginary part of the Green’s function
7Using u(k) = 1.
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Figure 4.13: The Fermi surface of copper calculated
with LCAO showing eight neck-like band gaps in the
L-directions. Figure taken from the PhD. thesis of A.
Weismann [Wei08] .
of the crystal and a realistic decay into the vacuum were taken into account. Again the
starting point is the spectral representation from the band structure ǫk,ν of copper and











ω − ǫk,ν + iη
. (4.23)
The band structure ǫk,ν of the hybridized s-d conduction band of copper was calculated
by the LCAO approach with parameters taken from Ref. [Pap86]. The wave functions
Ψk,ν were derived from plane waves while reflections of the electrons by the surface and
a realistic decay into the vacuum were taken into account, see Appendix B.1 for the
explicit calculations. One important observation is that the presence of the surface leads
to oscillations in the free LDOS at the impurity position (see Fig. 4.11c), which can be
understood as a standing wave pattern of electrons being reflected at the surface. These
oscillations have a periodicity proportional to kF .
Interactions and Kondo physics 4.4.2
To include the strong interactions that give raise to the Kondo effect, the impurity is
modelled with the SIAM. The electron bath at the impurity position is given by the band
structure of copper (given by the LCAO calculations). The Green’s function at the surface
depending on the impurity position can then be calculated with the Dyson equation.
Equation of motion technique for the SIAM
In order to combine the free electron propagation from the surface to the impurity in
the copper crystal and the scattering at the impurity the equation of motion technique is
used, see Eqn. (2.13):
ω ≪ A,B ≫ω= 〈[A,B]s〉+ ≪ [A,HSiam]s, B ≫ω (4.24)





to a system of coupled equations of the Green’s functions, which can finally be simplified
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Figure 4.14: a) Fermi surface (cross section) of copper showing areas of reduced curvature
b,c) corresponding propagator of copper: strong electron focusing. Figure taken from the PhD.
thesis of A. Weismann [Wei08].
For the explicit calculations please see Refs. [Hew93, Dar09]. Inserting the Green’s func-









In this case the T-matrix is defined as:
Tkk′(ω) = 〈k|T (ω)|k′〉 = V ∗k Gdd(ω)Vk′ (4.27)
Gdd(ω) is the impurity Green’s function which calculation is described in the following
Sec. 4.4.2. Depending on the definition Eqn. (4.26) is usually called Dyson equation.
However in this form the self-energy in the T-matrix is still reducible and therefore one
has to be careful with this terminology. See Ref. [Dar09] for further discussion on this































In the last equation ximp is inserted into the arguments of Gdd(ω,ximp) to underline
that the system is not truly decoupled as Gdd still depends on the free Green’s function
G0
ximp,ximp
(ω) at the impurity position.
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Evaluating the impurity Green’s function with the NRG
For the evaluation of the Green’s function of the impurity Gdd(ω,ximp) the NRG as
described in Sec. 3.2.3 is applied. The bath is expressed via the hybridization function




V 2k δ(ω − ǫk) = −V 2ImG0ximp,ximp(ω) . (4.31)
The free Green’s function at the impurity position is given by the LCAO calculations via
the band structure ǫk. For the evaluation of the Green’s function the “self-energy trick”
that maintains the Friedel sum rule for the peak height of the Kondo resonance (See
Sec. 3.2.3) is used. The SIAM has three free parameters ǫd, U and V . From Ref. [UKSZ00]
the impurity level is set to ǫd = −0.8eV and ∆(ǫF ) = 0.2eV is taken from Ref. [LCNJ06],
so that hybridization is extracted accordingly to be V = 0.447. The interaction U is
adjusted by comparison to the experiment (see Sec. 4.5).
The oscillatory behaviour of the unperturbed Green’s functions G0(x,x′, ω) at the
Fermi energy transfers to a resonance height and width oscillating with the depth of the
impurity (see Fig. 4.11d). The oscillations in the peak height are in accordance with the
Friedel sum rule Gdd(ǫF ,ximp) = 1π∆(ǫF ,ximp) .
Phenomenological expression 4.4.3
For a comparison with the experiment a phenomenological expression for the LDOS is
helpful, especially for the extraction of key quantities, e.g. the Kondo temperature. In
a first computation Újsághy et al. [UKSZ00] derived Fano line shapes [Fan61] for the
LDOS. In their work the Gdd(ω,ximp) was approximated by a Lorentzian Gdd(ω,ximp) =
ΓF
(ω−εK)2+Γ2F
. Here εK is the position of the Kondo resonance and ΓF is proportional to
the resonance width, see Sec. 4.2.2. With some approximation one can then derive Fano
functions for the LDOS, see Appendix B.2 and Ref. [Dar09]. Fano line shapes have been
originally derived for the spectra of a single level (state) coupled to a continuum of states.
They consist of four major line shapes (see lower panel of Fig. 4.15), that are usually
parametrized by a single value q.
However, the additional approximations by Újsághy are not necessary as one can di-
rectly insert Gdd(ω,ximp) into the Dyson equation in real space, see Eqn. (4.30). The
free propagation of band electrons can be modelled by an energy-independent phase fac-
tor G0(r) ≈ eiφq(r)/2 with r = |x − ximp|. The energy independence is justified as the
energy is nearly constant around the Fermi energy, see Fig. 4.11c. The frequency of the
oscillation in the free Green’s function is given by the parameter φq(r) = 2kF · r, which
determines the line shape. Using only these two approximations (energy-independent free
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Green’s functions and Lorentzian T-matrix) the following phenomenological formula for
the Lorentz/Fano line shapes is derived:8











ω − εK + iΓF
]
. (4.33)
A better phenomenological formula can be derived if one models the impurity Green’s
function by the Frota form (Eqn. (4.15)), that was shown to give a better agreement
with the Kondo resonance (see Sec. 4.2.2 ). With the Frota form in the impurity Green’s
function Gdd(ω,ximp) the LDOS change in distance r reads:





ω − εK + iΓF
]
. (4.34)
In Fig. 4.15 the influence of the different modelling of the impurities are shown. In the left
upper panel the ∆ LDOS of a frequency independent scatterer is shown – Gdd(ω) = const.
The scatterer introduces well-known Friedel oscillations in the ∆ LDOS proportional to
kF .




= sin(φq(r)) . (4.35)
In the central and left upper panel the scattering at an impurity modelled with a
Lorentzian (centre) and Frota form (right) are shown. Again Friedel oscillations occur as
already seen for the energy-independent scattering, but the signatures in the energy are
much richer. The lower panel show single ∆ LDOS spectra at different positions A,B,C and
D. The four single spectra show all four major line shapes. For the Lorentzian modelled
impurity these are very similar to Fano line shapes discussed above.9 Nevertheless, the
direct analysis of the LDOS does not show a big qualitative difference between the Frota
and Lorentzian modelling. A closer look at the phase gives a better way to distinguish
between these two forms. In Fig. 4.16 the phase of the Green’s function φ = arg(Gxx(ω))
is shown for the two different forms at position A. One can clearly see that the phase shift
for the Lorentzian is π, where the true Kondo resonance modelled by the Frota form will
lead to a phase shift of ≈ π/2. So analysing the phase shift gives a possible approach to
distinguish between Kondo scattering and other (single particle) scattering.
This combination of Frota form and energy-independent free Green’s function turned
out to give a very good approximation for the NRG/LCAO Green’s functions. However,
for the NRG/LCAO approach the only free parameter is the interaction U which deter-
mines the Kondo temperature and resonance width. For the phenomenological formula
the resonance width ΓF and the Fermi wavevector kf have to be fitted. Furthermore the
8The ∆LDOS(ω, r) denotes the difference of the LDOS between the free system without the impurity
and the interaction system with an impurity. In the experiment the signal of the free system is also
always subtracted and therefore this quantity gives directly the measured data.
9In order to derive the real Fano line shapes a few more approximation have to be done. See Ap-
pendix B.2 for more details.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic pictures for the influence of the Kondo resonance to the LDOS. In the
upper panel the ∆ LDOS is shown in colour code in dependence of the distance to the impurity
and the energy. The LDOS is shown for an energy-independent scatterer (left, Eqn. (4.35)),
an energy-dependent scatterer modelled with a Lorentzian (centre, Eqn. (4.33)) and an Kondo
impurity modelled with a Frota form (right, Eqn. (4.34)). In the lower panel single LDOS spectra
at specific positions A,B,C and D are shown. The green curves belong to the Lorentzian model
and the blue curves to the Frota model. These line forms are very similar to Fano line shapes.








Figure 4.16: A comparison of the phase
shift between the Lorentzian (green) and Frota
(blue) form. The Lorentzian shows a phase
shift of π (from −π/2 to π/2). The Frota form
shows only a phase shift of π/2 (from −π/4 to
π/4).
amplitude oscillations due to the Friedel oscillations at the surface are not included in
the phenomenological formula and have to be fitted individually for every single distance
to the surface. For the fit to the experimental data an additional linear voltage slope
βǫ+ γ is added to account for additional, approximately energy independent background
scattering processes.
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Comparison of simulation and experiment 4.5
At first the NRG/LCAO approach is used to make a comparison with the experiment as
this approach has only one free parameter. In the second part the derived phenomenolog-
ical formula that allows a better fitting is used to extract the Kondo temperatures from
the experiment and to analyse the phase shift.




































































































Figure 4.17: (Published in [PWD+11].) (Upper panel) Spectrum sections ∆dI/dV =
dI/dV −dI0/dV along the [010] direction are shown in the upper part for monolayers d = 3−7L.
A strong change in the scattering behaviour can be seen for all impurity depths. The black bar
corresponds to a length of 0.5nm for every section. Single ∆dI/dV spectra (purple curve) mea-
sured with a tip position direct above the impurity y = 0 are depicted in the lower part. To
illustrate the relative amplitude of the Kondo signal, the data are normalized to the differential
conductance of the free surface (blue scale on the right side). The black curves are obtained by
fitting the phenomenological expression of the Kondo resonance to the differential conductance
(see Sec. 4.4.3). Note that the colour scale for the spectroscopic data is similar to that used in
Fig. 4.10, except the range varies, and is set by the corresponding single spectra.
(Lower panel) The simulation results of the LDOS for the same impurity depths as in the exper-
iment calculated with the combination of LCAO/NRG. Only the interaction U on the impurity
level has been adjusted. One can clearly see the same oscillatory pattern as in the experiment.
Also the single spectra show the same line shapes, that are oscillatory with depth. (pe)
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The upper panel of Fig. 4.17 shows STS-data of buried Co atoms for different impu-
rity depth (d = 3− 7ML). The lateral variations of dI/dV are again depicted as sections
(upper part of the panel). In all spectra in the different monolayers a signature of energy-
dependent scattering is visible. All show strong effects at the Fermi energy (ω = 0) – at
the position of the Kondo resonance. One can clearly observe the periodicity, compare
the 3ML and the 7ML, as predicted already by Újsághy et al. [UKSZ00]. This can
especially be seen by comparing single spectra (purple curves) measured directly above
the impurities (y = 0) (lower part of the upper panel).
In the lower panel of Fig. 4.17 the simulation data with the combined NRG/LCAO
approach are shown. As the values for energy and hybridization of the localized orbital
are taken from ab-initio results (See Sec. 4.4.2), the only free parameter left, the Coulomb
interaction U , is adjusted by comparison to the experiment. The best agreement for cobalt
is obtained by a value of U = 1.2eV (and for iron for U = 2.4eV ). One should point
out that for cobalt one is not in the true Kondo regime that is given by U
π∆(ǫF )
& 3 (See
Sec. 4.2.2). The calculated LDOS sections are in excellent agreement with the measured
data. The experimentally observed periodicity (compare a 3rd and 7th layer impurity)
is also found in the simulation. In particular, the comparison of single spectra, e.g. at
y = 0. shows very good agreement. The (approximate) Fano line shapes can be clearly
seen. One should emphasize again that only the impurity interaction U has been adjusted
to fit the experiment.
Furthermore the comparison between Co and Fe data demonstrates that both impurity
species show similar behaviour on completely different energy scales (for instance compare
the 5th layer Fe in Fig. 4.10 with a 5th layer Co in Fig. 4.17). This is one hint that the
universal approach with the SIAM neglecting specific characteristics of the individual
impurities (See Sec. 4.1) is justified.
Kondo temperatures 4.5.2
The rich spatial and spectroscopic information of the measured interference patterns allow
further investigation of the Kondo resonance. The resonance width is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, see Sec. 4.2.2. Due to the very good agreement of the NRG/LCAO
calculations with the derived phenomenological form, see Eqn. (4.34), a fit of the ex-
perimental data with the phenomenological form for all lateral positions and a constant
impurity depth is performed. Averaging over all different depths a Kondo temperature
TK for Fe impurities of 32(16)K and for Co of 655(155)K is obtained. Results from
macroscopic bulk measurements [DS68] give similar values, see Fig. 4.18. Investigating
the Kondo temperature as a function of the lateral position for a constant impurity depth
an unexpected variation of the resonance width is found. As an example the 5th layer
Fe impurity (Fig. 4.10c) shows a variation from TK (A) = 29(9)K, TK (B) = 35(24)K,
TK (C) = 42(18)K and TK (D) = 44(26)K from position A to D. This behaviour is not
included in the theory so far. One possible explanation employs the actual orbital struc-
ture of the d-level in Fe or Co, which can lead to a dependence of the T-Matrix on the
propagation direction, see Sec. 4.6.1 for further discussion.
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Figure 4.18: (Adapted from Fig. 2 in
Ref. [DS68]) The extracted Kondo tempera-
tures from the experiments: Fe impurities of
32(16)K and for Co of 655(155)K in compari-
son to Kondo temperatures from macroscopic
bulk measurements. The x-axis represents the
different impurity elements and the y-axis the
related bulk Kondo temperatures.
Phase shift 4.5.3
Going further, not only the long range signature of the scattering amplitude are investi-
gated but also its phase. During the analysis it turned out that the widely used (complex)
Lorentzian approximation of the Kondo resonance does not give the best description to
both the experimental and theoretical data, see Sec. 4.2.2. As stated beforehand the
shift of the scattering phase due to the Kondo resonance is strongly overestimated as a
Lorentzian always results in a phase shift of π. The Frota form and the NRG calculations
give a phase shift of only π/2. As one can see in Fig. 4.10b the phase shift measured in
experiment is also smaller than π.
Analysis of the data 4.6
Although the very good agreement of experiment and simulation seems to be very con-
vincing one should discuss the chosen model and the simulation results more carefully. At
first the effective model is compared to more elaborate models for Fe and Co impurities.
Then it is argued that the measured signatures are really long range Kondo signature. In
the end it is discussed if the Kondo cloud has been measured.
Effective model 4.6.1
"A theory has only the alternative of being right or wrong. A model has a third possibility: it may be right,
but irrelevant."
(Article: "The Origin of Biological Information", Eigen, 1973,[Eig73])
Obviously the effective impurity modelling of Co and Fe as a single level is a severe
approximation and can only be justified due to the universality of the Kondo effect. In a
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first step to a more realistic model all five 3d-orbitals have to be taken into account. A































Here d†αiσ denotes the creation operator for an electron in the di-orbital. The general inter-
action term is usually split into an intraorbital term (U), an interorbital Coulomb repulsion
(U ′) and an exchange term (J), that is usually further split into an Heisenberg exchange
term (Hund’s coupling) and an orbital exchange term. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2.1, the
embedding of the impurity into the crystal leads to crystal field splitting of the orbital
degeneracy. For the case of Co and Fe in Cu one usually gets threefold-degenerate t3g
orbitals and twofold-degenerate eg orbitals. Unfortunately a full NRG calculation of the
full five-orbital problem is not possible due to large local basis in the conduction channels.
In a simpler generic two orbital model it could be numerically shown that the Hund’s
coupling alone10 leads to a dramatic decrease of the Kondo temperature TK and a re-
sulting narrowing of the Kondo resonance [PB05, NCH10]. This was later explained in
a simple picture by adopting Anderson’s poor man scaling [NC09]. Nevertheless it does
not change qualitatively the Kondo physics, just the energy scale (Kondo Temperature) is
somehow rescaled. Therefore for the interpretation of the extracted Kondo temperatures
the neglected Hund’s coupling should be remembered.
In a very recent study [STW+12] an ab-initio calculation of the full problem of Co
in Cu with a newly developed Quantum Monte Carlo algorithm in combination with
DFT was performed. The DFT calculation (not including any surface) gave an averaged
screened Coulomb interaction of U = 4eV and J = 0.9eV . The average occupation of
the orbitals is between n = 7 and n = 8 and an impurity spin of Sz = 1 (GGA+U)
and Sz = 12 (GGA). This is in agreement with the "low spin complex" assumption of the
SIAM as discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. The QMC calculations at T = 0.025 showed in both (t2g
and eg) orbitally resolved DOS a very similar resonance at the Fermi energy despite the
crystal field splitting. These findings support the effective modelling of the system with
the SIAM, but they point out that due to the missing charge fluctuations an effective
Kondo model is not appropriate. As shown in Sec. 4.5 the extracted Kondo temperatures
(Tk ≈ 655± 155K) for Co are in agreement with bulk measurements. Nevertheless they
do deviate from measurements of Kondo temperatures from ad-atoms. They have found
to be Tk ≈ 54± 5K[KSD+02, NKB+08, MLE00]. This large ratio of T ink /T onk ≈ 12.1 has
also been found in the simulation of Surer et al. : T ink /T
on
k ≈ 7.4 [STW+12].
The specific situation for Fe in Cu is even more complicated. Costi et al. [CBW+09]
could show that for Fe in Ag and Au the best description is given by an effective multi-
channel Kondo model in the low temperature regime:
10These calculations were done with a ferromagnetic J > 0 and U ′ = U − 2J , which implies rotational
invariance.
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"Remarkably, for both Ag and Au samples, the use of a fully screened s = 3
2
three-channel Kondo model
allows a quantitatively consistent description of both the resistivity and decoherence rate with a single TK
(for each material)."
(Article: "Kondo Decoherence: Finding the Right Spin Model for Iron Impurities in Gold and Silver",
Costi et al. , 2009, [CBW+09])
Nevertheless the agreement for T < Tk is also for a spin- 12 one channel Kondo model
very good for the quantities studied.
Spin-orbit interactions are strongest in transition metal compounds with 5d (and
weaker in 4d) electrons. In 3d compounds as investigated in this work the Coulomb
interactions are dominant and spin-orbit interactions are believed to be negligible, see
Ref. [MAVB11, Col12] for further discussion.
Observing a real Kondo signature ? 4.6.2
The Kondo effect in the LDOS is characterized by the Kondo resonance at the Fermi
energy that forms below the Kondo temperature TK . In all the analysed spectra a strong
signal has been found at the Fermi energy. Unfortunately the performed experiments do
not allow to record the LDOS with varying temperature. With increasing temperature
it is more and more difficult to keep the focus of the STM above the single impurity.11
However, in a different control experiments with buried non-magnetic Ag impurities no
signatures at the Fermi energy could be observed [PWWU12].
Besides the strong signal at the Fermi energy there are further hints for the observa-
tion of a long-range Kondo signature. Using the recently observed focussing effect, the
simulation of the spectra at the surface shows the same oscillatory behaviour as in the
experiment. As shown in Sec. 4.4.3 for the characteristic (Fano) line shapes an energy-
dependent scatterer is needed. However, just from these line shapes the specific form of
the energy-dependent scatterer (Lorentz or Fano) is hard to distinguish.
In Sec. 4.5.3 the phase shift was further analysed. It was shown that Kondo scat-
tering is accompanied by a phase shift smaller than π/2 which was also found in the
experiment. This allows to distinguish between different energy-dependent scatterers and
further supports the finding of a long-range Kondo signature.
Finally, the extracted ’effective’ Kondo temperatures for Fe and Co are consistent with
bulk measurements. However, as denoted beforehand, these values have to be interpreted
carefully. Nevertheless the relation between bulk and surface Kondo temperatures is also
consistent with a recent numeric study, see Sec. 4.6.1.
Therefore it can be stated that the experimental data is consistent with the observation
of a long range Kondo signature.
11Please see Refs. [Wei08, Pru08, PWWU12] for additional information.
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Measuring the Kondo cloud ? 4.6.3
"One ongoing debate concerns the so-called Kondo cloud. The many electrons that are involved in the spin-
flip processes [...] combine to build the Kondo resonance. The Kondo cloud consists of electrons that have
previously interacted with the same magnetic impurity. Since each of these electrons contains information
about the same impurity, they effectively have information about each other. In other words, the electrons
are mutually correlated. The holy grail for research on the Kondo effect is to know whether it is possible to
measure and control the Kondo cloud."
(Review article: "The revival of the Kondo effect", Kouwenhoven and Glazman, 2001, [KG01])
After having shown that the data is consistent with a long range signatures of the
Kondo effect, a natural questions is to ask "Is this a measurement of the Kondo cloud?".
Unfortunately the measured quantity in this work, the spectral function, does not give
a direct access to the Kondo cloud. Using the Dyson Equation, see Eqn. (4.28), the full
Green’s function can be expressed by the free Green’s function:
G(r, r, ω) = G0(r, r, ω) +G0(r, r′, ω)T(ω, r′, r)G0(r′, r, ω) . (4.37)
For the SIAM the T-Matrix has a very weak spatial dependency. This is due to the
universality of the Kondo effect. It was shown that the impurity position has a very small
oscillatory effect to the Kondo resonance mainly due to surface effects. For a constant
DOS at all impurity positions there is no space dependence at all. Therefore the main
spatial dependencies of G(r, r, ω) are due to the free Green’s function G0(r, r′, ω).
"Note that G(r, r, ω) itself has trivial r-dependence, determined entirely by G0(r). Only the frequency-
dependence reflects the Kondo physics. However, once we integrate over ω, this ω-dependence introduces
some interesting r-dependence."
(Review article: "The Kondo screening cloud: what it is and how to observe it", Affleck, 2009, [Aff09])






ρ(ω, r)dω . (4.38)
Affleck et al. [ABS08] could further show that for a Kondo model with a spherical sym-





[cos(2kfr − πD/2 + 2δP )F (r/ξK)− cos(2kfr − πD/2)] . (4.39)
Here D denotes the dimension of the system with CD given by C1 = 1/(2π), C2 = 1/(2π2)
and C3 = 1/(4π2) and δP is the phase shift at the Fermi surface due to potential scat-
tering. The universal function F (r/ξK) approaches the values +1 for r ≪ ξK and −1 for
r ≫ ξK . The experiments can provide spectral data only for very short distances so that
a comparison to such a function is hopeless. For the identification of the Kondo cloud for
buried impurities with the STM a much stronger focussing or much higher experimental
resolution would be needed so that even signatures from deeply buried impurities can be
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analysed.
A numerical simulation of these charge densities then also has to include the focussing
effect. Thus one has to take the real free Green’s functions of the copper crystal and
try to find a similar dependency on such a universal function like in Eqn. (4.39). This
numerical integration of all frequencies up to the Fermi energy will demand also for much
higher quality data of the free Green’s functions of the copper crystal as even frequencies
far below the Fermi energy have significant influence. Furthermore it will be very difficult
to distinguish the charge oscillations from the ones that are induced by the proximity to
the surface.
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Dynamic spin structure factor of the
one-dimensional Heisenberg model 5
The Heisenberg model was proposed by Heisenberg in 1928 [Hei28] to explain ferromag-
netism via an effective spin model. For one-dimensional chains it was formally solved
by Bethe in 1931 [Bet31], but the calculation of dynamic quantities still poses a big
challenge. In higher dimensions no analytical solutions exist. Recently, renewed inter-
est in dynamic quantities of spin chains and ladders was triggered by new developments
in neutron scattering experiments that can now provide high resolution data, see for
example Refs. [TRR+09, JOK+11, RTC+11]. These systems can be modelled with the
one-dimensional Heisenberg model and extended Heisenberg models for which no analytic
solutions via the Bethe ansatz exist. The goal of this project is to show that the newly
developed MPS Lanczos method is capable of providing high resolution dynamic correla-
tion functions for spin chains. The standard Heisenberg model is taken as a non-trivial
test case.
In Sec. 5.1 the Heisenberg model is introduced. The Bethe ansatz solution of the
model is shortly presented with a focus on the 2-spinon excitations. Furthermore the
dynamic spin structure factor is defined and the known asymptotics from the Bethe ansatz
are briefly explained. In Sec. 5.2 the computation of the dynamic spin structure factor
with the newly developed MPS Lanczos method is presented. A special focus is on the
precision and error analysis. The chapter closes with a comparison of different methods
for the calculation of the dynamic spin structure factor in Sec. 5.3.
The content of this chapter is published as a regular article in Physical Review B
[DWH+12] and therefore it may be that some parts of the following chapter resemble the
manuscript of Ref. [DWH+12].
The work was a collaboration with Andreas Honecker, Anton Wöllert, Ian P. McCulloch,
Ulrich Schollwöck and Thomas Pruschke. Andreas Honecker helped with his insight on
the dynamics of the Heisenberg model. Together with Anton Wöllert the ideas for the
reorthogonalization of the Lanczos vectors were developed. Ian P. McCulloch provided
the MPS code. The manuscript was written mainly by me with support from Thomas
Pruschke, Andreas Honecker and Ulrich Schollwöck. All authors discussed the results and
commented on the manuscript.
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Anti-ferromagnetic spin-12 Heisenberg chain 5.1
In order to derive an effective Hamiltonian for ferromagnetism as well as anti-ferromag-
netism Heisenberg assumed that only the spins of the electrons get oriented and that the
spatial wavefunctions are not of importance.
"In ein neues Stadium ist der ferromagnetische Fragenkomplex getreten durch die Uhlenbeck-Goudsmitsche
Theorie des Spinelektrons. Insbesondere folgt aus dem bekannten Faktor g ≈ 2 beim Einstein-de Haas-
Effekt (der ja eben bei ferromagnetischen Substanzen gemessen wurde), dass sich in einem ferromagnetischen
Kristall nur die magnetischen Eigenmomente der Elektronen, gar nicht die Atome orientieren."1
(Article: "Zur Theorie des Ferromagnetismus", Heisenberg, 1928,[Hei28])
Furthermore the spins are assumed to be localized on the crystal lattice and interact
only via a constant exchange interaction J , that can be derived with some approxima-
tions from the Coulomb-interaction and the Pauli principle. The sign of the exchange
interaction distinguishes between anti -and ferromagnetism. The Hamiltonian of the one-
dimensional spin-1
2





Here Si denotes the usual spin-operator at site i. A positive sign of J leads to an anti-
ferromagnetic ground state and a negative sign to a ferromagnetic ground state. The fol-
lowing summary of results from the Bethe ansatz solution are taken from Refs. [KMB+97,
KM98, KHM98].
Ferromagnetic ground state and magnon excitations 5.1.1
In the Bethe ansatz all eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian of a spin chain with
periodic boundary conditions and N spins are generated from the ferromagnetic ground
state |F 〉 = | ↑↑ .. ↑↑〉 with energy EF = −JN/4 by multiple magnon excitations. A
magnon excitation is parametrized by the number of flipped spins r or the corresponding
Sz subspace.
Single magnon excitations
A single magnon excitation from the ferromagnetic ground state |F 〉 = | ↑↑ .. ↑↑〉 with
energy EF is created by a superposition of states with a single flipped spin (r = 1) in the
ground state |n〉 = S−n |F 〉. These single magnons are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and








1(Free) English translation: "The complex of questions on ferromagnetism has entered a new stage due
to the Uhlenbeck-Goudsmitsche theory of the spinelectron. It follows from the known factor g ≈ 2 of the
Einstein-de-Haas-effect (which has been measured in ferromagnetic materials), that in a ferromagnetic
crystal only the magnetic moments of the electrons get oriented and not the atoms."
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and the corresponding energy of this single magnon state is given by:
E −EF = J(1− cos(k)), EF = −JN/4 . (5.3)
Multiple magnon excitations




a(n1, . . . , nr)|n1, . . . , nr〉 . (5.4)
Here the ni with i = 1..r give the position of the r flipped spins and the sum runs over
all possible combinations. The coefficients a(n1, . . . , nr) in terms of the momenta kj and
phase angles θij = −θji can be written as:
















The sum P ∈ Sr is over all r! permutations of the labels {1, 2, . . . , r}. The phase angles









, i, j = 1, . . . , r
Nki = 2πλi +
∑
j 6=i
θij , i = 1, . . . , r, . (5.5)
where λi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} are the Bethe quantum numbers. In order to find all the
multi magnon excitations with r flipped spins, one has to find those sets of Bethe quantum
numbers (λ1, . . . , λr) which give (real or complex) solutions {kj} and {θij} of the Bethe
ansatz equations, Eqn. (5.5). The corresponding eigenenergy and momentum of this
eigenvector can then be calculated by:
E −EF = J
r∑
j=1






For a given set of Bethe quantum numbers the determination of the corresponding eigenen-
ergy and momentum is possible. However to set up the eigenstate via Eqn. (5.4) and to
calculate expectation values and correlation functions is due to the many sums a non-
trivial problem.
Anti-ferromagnetic chain and spinon excitations 5.1.2
For the anti-ferromagnetic spin chain it is advantageous to transform the momenta ki and
phase angles θij to a new variable:
ki = π − φ(zi), φ(z) ≡ 2 arctan z
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The Bethe ansatz equations (Eqn. (5.5)) can then be rewritten in a single equation with
new Bethe quantum numbers Ii:







, i = 1, . . . , r. (5.8)
The corresponding energy and momentum of a state with a set of Bethe numbers Ii and
corresponding solutions zi is given by:
(E −EF )/J =
r∑
i=1













The ground state of the anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain is not the classical Néel state
|N〉 = | ↑↓↑ .. ↑↓↑↓〉 – as this is not an eigenstate of the system. The ground state of the
anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain however lies in the subspace with N/2 flipped spins




















The anti-ferromagnetic ground state can now be regarded as the anti-ferromagnetic vac-
uum with S = 0, Sz = 0. It can be shown that the corresponding solution {zi} are all real
























= − ln 2 . (5.12)
Spinon excitations
The excitations from the anti-ferromagnetic ground state are called spinons. The elemen-
tary excitations are 2-spinon excitations. They are classified by their quantum numbers
into the 3-fold degenerate triplet space with S = 1, Sz = −1, 0, 1 and singlet space with
S = 0, Sz = 0. By removing a single magnon from the AF ground state, one creates
a 2-spinon excitation in the S = 1, Sz = 1 subspace (triplet states). Mathematically
these 2-spinon excitations are given by all configurations that are formed by eliminating
one Bethe quantum number from the quantum numbers {IAFi } of the anti-ferromagnetic
ground state and rearranging the remaining {Ii} in all configurations over the expanded
range −1
4
N ≤ Ii ≤ 14N . There are 18N(N + 2) different 2-spinon excitations in the
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S = 1, Sz = 1 subspace possible. Their energy and momentum can be calculated by solv-
ing the Bethe ansatz equations via the recursion relation given by Eqn. (5.11) as it can be
shown that all the solutions are real. The two remaining subspaces in the triplet subspace,
the S = 1, Sz = −1 and the S = 1, Sz = 0 have identical dispersion (energy-momentum)
relations by symmetry.
The calculation of the 2-spinons states in the singlet sector S = 0, Sz = 0 is much more
subtle as the {zi} include now complex solutions and the recursion relation Eqn. (5.11)
cannot be used any more. However, due to selection rules they have no weight in the dy-
namic spin structure factor and therefore their calculation is omitted here, see Ref. [KM98]
for further details. In Fig. 5.1 the energy-momentum (dispersion) relation of the 2-spinon



















of the 2-spinon triplet excita-
tions of the anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenberg chain (subset
S = 1, Sz = 1) calculated with
the Bethe ansatz.
triplet excitations calculated by Eqn. (5.11) is shown. The energy gap of the excitations
is maximal for k = π/2 and vanishes for k = 0, π. For finite systems the number of
excitations is maximal for k = π. The energy bounds depending on the momentum k can








The anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain is gapless in the thermodynamic limit, which can
be deduced from the energy bounds of the 2-spinon excitations for k = 0, π. Therefore
the important area law for the entanglement entropy, as described in Sec. 3.3.5, has got
logarithmic corrections and the test case is known to be non-trivial for MPS. 4-spinon
and higher-spinon excitations can in principle be calculated in the same spirit. However,
the computations are far more complex and as the focus on this work is on the numerical
calculations with MPS their computation is not further pursued in this work.
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Dynamic spin structure factor 5.1.3
The dynamic spin structure factor is defined by













|〈En|Sk|E0〉|2δ(ω −E0 − En) , (5.14)
where |E0〉 denotes the ground state with energy E0. Using open boundaries (obc), the








with quasi-momentum k = lπ/(L + 1), l ∈ N mod L. For periodic boundary conditions








with momentum k = lπ/L, l ∈ Z mod L. The value of the exchange coupling con-
stant is set to J = 1 from now on and therefore the ground state is anti-ferromagnetic.
Various information of the dynamic structure factor for the anti-ferromagnetic chain in
the thermodynamic limit are known from studies of the Bethe ansatz, see Refs. [dCP62,
FT81, MBB79, KMB+97, CH06]. The eigenstates that lead to non-vanishing weights for
the dynamic spin structure factor belong all to the S = 1 quantum sector [MTBB81].
In the thermodynamic limit the dominant part (71.30%) of the structure factor is pro-
vided by the 2-spinon (triplet) contributions, that are located in the interval bounded
by Eqn. (5.13). Approximately 27% of the weight can be devoted to 4-spinon contribu-
tions and the rest ( ≈ 2% ) to higher spinon excitations. Also the line shapes for the
2-spinon and 4-spinon contributions have been calculated in the thermodynamic limit, see
Refs. [KMB+97, CH06]. From these studies the dynamic spin structure factor is known
to diverge as:




ln(1/(ω − ω1)) (5.17)
for k 6= π, respectively
S(π, ω) ∝ ω−1
√
ln(1/ω) (5.18)
for k = π.
Computation with matrix product states 5.2
The MPS Lanczos method, as introduced in Sec. 3.3.7, is used to calculate the dynamic
spin structure factor of the anti-ferromagnetic spin-1
2
Heisenberg chain. At first the conver-
gence of the spectral poles/weights with the new reorthogonalization scheme is analysed.
Then single spectral poles are compared to results from the Bethe ansatz.
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Implementation and entanglement entropy 5.2.1
In this work a state of the art MPS code provided by I.P. McCulloch has been used to
implement the recursion relation of the Lanczos method. The model has a SU(2) sym-
metry, which has been exploited in the MPS program [MG02, McC07]. As explained in
Sec. 3.3.5 MPS can represent only low-entangled states with high precision. Therefore
it would be advantageous if the Lanczos states |fn〉 also show only little entanglement.
However, the application of the Hamiltonian to the first Lanczos state will increase the
entanglement with iteration.
In Fig. 5.2 the entanglement entropy of the Lanczos vectors of the anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenbergchain with obc for various system sizes is shown. The entanglement entropy
is always calculated for a symmetric partition A = L/2, see Eqn. (3.47). One can clearly
see the increase of the entanglement entropy with Lanczos vectors (iterations). The size
dependence is not that pronounced. The ground state entanglement entropy is also given
for a comparison.



































Figure 5.2: Entanglement en-
tropy of the Lanczos states for the
anti-ferromagnetic Heisenbergchain
with obc for various system sizes. It-
eration zero gives the entanglement
entropy of the ground state (GS).
The very steep increase of the entanglement entropy will lead to non-optimally rep-
resented Lanczos vectors as MPS. This was not unexpected as the Lanczos vectors will
have fractions of highly entangled states. However, the non-optimal representation of the
Lanczos vectors is the source of the orthogonality losses and the need of the developed
reorthogonalization routine as described in Sec. 3.3.7.
Precision and error analysis 5.2.2
At first the convergence of the spectral poles (eigenenergies) is analysed. In Fig. 5.3 a
comparison of the convergence of the spectral weights of the MPS Lanczos method with
(right panel) and without (left panel) reorthogonalization is shown, see Sec. 3.3.7. One
can clearly see that with a maximal MPS matrix dimension M = 512 only the first three
spectral poles converge without the reorthogonalization. With the suggested reorthogo-
nalization scheme one obtains a much better and more stable convergence, which allows
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to extract already the first 8−9 poles even for this small maximal MPS matrix dimension.
Note however, that one of course does not get rid of all the ghosts. Next, the converged






























Figure 5.3: (Published in [DWH+12].) Comparison of the convergence of the excitation
energies and spectral weights for pseudomomentum k = π as function of Lanzcos iterations for
the spin-12 Heisenberg chain. The left panel shows the behaviour for the scheme without any
reorthogonalization, the right panel the new scheme. Calculations were done for a chain of length
L = 32 (obc), maximal MPS matrix dimension M = 512. The color coding gives the spectral
weight Ω.
spectral poles from pbc calculations are compared to the exact solution from the Bethe
ansatz. In Fig. 5.4 the relative error in the position of the first three poles to the exact
Bethe ansatz calculations is shown. More precisely, the position of the poles are compared
to 2-spinon excitations with lowest energy and k = π calculated for periodic boundary
conditions in the (S = 1, Sz = 1) triplet subspace, see Sec. 5.1.2. The error in the ground
state (GS) energy is also given.
The weight cutoff in the algorithm was chosen as Ωcut = 10−3 in all cases. The residual
cutoff had to be increased with system size from rcut = 0.1 for L = 24 to rcut = 0.5 for
L = 72 to be able to reliably extract the spectral weights. As expected one finds that
the error in the ground state energy is several orders of magnitude smaller than the error
for the excitations. In the left panel of Fig. 5.4 the system size L is varied for a constant
maximal MPS matrix dimension M = 512, while in the right panel the size L = 32 is
fixed and the maximal MPS matrix dimension M is increased. The monotonic decrease
of the error shows that it originates chiefly in the approximation of the Lanczos states by
MPS.
In summary, the MPS-based Lanczos method (with the suggested reorthogonalization
scheme) is able to extract accurate poles and spectral weights for finite chain lengths.
The benchmark checks for the energies had to be done for periodic boundary conditions
in order to compare to results from the Bethe ansatz. The behaviour of the MPS Lanczos
for open boundary conditions is therefore assumed to be even more accurate. However,
it will also be limited to a small finite number of poles.
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Figure 5.4: (Published in [DWH+12].) The relative error of the first three spectral poles
(k = π, pbc) calculated with the MPS Lanczos method in comparison to the exact 2-spinon
excitation energies from the Bethe ansatz. The left panel shows the relative error for different
system sizes with a fixed maximal MPS matrix dimension M = 512. The right panel shows the
relative error for different maximal MPS matrix dimension M for a fixed length L = 32. The
error in the ground state (GS) energy is also shown.
Dynamic spin structure factor for k = π 5.2.3
Next, the spin structure factor for k = π is calculated for both open and periodic boundary
conditions. In order to extrapolate the extracted spectral weights to the thermodynamic
limit the rescaling scheme described in Sec. 3.1.2 is used. The results are collected in
Fig. 5.5. The energy cutoff for the poles was chosen as Ωcut = 10−3, and the residual
cutoff had to be increased with system size to maximal rcut = 0.5 to be able to extract the
spectral weights. One can clearly see that the spectral weights, rescaled with the scheme
discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, nicely collapse onto the results from the 2-spinon contributions
of the Bethe ansatz in the thermodynamic limit,2 independent of the chosen boundary
conditions. Finite-size effects are not very pronounced for k = π, and all (significant)
spectral weights lie within the two-spinon bounds (see Eqn. (5.13)) ω1(k = π) = 0 to
ω2(k = π) = π.
The position of the second spectral pole differs substantially between open and pe-
riodic boundary conditions. Therefore for periodic boundary conditions one would need
much longer chains to fill the gap between the first and second spectral poles. The posi-
tion of the first spectral pole moves very slowly with system size to the origin. Therefore,
in order to resolve the divergence for ω → 0 one would have to go to much larger system
sizes. As stated in Sec. 5.1.3, the eigenstates that lead to non-vanishing weights for the
dynamic spin structure factor belong all to the S = 1 quantum sector. For k = π it
is the eigenvector with the lowest energy in that subspace that gives the first spectral
weight/pole. Therefore an alternative way to check the behaviour for ω → 0 for k = π
is to perform standard ground state DMRG calculations in that subspace. But in order
to use the rescaling scheme one needs also the subsequent poles which are not as easy to
2The Bethe ansatz data is provided by J.S. Caux, see Ref. [CH06].
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Figure 5.5: (Published in [DWH+12].) Dynamic spin structure factor for k = π for open
(upper panel) and periodic boundary conditions (lower panel). The spectral weights/poles are
chosen by the minimal residual scheme.
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obtain as long as translation symmetry is not implemented.3
It turns out that the Lanczos method does not capture the 4-spinon weights (and
higher spinon weights). In principle the Lanczos algorithm will also converge towards
any multi-spinon state. But for this model the 4-spinon and higher-spinon states show a
rather strong finite-size scaling,4 which means that 4-spinon states will appear in the low
energy sector only for much longer chains than those considered here. Furthermore, these
states will have a small weight in comparison to the 2-spinon states and therefore they
are hard to distinguish from ghost states or numerical noise.























Figure 5.6: (Published in [DWH+12].) Dynamic spin structure factor for k = π/2 for
periodic boundary conditions and M = 512. The spectral weights/poles are chosen by the
minimal residual scheme.
3The next eigenvectors that can be obtained by a multi-target approach have no weight for S(k = π, ω)
as they have a different momentum. Therefore in order to use the method efficiently one has to search
directly in that momentum subspace. That means one has to use translational symmetry and implement
momentum as a good quantum number.
4 For example, the first 4-spinon pole lies at ω = 2.41 for L = 24, see Ref. [FCC09] and private
communication with J.S. Caux.
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Dynamic spin structure factor for k = π
2
5.2.4
In Fig. 5.6 the dynamic spin structure factor S(k = π
2
, ω) (periodic boundary conditions)
calculated with the MPS Lanczos method is shown and compared to the (2+4)-spinon
contribution obtained from Bethe ansatz [CH06]. The spectral signature starts now in the
middle of the spectrum and therefore the extraction of poles and weights is much harder.
It was possible to obtain reasonable data up to a length L = 44 and M = 512. The
low-lying excitations do not collapse as nicely onto the 2-spinon curve as for k = π. One
reason lies in the problematic definition of the first interval in the rescaling scheme, which
explicitly depends on the value of the lower bound ω1. It is evident that this value will also
be subject to more or less strong finite-size effects. These finite-size effects are obviously
even worse for open boundary conditions even though one can go to larger systems.
Divergence analysis 5.2.5
As mentioned earlier, the structure factor S(k = π, ω) shows a logarithmic correction to
the leading divergence as ω → 0, see Eqn. (5.18). In order to resolve such an additional
feature it is instructive to plot ωS(k, ω), which is done in the left upper panel of Fig.
5.7 for periodic boundary conditions. Apparently, the data nicely fall onto the line from
the Bethe ansatz, i.e. are in agreement with the predicted logarithmic divergence of this
quantity. Note, however, that in order to unambiguously resolve or even predict such a
logarithmic divergence one would need to study system sizes well beyond anything possi-
ble presently.
In the right upper panel of Fig. 5.7, ωS(k = π, ω) is plotted again, but for open
boundary conditions and with an additional Lorentzian broadening of η = 0.1. For this
figure no residual cutoffs or weight cutoffs had to be used as for the extraction of the sin-
gle weights. The broadening completely smears out the logarithmic divergence, but this
is not specific to the method. With a broadening the observation of such a divergence
will be nearly impossible. In Figs. 8 and 14 of Ref. [KW99] the same quantity up to a
proportionality constant is discussed by Kühner and White. Their Fig. 8 is reproduced
here for comparison, Fig. 5.7. Note that due to different schemes of dealing with the
open boundary conditions results relate to those in Fig. 5.7 only up to a proportionality
constant. The further comparison between the different methods is postponed to Sec. 5.3.
Comparison to other methods 5.3
The adaptation of the Lanczos algorithm for dynamic correlation functions to the frame-
work of MPS produces accurate results for the spin structure factor. However, this quan-
tity has been chosen to be a (non-trivial) test case and therefore a comparison to other
methods is mandatory in the following discussion of the method.
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Figure 5.7: Rescaled dynamic spin structure
factor ωS(k, ω) for k = π.
upper panel:(Published in [DWH+12].) Data
from MPS Lanczos (pbc) based on the same
data as in Fig. 5.5 without (left) and with a
Lorentzian broadening of η = 0.1 (right).
lower panel: dynamic spin structure factor (obc)
ωS+(ω, k) for k = π with a Lorentzian broaden-
ing of η = 0.1, obtained in a standard Lanczos
approach (with various numbers of target states
NL) and in the correction vector approach; re-
produced from Fig. 8 of Ref. [KW99].
Original Lanczos DMRG method 5.3.1
As stated in Sec. 3.3.7 the original Lanczos method was the first method for the calcu-
lation of spectral functions. In Fig. 5.7 the spin structure factor calculated by Kühner
et al. with the standard DMRG Lanczos method and additional broadening as described
in Sec. 3.3.7 is shown. Although different schemes for dealing with the open boundary
conditions preclude a quantitative comparison, their results clearly show that the stan-
dard Lanczos DMRG is not capable of producing a smooth, converged curve consistent
with the predictions from Bethe ansatz, but display substantial artificial structure. This
comparison clearly shows that with the new MPS Lanczos algorithm one has reached a
definite improvement over the standard Lanczos DMRG method.
Correction vector 5.3.2
The correction vector method has established itself as the standard method for the calcu-
lation of spectral functions. In Fig. 5.7 the spin structure factor calculated by Kühner et
al. with the correction vector as described in Sec. 3.3.7 is shown. The overall line shape
of the dynamic spin structure factor is similar. However, one should emphasize that the
inherent broadening of the correction vector completely annihilates any signature of the
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divergence for ω → 0, see Fig. 14, Ref. [KW99]. For every frequency point and every
broadening a new correction vector has to be calculated, which makes the calculation
of a high-resolution spectral function very costly, especially with decreasing broadening.
However, the correction vector gives the overall (broadened) line shape very reliable.
Chebyshev polynomials 5.3.3
In a recent work the dynamic spin structure factor for the anti-ferromagnetic spin-1
2
-
Heisenberg chain was calculated with an expansion in Chebyshev polynomials [HWM+11].
The algorithm has been briefly introduced in Sec. 3.3.7. In Fig. 5.8 the dynamic spin struc-
ture factor for k = π and open boundary conditions with the expansion in Chebyshev





































Figure 5.8: Dynamic spin structure factor for k = π and open boundary conditions with
Chebyshev polynomials, reproduced from Fig. 7 of Ref. [HWM+11].
Due to a special energy truncation scheme the algorithm allows to calculate very long
chains. For L = 400 and L = 200 the continuous line shapes nicely resemble the data
of the Bethe ansatz.5 However, in the inset one can see clear deviations in the low en-
ergy spectrum due to the finite chains. They were also able to extract discrete spectral
5It is assumed that this data corresponds to the (2+4)-spinon contributions.
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weights from their continous line shapes that are shown as dots in the figure. This was
accomplished by increasing the number of expansion paramters to N = 499(999). Then
the spectral function shows peaks at the position of the spectral poles which were fitted
to extract their weight and position. The used rescaling scheme for the single spectral
weights is identical to the one used in this work. The single spectral weights also lie on
the curve of the Bethe ansatz. However, this is questionable as they should correspond
to the 2-spinon excitations only.
Due to the similar calculations scheme (similar recursion formula) the Chebyshev poly-
nomials can be regarded as the main competitor of the newly developed MPS Lanczos
approach. In particular, as it has basically the same (low) numerical costs. Compared to
each other, both have advantages and disadvantages, such that no conclusive statement
can be made at the moment, also in view of the lack of applications so far. Both rely
on operations H|ψ〉 carried out a similar number of times, but the Chebyshev approach
can handle longer chains (≈ 400 sites) because of a surprising low maximal MPS matrix
dimension (M ∼ 32 − 64); this is arguably due to an inherent entanglement-reducing
energy-truncation scheme. However, comparing directly the evaluation of discrete spec-
tral weights/poles, one has to perform many iterations (500−1000) within the Chebyshev
expansion. Furthermore, one has to fit the broadened spectral weights to get the discrete
poles/weights including a fit error. This becomes even more challenging for dense spectral
poles, where the broadened peaks overlap. This problem could be seen at the test case of
the spin-1
2
Heisenberg chain where the extracted weights had too much weight compared
to the expectations for the 2-spinon excitations. Generally, broadening is an inherent part
of the Chebyshev approach. It also has more tuning parameters that have to be optimized
for the method to work properly, especially the number of iterations is somehow arbitrary.
Other algorithms 5.3.4
The Fourier transform of time-dependent DMRG data as described in Sec. 3.3.7 is an-
other method for calculating spectral functions. It has been applied by Pereira et al.
[PWA08, PWA09] to the dynamic spin structure factor of the spin-1
2
-Heisenbergchain.
They were also able to resolve the divergence, however the low frequency behaviour is
especially vulnerable to the extrapolation of the finite-time data. Some other algorithms
for time evolution of quantum states also use a Krylov space representation in MPS
[Sch04, NM05, MMN05, GR06, KKM+08, FCM+08]. Here the proposed reorthogonaliza-
tion may also be useful.
Recently, two algorithms for calculating spectra of translationally invariant Hamilto-
nians with (unitary) MPS working directly in the thermodynamic limit and with peri-
odic boundary conditions [HPW+12, PHV12] were suggested that can approximate many
branches of the dispersion relation with high precision. It would be really interesting to
see whether these algorithms can also calculate dynamic correlation functions with that
precision and how they compare to the Lanczos expansion.
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Conclusion 6
"Remember that all models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong do they have to be to not be
useful."
(Book: "Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces", Box and Draper, 1987,[BD87])
The two different topics of this thesis are discussed separately. The results are briefly
summarized and critically reviewed. Furthermore, new perspectives are opened up.
Long range Kondo signatures 6.1
Retrospective 6.1.1
The task of this project was to find a theoretical model for the experimental STS data
of buried magnetic impurities, to calculate the LDOS for this model at the surface for
impurities in different depth and to compare the results to the experiment.
To incorporate the strong interactions in the impurities which lead to the Kondo effect
the SIAM was chosen. In order to include also the focussing effect of the copper crystal
the LCAO method was used for the calculation of the energy dispersion of the conduc-
tion band electrons needed in the SIAM. The LDOS at the impurity for this model was
then calculated with the NRG. Using the LDOS at the impurity and the LCAO Green’s
functions of the copper crystal the LDOS at the surface was calculated via the equation
of motion technique.
Simulation and experiment showed very good agreement in the single spectra, but also
in the general spectral maps for various impurities at different depth below the surface.
In order to extract the new physics three major questions have been answered in Sec. 4.6:
1. Is the chosen effective model appropriate for the experimental data ?
2. Did we observe a real long range Kondo signature ?
3. Did we measure the Kondo cloud ?
Concerning the first question, it was stated that the chosen effective model is one of
the simplest models that shows the Kondo effect. Especially the basic modelling of the
degrees of freedom of the impurity is a big simplification. However, the Kondo resonance
in the spectral function is known to be a universal effect that is to a large extend rather
robust with respect to impurity details. In Sec. 4.6.1 different more realistic models, that
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incorporate the inner structure of the impurity atom in more detail, were discussed. The
known results from the literature are summarized, showing that in most cases our chosen
effective model is justified. Nevertheless, this study revealed that the extracted numbers
for the Kondo temperature should be interpreted with care. They should be interpreted
as an ’effective Kondo temperature’ related to the SIAM. One advantage of our chosen
model is the limited number of parameters. More realistic models are usually accompa-
nied by a larger number of parameters, which are usually unknown and hard to derive
from bandstructure calculations like DFT or LCAO. Summarized, it can be stated that
the SIAM together with the LCAO bandstructure calculations are a good choice for the
modelling of the measured data.
The second question was also answered positively: Many signs support the finding of
a long range Kondo signature. The strong signal at the Fermi energy, the phase shift
smaller than π/2, the relation between the ’effective’ Kondo temperatures for Fe and Co,
the oscillations with depth due to the surface of the crystal - all these elements fit into
the picture of a long range Kondo signature observed at the surface.
The third question had to be answered negatively: The Kondo cloud was not measured.
Following Affleck [Aff09] the Kondo cloud can not be measured from the Green’s function
directly. Only the integrated Green’s function leading to the charge density will give
an access to the Kondo cloud. In order to observe the Kondo cloud form this quantity
signatures from much more distant magnetic impurities have to be recorded. This will
probably be out of reach within this experimental setup at least in the near future.
Perspective 6.1.2
The successful observation of a long range Kondo signature opens new perspectives. Two
main routes are possible. At first further characteristics of the Kondo effect for single
impurities can be examined . Then, in a second step, more complex impurity systems can
be investigated.
Additional experiments could reveal further characteristics of the Kondo effect. In an
applied magnetic field a splitting of the Kondo resonance should be observed. This would
further underline the existence of a long range Kondo signature. Considering available
magnetic fields, manganese may be a possible candidate. For adsorbed atoms this split-
ting was recently shown, see Ref. [OTvB+08]. Comparing many different impurities in
various host materials even more intrinsic properties of the impurities may be analysed,
e.g. the effect of Hund’s coupling to the Kondo temperature. However, this would de-
mand much more data from the experimental side and also the theoretical models have
to be refined to incorporate these effects. Spin-resolved STM measurements are also a
very promising approach to reveal new characteristics from buried magnetic impurities.
Maybe with these even spin-spin correlation functions can be measured which would give
a very direct access to the Kondo cloud.
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A very interesting field of Kondo physics is the interplay between two magnetic im-
purities. In the simplest picture these can be modelled by two single local moments Si
at two different positions i = 1, 2 in distance R, that interact via an exchange coupling
J with the spins of the conduction band electrons. In first-order perturbation theory





S1 · S2 (6.1)
Depending on the distance R this effective coupling between the two local moments can
be anti-ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic. This, so called RKKY interaction, will compete
with the Kondo interaction: The Kondo effect will try to screen the impurity spins from
each other (vanishing spin-spin correlations between the two impurity spins). The RKKY
interaction favors the formation of strong correlations between the impurity spins (strong
spin-spin correlations between the two impurity spins). Reported first measurement of two
buried magnetic impurities close to each other show differences in the LDOS at the sur-
face. This is a promising approach to understand and measure the interplay between the
two effects. A theoretical modelling of this system is far more complex. A two-impurity
Anderson model with an effective RKKY interaction J between the impurities can give
a first explanation for the impurity spectral functions [JKmW81, JV87, JVW88, JV89].
Here the effect of the interplay between RKKY and Kondo interaction to the impurity
spectral function can be studied with the NRG. However, to calculate the LDOS at the
surface including the focussing effect of the copper crystal will be a big challenge.
The deeper understanding of Kondo physics and the interplay with the RKKY in-
teraction is also very important for the so-called heavy fermion systems which can show
unconventional superconductivity [AGO75, SAB+79, Ste84]. The systems are character-
ized by conduction electrons that behave like free electrons with an enhanced free-electron
mass (up to 1000 times the free-electron mass). The materials are usually intermetallic
compounds containing elements which have a partially filled 4f or 5f -shell, see introduc-
tion Sec. 1.1. Typical compounds are e.g. CeCuSi2, CeCu6, UBe13. The electrons in
the f -state are highly localized and form due to Hund’s rules a local magnetic moment
like the magnetic impurities regarded in this work. However, in heavy fermion systems
these local moments are formed at every atomic site. Therefore a Kondo lattice model
with a local moment at every site that interacts via an exchange interaction with the
conduction electrons is the simplest model for these systems [Col12]. For strong effective
RKKY interactions between the local moments a magnetic state will develop. For weak
interactions the conduction electrons can screen the local moments via the Kondo effect
leading to a paramagnetic state. Between these to regimes a quantum critical point oc-
curs and superconductivity may appear. However, the screening of a local moment by
the conduction electrons via the Kondo effect leads to the Kondo screening cloud, see
Sec. 4.2.2. For heavy fermion system it would extend over hundreds of lattice constants.
Therefore for dense systems interference of these Kondo clouds would occur which has
not been seen experimentally by now. Furthermore the so-called exhaustion problem can
occur: There would not be enough low-energy conduction electrons to screen the many
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local moments [Col12]. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the spatial behaviour of the
Kondo effect is also of great interest for the heavy fermion systems.
Dynamic spin structure factor of the
one-dimensional Heisenberg model 6.2
Retrospective 6.2.1
In this project a new algorithm for the calculation of spectral functions with DMRG/MPS
was developed. It is based on previous ideas to implement the Lanczos method in the
DMRG framework. In this new method the Lanczos algorithm is directly implemented in
MPS. As a non-trivial test case, the dynamic spin structure factor of the one-dimensional
Heisenberg model was calculated.
It was shown that the Lanczos algorithm in MPS formulation is capable of calculating
a number of discrete spectral weights/poles for spin chains that are longer than those
that can be evaluated with exact diagonalization and the standard Lanczos algorithm.
A comparison with the exact eigenenergies obtained from the Bethe ansatz showed that
the low lying spectral poles can be obtained with good accuracy. The form of the dy-
namic spin structure factor for the 2-spinon contribution from the Bethe ansatz in the
thermodynamic limit could be convincingly reproduced with the rescaling scheme. Higher
spinon-contributions to the dynamic spin structure factor could not be extracted from the
data due to their very low spectral weight and strong finite-size scaling.
The main discrepancy between the excitation energies obtained from the Bethe ansatz
and the ones obtained from the MPS Lanczos method was shown to be originated in the
approximation of the Lanczos states via MPS. A bad approximation of the Lanczos states
is reasoned in the limited entanglement entropy that can be represented with MPS. The
repetitive application of the Hamiltonian to the Lanczos states increases the entanglement
entropy and therefore the quality of the representation of the states by MPS decreases
with each iteration. The main limitation to apply the method to longer chains is thus
originated in the increasing entanglement entropy as for long chains many iterations are
needed to get all relevant spectral poles and weights. The increase of the entanglement
entropy in the Lanczos states due to the repetitive application of the Hamiltonian will
however occur for all methods that try to setup a Krylov space.
The error due to the approximation of the Lanczos states by MPS leads to a loss of
orthogonality between the Lanczos vectors. This loss of orthogonality can be cured by
reorthogonalization schemes. In this work it was realized that the standard reorthogonal-
ization schemes are not successful and therefore a new way to restore reorthogonalization
was developed. The proposed reorthogonalization scheme which leads to the generalized
eigenvalue problem instead of a tridiagonal matrix can cure this loss of orthogonalization
to a certain extend.
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The newly developed method had to be benchmarked to existing methods. At first
it was compared to the original and adaptive DMRG Lanczos method. The broadly
distributed spectral weight of the S = 1
2
Heisenberg antiferromagnet had been a major
stumbling block for the original DMRG-based formulation. In technical terms, the new
algorithm offers the following advantages over the original and adaptive DMRG Lanczos
method: The algorithm can be easily implemented in any MPS algorithm as it only uses
simple MPS algebra routines. Multi-targeting and the inexact Hamiltonian representation
is avoided. Furthermore the possibility of handling the Lanczos states individually by a
single MPS allows for reorthogonalization procedures that are not possible with the adap-
tive Lanczos method. This reorthogonalization significantly improves the convergence of
the spectral poles and makes the extraction of single weights much easier. Therefore it
represents a definite improvement over existing Lanczos methods in the DMRG frame-
work.
In comparison to other non-Lanczos methods the MPS Lanczos method appears nei-
ther as clearly superior nor as inferior. In comparison to the correction vector, Chebyshev
polynomials and Fourier transform of time-dependent DMRG data its relative perfor-
mance will be strongly dependent on the chosen model and the type of the spectral
function. Spectral functions, that are formed by many excitations e.g. the LDOS in the
Hubbard band will be difficult to calculate with the MPS Lanczos method due to the
large amount of spectral poles with a non-vanishing spectral weight. This was shown in
a very recent work [Tie12] where the developed Lanczos MPS was applied to the one-
dimensional Hubbard model. It could be shown that the MPS Lanczos method is not
able to resolve the LDOS and the optical conductivity due to the many spectral poles.
The correction vector turned out to be clearly superior for this model and these kinds
of spectral functions. However, the Lanczos MPS method was useful to determine the
optical gap.
Perspective 6.2.2
The newly developed MPS Lanczos method has been proven to be successful for the cal-
culation of the dynamic spin structure factor for the S = 1
2
Heisenberg antiferromagnet
– a non-trivial test case for MPS. However, the recent drawback of the method for the
application to spectral functions of the one-dimensional Hubbard model has to mentioned
[Tie12]. Therefore I believe that the MPS Lanczos will show its full potential for models
with a very limited number of discrete spectral poles, like the spin-1
2
Heisenberg chain.
For those kinds of spectral functions it is nearly impossible to get valuable information for
the behaviour in the thermodynamic limit from one single chain in the available length
scales. One should emphasize that all the information about the spectral function for
finite systems is given exclusively by these discrete spectral weights/poles and therefore
any method for the DMRG/MPS that gives a continuous function (e.g. correction vector,
expansion in Chebyshev polynomials, Lanczos plus continuous fraction) only interpolates
between these points depending on the broadening scheme of the used method. The
used rescaling scheme based on the explicit extraction of discrete spectral weights and
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poles gives a very controlled access to the problematic limit η → 0, L → ∞ and by this
gives more transparent results without broadening. This is especially useful for spectral
functions that show divergences as the dynamic spin structure factor where an additional
broadening completely smears out the divergence.
Therefore I speculate that applications of the method to other spin models promises
to provide spectral functions with good resolution. This is very important for (quasi)
one-dimensional materials that can be measured with neutron scattering. Some of these
systems can be modelled by spin models with (anisotropic) long-range interactions, for an
example see Ref. [JOK+11] . These models are in most cases non-integrable and therefore
no solution with the Bethe ansatz exists and numerical methods are mandatory. Here the
developed MPS Lanczos method – especially due to missing broadening – is promising to
provide valuable information about spectral gaps and possible divergences.
The developed MPS Lanczos algorithms is (so far) the final step in the history of
DMRG/MPS Lanczos algorithms. With this algorithm every Lanczos state is represented
by a single MPS with an exact Hamiltonian representation by a MPO. It is therefore the
direct implementation of the Lanczos algorithm for this class of variational states and
there seems to be no more possible improvement of the implementation of the Lanczos
method in MPS. The main limitation is the increasing entanglement entropy of the Lanc-
zos states which is problematic for a MPS representation. Thus MPS as variational states
do not seem to be optimal for the implementation of the Lanczos algorithm. Variational
states that are capable of representing higher entanglement entropy should be superior.
Nevertheless, at the moment due to the lack of alternatives MPS are the most successful
variational states that can be used within the Lanczos algorithm for one-dimensional sys-
tems. However, the fast and numerous activities in this field may provide a new class of
variational states which can efficiently represent (higher) entangled states and therefore
be promising for a use as variational states within the Lanczos algorithm. Especially,
variational states that can somehow automatically incorporate orthogonality within the
Lanczos recursion would be favourable.
Another possible application of the Lanczos method in the (far) future may lie within
the field of the newly developed tensor networks for higher dimensions. The Lanczos
method just needs basic algebraic operations, like the application of the Hamiltonian to
a state, the addition of several states and the evaluation of expectation values. If these
operations can be computed with reasonable computational efficiency within these tensor





Matrix product states A.1
Matrix product state representation of quantum states A.1.1
For a given quantum state a MPS representation can be given exactly. In order to get an




cσ1...σL |σ1, . . . , σL〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL
Aσ1 · . . . · AσL|σ1, . . . , σL〉, (A.1)











From S and V † a new c′a1σ2...σL can be generated, that will be reshuffled into a matrix
c′′(a1σ2),(σ3...σL). Furthermore the matrix U (with U
†U = 1) will be reshuffled into two








One continues with an SVD on c′′(a1σ2),(σ3...σL). The new S and V
† will again be combined
and reshuffled into two A-matrices. The new coefficients are now: Aσ2a1,a2 = U(a1σ2),a2 . This













= Aσ1 · · ·AσL−1MσL . (A.6)





IV Appendix A. Computational details
Hamiltonian as a Matrix Product Operator A.1.2
The explicit construction of the Hamiltonian as a MPO was at first presented by Mc-
Culloch [McC07]. Further developments can be found in Ref. [PMCV10] and general-
izations for Hamiltonians with long-range interactions in Ref. [FND10]. The following
























In order to construct the MPO the tensor structure of the Hamiltonian can be exploited:
Ĥ = JzŜz1 ⊗ Ŝz2 ⊗ Î3 ⊗ Î4 . . .+ Î1 ⊗ JzŜz2 ⊗ Ŝz3 ⊗ Î4 . . .+ . . . (A.7)






i |σi〉〈σ′i| . (A.8)










Î 0 0 0 0
Ŝ+ 0 0 0 0
Ŝ− 0 0 0 0
Ŝz 0 0 0 0










whereby the first and last matrix is a vector given by:
Ŵ [1] =
(





Î Ŝ+ Ŝ− Ŝz −hzŜz − hxŜx
)
(A.11)






DMRG ground state search A.1.3
Preparing steps
In order to use the local DMRG optimization, the expectation value 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 has to be
represented in a compact form for the matrix at site l. Using the mixed-canonical MPS
section A.1. Matrix product states V










































































































































































































Effective calculation of L and R
After the optimization of a single matrix at site l one continues with the next site. In
order to setup the new L and R tensors, one can use that the new L and R can be updated
from the previous by:



























































































































































At first the matrices of the starting state are filled with random values. Then the state
is right-normalized and all R-matrices are constructed. The sweep will start at site l = 1
and the MPS has the form :
Mσ1Bσ2 · · ·BσL
Next the HEff at site l is constructed and the related local eigenvalue problem is solved.
Then the matrix Mσl is updated by the (reshaped) eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue.
In order to extend the left-normalized block a SVD on the new matrix M̃σl is applied and
the U -matrix is saved as the new Aσl-matrix while the SV †-matrix is multiplied to the
matrix Bσl+1 which shrinks the right block (2) :
Aσ1 · · ·Aσl−1MσlBσl+1 · · ·BσL (1)−→ Aσ1 · · ·Aσl−1M̃σlBσl+1 · · ·BσL
(2)−→ Aσ1 · · ·AσlMσl+1Bσl+2 · · ·BσL
Then it is proceeded with the next site (l → l + 1). Repeating this step until l = L is
reached, will give one complete right sweep. The MPS is now left-normalized:
Aσ1 · · ·AσL−1MσL
Analogously to the right step one can sweep also to the left side. The sweeping is stopped
when a certain criteria is fullfilled (e.g. convergence, max. number of sweeps).
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Recursive formula for reorthogonalization A.1.4
We want to express the reorthogonalization equation














where we have introduced the reorthogonalization matrix Sin:






































SkiWnk, Wij = 〈fi|fj〉 .
Now one can deduce a recursion formula for the matrix elements of S:
S̃pn =
{
−∑n−1q=p kqnSpq, if p < n



















Wij is called the Gramian matrix. It gives a measure for the linear dependence of the
Lanczos vectors. As long as detWij > 0 one still adds linear independent vectors to the






VIII Appendix A. Computational details
By construction the vectors |ψi〉 define an orthonormal basis system, i.e., on the left hand
side we have ensured that the effective Hamiltonian is connected by a unitary transfor-
mation to the right hand side. In particular, one does not have to change the calculated
Lanczos vectors any more. Since the vectors |ψi〉 are orthonormal, the spectral weight Ωk
belonging to the excitation energy ǫk can now be calculated very easily from1
Ωk/〈0|Â†Â|0〉 = |〈Ek|A|0〉|2 = |
∑
i
cki〈ψi|ψ0〉|2 = |ck0|2 ,
where the exact diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian yields the (approximate)
eigenvectors |Ek〉 =
∑
i cki|ψi〉. One can again express this residual without knowing the
eigenvectors explicitly, for the additional price that one has to measure all the matrix





















1This approach is thus, besides being numerically more stable, also much simpler as compared to the
adaptive Lanczos method,[DHP+11] where one had to evaluate an integral in the complex plane.
Long range Kondo signature B
Free Green’s function with surface B.1
The LCAO calculations have to include the decay of the wavefunctions at the surface.





(Φ− Ek,ν) + k2‖ (B.1)
Here Φ = 4.65eV is the work function and the energy E is measured with respect to the
Fermi-Level. The surface is orientated perpendicular to the z-axis and defines the border
between the two adjacent subspaces crystal (z ≤ 0) and vacuum (z > 0). As the fcc band










z ≤ 0 (B.2)
Ψk,ν(x‖, z) =
(
1 + |rk,ν |2
)−1/2
eik‖x‖ (1 + rk,ν) e
−κk,νz z > 0 (B.3)
with the reflection coefficient rk,ν = (ikz + κk,ν)/(ikz − κk,ν) providing continuity of the
wave-functions and their spatial derivative at the surface. The LDOS of the unperturbed











The STM-Tip always probes the LDOS in the vacuum and the impurity is always lo-
cated within the crystal. Therefore only the Green’s function connecting a position
x
′ = (0, 0,−d) inside the crystal with a position x = (x, y, h) in the vacuum is of in-
terest. Here d is the depths of the impurity below the surface and h is the tip to sample
distance. This particular Green’s function is given by:











(ω − Ek,ν + i0+)
(B.5)
The propagator for the opposite direction is identical due to time reversal symmetry.
IX
X Appendix B. Long range Kondo signature
Fano line shapes B.2















To write the spectral function as a Fano function Újsághy neglected the energy dependence
of q(ω) and ∆(ω) and in the limit R = 0 the LDOS can be described with the typical
Fano functions:
LDOS(R = 0, ω) = ρ0(ω) = ρ00 + δρ0 = ρ




Fano line shapes appear in general if a single level (state) is coupled to a continuum of
states. Therefore simple potential scattering modelled by a Lorentzian resonance will
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